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(ABSTRACT)

This research proposed to determine, in the context of preliminary data
_

analysis, whether one can generate more—and more ·complex—"insights"

(meaningful or possibly relevant relationships suggested by the data) by-

looking at a graphic (multiple bar chart) representation—as opposed to

numeric table·—-of a large, multivariate quantitative dataset (twenty

variables with twenty four observations each), displayed and manipulated

h interactively in a personal computer-based system. If the more complex

observations made possible by graphic representations can be explored in

more detail—with further help from statistical and mathematical

techniques-then the probability of achieving truly novel and useful

solutions can be increased. The major issue involved is not how to

communicate more effectively information to a large audience; it is rather

j what would stimulate deeper, sharper, and more expeditious analysis of a

problem.

An experiment——of a "posttest only control group" design—was conducted,

with eighty Subjects. Half of those Subjects were randomly assigned to



l
a treatment group (graphic representation of a quantitative dataset) and

the other half, to a control group (multivariate representation of same

dataset). Individual experimental sessions took approximately two hours,

with an interactive tutoria1——designed to give both groups the same level

of basic skills for handling the computer program——followed by sixty

minutes (maximum) for problem analysis.

The null hypothesis was there would be no differences between the scores

of Subjects looking at a graphic versus a numeric representation of data

for each of four classes of "insight" generation: °

1 "Insights" ignoring complexity levels °

- 2 Multiple-field "insights", exclusive of single-field "insights"
”

3 Multiple "fie1d—group" (such as age groups) "insights"

4 Number of different complexity levels

‘
A methodology was developed for objective scoring of the raw data (written

notes with requested observations and inferences). Observations were

eliminated on the basis of repetition, incompleteness, and lack of
4

Validation from underlying dataset.

The differences between "insights" produced by the "graphic" and

Ünumeric" groups were statistically significant. The major differences

corresponded to the higher levels of "insight" complexity-—those

observations relative to a large number of problem variables or to the

whole dataset. The "graphic“ group produced a significantly larger number

of such observations.
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I 'I - THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

“I.'I - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PROBLEM

IJ.] - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This research proposed to determine, in the context of preliminary stages

of data analysis for problem solving, whether one can generate more or ‘

better "insights" (meaningful or possibly relevant relationships sug-

gested by the data) by looking at graphic—as opposed to

numeric—representation of computer-supported relational quantitative

data ("data").

The conlzextwof the research, as mentioned above, was on preliminary or
exploratory data analysis, but not as a substitute for other kinds of

‘ statistical or mathematical manipulations of the data, aimed at further

stages of problem solving. It was nonetheless assumed here that there

are products, similar to those derived from more complex and formal °°data"

-analysis, which are indispensable if that "data" is to prove useful for

problem-solving: compression (summary) of one field (or variable), re-

lationships between two or more fields, observations focusing on "data"

subsets or on the whole dataset. There is an implicit ranking in the

products just mentioned, where "insights°° related to one field only would

rank the least complex compared with "insights" abstracting the whole

dataset. In this °°complexity" scale, the higher the number of data ele-

1 - The Problem and its Setting 1



ments (variables or records, or both) correctly abstracted, the more ap-

propriate, or useful, that particular "insight" may prove to be for

problem solving.

The operational measurement of °°insights" was taken in terms of "com-

plexity°°. °°Comp1exity°° describes the number of fields and °°fie1d groups°°

(a set of closely related fields, such as different age groups) made im-

plicit or explicit for each "insight". Fourteen levels of complexity were

distinguished.

1.1.2 - THE PROBLEM '

The problem was to determine whether there would be a discernible pattern

of responses for "insight" complexity generation for Subjects looking at

graphic, as opposed to numeric, interactive computer displays of quanti-

tative relational data.

1.1.3 - THE HYPOTHESIS

The null hypothesis was that there would be no differences between the

scores of Subjects looking at a graphic representation of data and the

scores of Subjects looking at a numeric representation of the same data-

set, for each of four classes of "insight°° generation:

Class 1 A count of "insights°° ignoring complexity levels

Class 2 A count of multiple-field "insights", exclusive of single-

field (level "A") "msights"

1 - 'I'he Problem and its Setting 2



Class 3 A count of multiple "field-group" "insights", exclusive of

levels "A°° through "F°°

Class 4 A count of the number of different complexity levels

l.2 — BOUNDARIES OF THE STUDY

1.2.] - DELIMITATIONS

The study did not deal either with visual communication issues—involving

dissemination of information—or with propaganda or advertising.

, The study did not deal with either cognitive perceptual issues, partic-

ularly visual cognition, or human factors—in the ergonomic sense.

- The study was limited to examining one particular type of graphic repre-

sentation of multivariate data (relational graphic matrix), using mono-

chrome displays.

» The study was limited to undergraduate and graduate students at Virginia

Tech.

'l.2.2 - DEFINITION OF TERMS

Insights Insights are relationships among elements of a dataset

which may prove meaningful or relevant for finding sol-

utions to a problem defined in terms of that dataset.

1 - The Problem and its Setting 3



V
<)bservaüon An observation is a sentence that describes or summarizes

a subset of, or the whole of, a dataset; it is derived

entirely from the data in question, as a statement of fact,

of a state of being; no or minimum value judgement in-

volved, restricted mainly to possible subjective charac-

terization of intensity of state being described.

inference An inference is a sentence that explains or gives a prob-

able or assumed interpretation of observations made about

a dataset or subset; supported mainly by observer°s expe-

rience and knowledge of data beyond the stated dataset.

Suggesüon A suggestion is a sentence that prescribes or suggests

possible courses of action to achieve desirable °

outcome(s); it can become a solution (or one of many) if
l

framed in the context of a defined problem.

Decision Support Systems (DSSs) DSSs are computer-based systems (inte-

grated hardware and software) aimed at facilitating deci-

sion-making and problem-solving.

Ereliminary Data Analysis (PDA) PDA is data analysis from the very first

moment of data gathering until the boundaries of a problem

or a decision space are clearly defined.

l - The Problem and its Setting 4



° Multivariate Quantitative Data (MQD) MQD is a set of quantitative data

elements representing four or more variables or factors;

the cases of one, two, or three variables are considered

special instances, extensively treated in the literature,

of the general case of n-dimensional quantitative data-

sets.

Graphic Matrix A graphic matrix is the graphical analog (one-to-one

— mapping of individual elements) of a two-dimensional nu-

merical matrix, where each element within the set (or a

given subset) is converted to a graphic symbol chosen ac-

cording to the principle of preservation of scale during

data conversion from one representation mode to another.

Tables
n

Tables are two-dimensional numerical matrices with n x m

elements.

1.2.3 - ASSUMPTIONS

1. Quantitative ski1ls—among symbolic thinking abilities—are a neces-

sary but not sufficient condition for effective professional per-

formance in the present and in the near future; "numeracy", so to

speak, is needed as much as °°literacy" if only to enable communication

with professionals in other disciplines or to cope with the tremendous

amount of quantitative data generated by the design/building process.

1 - The Problem and its Setting 5



S
2. Relational data models were assumed to be the simplest and most na-

tural way of data organization, from an individual's perspective.

3. There is a substantial proportion of professionals that have highly

developed spatial reasoning and visual information processing capa-

bilities; their "visual 1iteracy" skills can be successfully har-

nessed to handle some of the symbolic thinking abilities

traditionally associated only with "numeracy".

4. The two prevailing modes of data representation, particularly for

large datasets, are numeric and graphic; they are likely to remain

so for the near future.

5. Graphics were assumed to be, in general, better means of presenting

whole sets or subsets of data than numeric, tabular formats. Graphics

allow and can induce-—faster——a holistic view (gestalt) of a dataset

or of a (simplified) model of its overall structure, assumed necessary

prior to effective mental manipulation of that dataset; tables, on

the other hand, are better for retrieving data at the individual el-

ement level. ·
6. Graphics are not the only means of achieving a holistic mental model

of a dataset, but allow a common representation, a common language,

that can be immediately shared by others.

1 ~ The Problem and its Setting 6
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1.3 - BACKGROUND AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

There is no need to elaborate on the impact of computers in the way pro-

fessionals fulfill their responsibilities. However, the full potential

of human visual capabilities for computer-based information processing

has scarcely been touched, regardless of the increasing ease of use of

computer displays for problem solving (as in the case of spreadsheets).

Fortunately, the glamour of the introduction. of computer graphics is

fading away, allowing a more critical view of the relationships between

data representation modes and human intellectual abilities. When better

understood, those relationships can point the way towards significant

enhancement of professional problem-solving, decision-making, and design

capabilities. The issue is not how to communicate more effectively in-

formation to a large audience; it is rather to discover what would stim-

ulate deeper, sharper, and more expeditious analysis of a problem.

DSSs have been the cornerstone of a large body· of empirical research

seeking to understand——and to provide for——the information processing

needs of decision-makers, particularly business managers, in their search

for more efficient and effective problem-solving methods. The research

emphasis has gradually shifted from database management to modelling to

data representation, as some of the basic issues related to each area have

been satisfactorily dealt with, if not in practical, at least in theore-

tical terms.

4

1 - The Problem and its Setting 7



l
The present popularity of spreadsheet programs in the computer software

market, for instance, indicates that relational data models——always from

the individual user°s point of view——are indeed satisfactory for personal

data base management systems (DBMS) and DSSs. Modelling capabilities are

also apparently making their way into the marketplace, more often than

not integrated. with database management capabilities and spreadsheet

programs. Graphic representations for quantitative data, however, other

than univariate (as the ubiquitous pie-chart) or bivariate (scatterplots,

histograms, etc.), have been the subject of surprisingly much less re-

search than database management or modelling, the basic DSS capabilities.

The lack of appropriate iconic models to aid conceptualization of multi-

variate (more than three variables) datasets is at issue here, not the

(recognized) importance of uni-, bi-, or trivariate graphic data-repre-

sentations, which, with the great ease of use afforded by computers, are

paving the way for increasing "graphicacy" levels. The trends in the

visual literacy arena, however, only make the multivariate graphics

problem more urgent, particularly as the computer software industry be-

gins to address the needs of groups with cognitive and intellectual

abilities quite different from those of business managers, the tradi-

tional target-user of DSS efforts.

There are many ways to achieve creative——novel and useful——solutions.
l

In the context of problem solving, if a deeper understanding of a quan-

titative dataset is achieved at a fraction of the time by looking at a

graphic, as opposed to numeric, representation of that dataset, then the

1 - The Problem and its Setting 8
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potential time savings involved are enough to warrant a closer look at

the representations making those potential savings possible. If, in ad-

dition, the more complex observations made possible by graphic repres-

entations can be explored in more detail——with further help from formal

statistical and mathematical techniques——then the probability of achiev-

ing truly novel and useful solutions can be increased. The situation is

notably akin to going to the highest point of a region to find one's way

around; it does not preclude at all the use of maps or other means of

orientation, like a compass; but it can prove tremendously helpful for

most people to look at anything that will speed their understanding, of

either their surroundings or of abstract data. °

1 — The Problem and its Setting 9



2 - REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Z.] · CONTEXT FOR THE RESEARCH

2.].1 · DEMAND FOR ANALYTIC METHODS

The demand for analytic methods in Architecture and Planning has increased

in the past ten to fifteen years (Negroponte, 1975; Mitchell, 1977;

Krueckeberg, 1978). That demand is not surprising, since it corresponds

to an increasingly more demanding professional environment which, in

turn, reflects the increasing complexity of contemporary technological

and societal changes. Krueckeberg°s definition of "methods", in the

context of his research into their changing role as one of the urban

planner°s skills, is that of "analytic tools and skills, primarily

quantitative—or at least analytically rigorous——that are used in the

practical work of urban planners at city, regional, and state levels of

government." This definition was adopted in the present study, expanded

only to include architectural practitioners working as individual con-

sultants, as employees in Architectural and Engineering offices, and at

the same levels of government indicated above. .

Among the analytic methods examined by Krueckeberg were statistical data

analysis, computer usage for analysis, several models of the urban pattern

(for analysis and forecasting of such variables as population, land use,

and so on), and economic evaluation techniques for impact and cost-benefit

2 · Review of the Related Literature 10
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analysis. The conclusions of that study supported the thesis of an in-

crease in the importance of analytical methods in planning, as perceived

by planners and evidenced by the curricula of major planning schools at

the time.

One specific method, statistical data analysis, was the focus of attention

of the present study, which assumed that an increase in the depth of

analysis could take place concomitantly with a decrease in the time needed

for that analysis. This possible increase in the effectiveness of sta-

tistical data analysis could be accomplished, in principle, with a more

efficient use of the human visual cognitive system, coupled with the

support of computers for speed of operations.

The next sub-section sets a frame of reference for computer support in

terms not only of statistical data analysis but decision-making and design
h

activities in general.

2.].2 - COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR DECISION SUPPORT

2.1.2.a - Characterization of Decision Support Systems

The concept of a "decision support system", or DSS (Gorry and Scott Mor-

ton, 1971) has been defined relative to each of its three terms:

Decision Emphasizing "the primary focus on decision making in prob-
lem situations rather than simple information re-
trieval, processing, or reporting."

2 - Review of the Related Literature 11



° Support Emphazising "the computer's role in aiding rather than re-
· placing the decision maker, thus including those decision

situations with sufficient 'structure° to permit computer
support, but in which managerial judgement is still an es-
sential e1ement."

Systenr Suggesting the integration in context of "user, machine,
and decision environment."

A comparison. of DSSs with other computer-based systems, based on task

structure differences, indicates significant differences :

•
Transaction processing systems (TPS) are directed essentially to

the collection, updating, and distribution of information ac-

cording to predefined procedures, to aid in the solution of es-

sentially structured problems. The primary focus of a TPS is on

the process that needs to be facilitated through automation

(Chachra and Heterick, 1982).

•
Management information systems (MIS) are characterized by "pre-

defined data aggregation and reporting capabilities ... [with]

reports usually either printed in batch or queried on demand [with

options normally‘ including] only a set of predefined data ex-

traction operators" (Moore and Chang, 1983). The primary focus

of a MIS, therefore, is on the presentation of information and

statistical data.

•
DSSs are characterized in turn as an "extensible system with in-

trinsic capability to support ad hoc extraction, analysis, con-

2 - Review of the Related Literature 12
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solidation, and reduction [of data], as well as decision-modeling

activities" (Moore and Chang, 1983). The nature of the problems

and decisions to be supported is usually semistructured or un-

structured. The primary focus of a DSS, therefore, becomes the

search for insights about the data examined (Chachra and Heter-

ick, 1982).

The published case studies of DSS implementation suggested, according to

Keen (1980), that "DSS" might be too broad a concept, which should be

further subdivided to differentiate between:
•

Personal support system (PSS), "for use by individuals in tasks
not involving interdependencies, so that the user can indeed make
a decision";

•
Group support system (GSS), "for tasks with 'pooled° interde-

. pendencies, which thus require‘ substantial face-to-face dis-
cussion and communication";

•
Organizational support system (OSS), "for tasks that involve

_ °sequential° interdependencies."

Given the business and managerial focus of much of early implementations

of MIS and DSS applications, it is not surprising that Keen also reported

a great majority of implemented DSS falling into the organizational cat-

egory. In Architecture and Planning, there have been very few instances

of even theoretical discussion on the subject, possibly because the lack

of true computer capabilities to facilitate the intrinsically personal

nature of most of the design tasks associated with that discipline.
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Personal decision support systems (PSSs) are part of the focus of the

present research. Professionals in Architecture and Planning, tradi-

tionally trained to employ most of their techniques and methods on. an

individual basis, were assumed to need more support for their personal

decision-making activities than for activities at other levels of their

work organization. Furthermore, the approach to such a personalized DSS

must avoid capturing "the decision maker in a fixed, sequential process

... [since] no two decision makers can be expected to follow the same

route to a decision, nor even to arrive at the same decision. The DSS

must facilitate this ad hoc approach to problem solving, it must never

inhibit it;" the major difference between PSSs and other computer-based

systems, in synthesis, should be that it "must be used not only for number

crunching but also for gaining insights [emphasis supplied]" (Chachra and

Heterick, 1982).

2.1.2.b - Decision Maker Activities

Carlson (1983) summarized several studies on activities of decision mak-

ers making use of installed. DSSs, with five salient factors for the

analysis or design of those systems:

1. "Decision makers rely on conceptualizations [such as pictures or
charts] in making a decision, and a DSS should provide familiar
representations (e.g., charts and graphs) to assist in conceptu-
alization.

2. "Decision makers perform Intelligence, Design, and Choice activ-
ities [phases of a model of individual human. decision making
proposed by Simon (1960) and discussed in the next section] while
making a decision, so a DSS should provide operations which sup-
port these activities.
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3. "Decision makers need memory aids [physical, such as scratch pa-

per, memos, or reports; mental, as decision rules; triggers or
reminders to execute certain operations, and so on], so a DSS
should provide memory aids which help carry out the decision-
making process." Examples of suggested DSS memory aids include
a data base (from sources internal and external to the decision
maker's organization), views (aggregations and subsets) of the
available data base, and computer workspaces to display and pre-
serve representations and intermediate data manipulation pro-
ducts.

4. "Decision makers exhibit a variety of skills, styles, and know-
ledge, so a DSS should help decision makers work in their own
idiosyncratic ways.

S. "Decision makers expect to control their decision support, so a
DSS should provide control aids which help decision makers exer-
cise direct, personal control [when making semi-structured or
unstructured decis ions] . "

Decision-maker control over DSSs was implicitly assumed here as necessary

in practice but, for the purposes of the experimental session program

built for manipulation of quantitative data, restricted to the minimum

set of commands necessary to handle a limited set of possible dataset
-

views. During the present study, no attempt was made to investigate in

more detail decision making styles, briefly mentioned in the next section,

with regard to human cognitive processes. This variable—decision making

styles—was assumed to be controlled through random sampling of the target

population for the study. Some data on these individual styles, however,

may emerge from the charts depicting idea generation rates for individual

Subjects in the experiment. The data generated, however, would be related

only to the rate of production of certain classes of ideas, not to indi-

vidual intellectual or personality factors.
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The paradigm problem used in the experimental sessions is an example of

the type and dataset size assumed to be most common in a professional

context. The paradigm problem dataset in question happened to be a view

of the original dataset from which it was extracted (the original being

approximately one hundred times bigger than the derived dataset). How-

ever, even as a fraction of the original one, the paradigm problem dataset

still was large enough that it may have required, from the Subjects in

the experiment, further operations of data decomposition prior to their

perception
of’

most of the relationships within the problem dataset.

Therefore, the basic set of operations made available to subjects during

the experimental session included, primarily, data reorganization and

compression facilities.

2.1.2.c - Representations of Information

Decision making phase models are reviewed in the next section. It can

be stated at this point, however, that an underlying assumption of this

study* was that the need for conceptualizations in problem solving is

stronger at the initial phases or stages of problem solving.

Conceptualizations, in the context proposed by Carlson (1983), and mod-

elling, in the sense characterized by Chachra and Heterick (1982), can

be used interchangeably. Models, classified by the latter as either

iconic or analogic, are considered essential to the decision making pro-

cess. In their definition, the two types can be considered as:
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Iconic models "image-generating, emotional, intuitive and ambiguous

forms such as natural language, diagrams and fuzzy
sketches.

Analog Models "measurable, quantifiable, rule-manipulated, rational
forms such as mathematical notations, mappings and
drawings."

The relative importance of iconic versus analog models was described by

Chachra and Heterick in terms of "when the limit of formal analysis is

confronted, we turn to some iconic model for °inspiration° or a fresh

l perception of a method of attack. The iconic aspect of problem solving

is one of the reasons why graphics is so important an aspect of DSS."

Iconic models, intrinsically, are physical representations of the par-

ticular concepts they embody. These physical representations, as Carlson

pointed out, can also be particularly important when communication of a

° decision, or some aspect of it, becomes necessary. Examples of physical

representations of concepts, i.e, iconic models, include histograms,

scatter plots, line graphs, maps, tabular reports, spread sheets, archi-

tectural drawings, and memoranda. .

The problem of representation of quantitative data is a special one. It

is mostly characterized by a special symbolic graphic notation, developed

over several thousand years of human history, which is so pervasive,

particularly in terms of symbolic representation of quantities——Arabic

numerals—-as to allow a complete fusion of the symbols with the concepts

they stand for. However, as known to anybody who has ever used an abacus,

there are other ways to represent numbers. A more detailed discussion
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of this issue is postponed until Section 2.3 ("Representation of Data")

of this chapter.

Regardless of the particular mode of representation of quantitative data,

the organization of abstract quantitative data elements is somewhat in-

dependent of representation mode. The most common methods of data or-

. ganization are: Relational, hierarchical, and network. Chachra and

Heterick (1982) also suggested that "the problem solver tends to think

most comfortably about information structured in two-dimensional tab1es"

(a relation) with fields (or variables, in the statistical sense) versus

records (data elements, or observations). They proposed that, regardless

of the actual storage strategy used by the computer in question, "the

user°s view of the information should always be relational." Based mainly

on the assumption of ease of use for the decision maker, the present re-

search adopted the relational model of data organization as its standard.

Further work and familiarization with problem data may result in inter-

nalization, in the decision maker°s mind; of most of the salient features

or characteristics of the problem. This internalization process may be

so complete that a decision maker need perhaps only to rely on mental

manipulations of data to search for a solution or to decide which alter-

native to choose from a set of options. In practice, however, this can

be assumed to happen only to a definite minority of problem situations.

Representations, even though they may be considered "dead-end snapshots"

of the data——since they are end products, not intermediate results capable

of further manipulation——can almost certainly be useful for professionals

2 — Review of the Related Literature
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at most of the phases of problem solving and decision making. Partic-

ularly, as has been pointed out above, at the early, fuzzy stages of data

analysis.

2.2 - THE SEARCH FOR "INS|GHTS" _ _

2.2.1 — DECISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING

2.2.1.a - Basic Issues for the Research

The present discussion is not to be interpreted as extending to all as-

pects of human problem solving or decision-making. Only those issues

bearing more directly on aspects of the research problem are reviewed.

Creativity vs. Problem-Solvingz Newell and Simon (1972) presented an
l

extensive treatment of models and explanatory mechanisms for some of the

main phenomena in human problem solving behavior. Simon also developed

elsewhere (1979, p.139) the argument that "there is no qualitative gulf

between ordinary, garden-variety problem solving and that kind of problem

- solving which, because of its impressiveness, we judge worth of the label

°creative.° The same mechanisms are at the root of both kinds of

problem solving—<:reativity is simply problem solving writ large [empha-

sis supplied] ."

Although the dismissal of °creativity° as a proper label only for "im-

pressive" accomplishments is discussed in the next subsection of this
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chapter, the interchangeability of the concepts "problem solving" and

"creativity" was retained. The "extraordinary" cases of problem solving

were not part of the main focus of the present study; rather, the cases

in question were exactly those "garden-variety", or better still, "off-

ice-variety" problems that professionals face every day. If improvements

in the overall effectiveness of professional performance could be asso-

ciated with different methods of looking at data, one of the main goals

of this research would have been fulfilled.

One example of the kind of creative thinking of concern here has been

exemplified by Shouksmith (1970, p.210). Writing about the work of early

psychological writers concerned with thinking and reasoning, he mentioned

William James' discussion of:

...inventive genius among reasoners, who extract essential ele-
ments from a set of data. Novelty is introduced into reasoning
by extracting a minor element and showing it to be of importance.
... This is achieved through extreme instances of association
by similarityg creative reasoning occurs where the association
of novel sets of data produces a surprising, yet effective, pro-
duct.

Another interpretation of creativity in data analysis came from Parnes

(1976), who noted that a problem solving "challenge may be met by the

'creative° discovery of relevant factors. The creativity in this case

consists of devising ideas for uncovering pertinent data."

Information—Rich Domains: As it has already been pointed out, this is

not a study on human problem solving per se, rather of the differential

impact of data presentation modes on the problem solver. However, the
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particular choice of paradigm problem structure for the present study was

influenced by the emphasis of more recent research (as reported by Simon,

1979) on problem solving in information-rich domains, particularly ill-

structured tasks such as Architectural Design. The choice of an ambiguous

problem statement, calling on quite a reasonable amount of information

about the real world outside the statement wording, and of a relation

containing a large number of fields can be considered as an attempt to

replicate as much as possible some of the complexities inherent in even

the most mundane office or professional activities of interest to the

study. An important practical conclusion from some of the studies re-

ported by Simon, in this area, is that even "innocent" changes in problem

instructions can have major effects on the way people encode it, i.e.,

devise solution paths, or models for solution searches. The way of en-

coding of problem may have, primarily, a major effect on the difficulty

of solution searches. No changes in problem instruction were analyzed

in the present study; the wording of the problem statement tried exclu-

sively to emphasize an open-ended approach to paradigm problem analysis,

open-endedness in the sense that any "insight" search path is as valid

as any other one.

Effectiveness and Efficiency: The concepts of effectiveness and effi-

ciency in decision making are quite important for the extension (domain)

of the DSS concept itself. Keen and Scott Morton (1978, p.7) defined

those terms as:

Effectiveness Identification of "what should be done and ensuring
that the chosen criterion [for decision choice or so-
lution certification] is really the relevant one."
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Efficiency Performance of "a given task as well as possible in

relation to some predefined performance criterion."

As Bennett (1983) pointed out, in order to achieve more effective decision

making:

... we need to discover the decision maker°s perception of the
decision situation in order to increase the decision maker°s ef-
fectiveness. This is fully as important as identifying the sur-
face 'facts° of the situation. It is often the case that the
°facts° which initially appear important when working within a
semistructured or structured decision situation are not the ones
that, after they are explored by the decision maker, turn out to
be the most influential in affecting decision outcome.

Bennett also suggested that efficiency implies a narrowing of focus, to

minimize the "time, cost, or effort to complete a given activity." Ef-

fectiveness would imply a broadening of focus, a larger frame of refer-

ence, a purposive and more probing search for the right solution to the

right problem definition. However, as Moore and Chang (1983) pointed out,

"effective decision making by an individual at one level in an organiza-

tion is often interpreted as only efficient decision making at another,

usually higher, level." The concepts of efficiency and effectiveness,

therefore, become tied not only to the approach to a decision making

"space" but also to the specific level of skills, knowledge, or respon-

sibilities, of the decision maker. Even though Moore and Chang made their

observations as a preamble to argue for more attention to efficiency is-

sues in organizational DSS implementation, they were retained. here as

basis for the assumption that the nature of the paradigm problem for the

present experiment was such that all Subjects would have no preconceived

notions of how to go about it (the efficiency issue) but would be forced
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to define their own frame of reference for analysis (the effectiveness

issue).

2.2.1.b - Problem Structure Typology

The problem structure concept, as used in DSS research (exemplified by

McCosh and Scott Morton, 1978), has its origins in Simon's (1960, p.5-6)

decision structure continuum. One extreme of that continuum consists of

"programmed" decisions, i.e., repetitive and routine, with standard pro-

cedures available for handling them. The other extreme consists of

"nonprogrammed decisions", i.e., "novel, unstructured, and consequential

... [with no available] method for handling the problem because it hasn't

arisen before, or because its precise nature and structure are elusive

or complex, or because it is so important that it deserves a custom-tai-

lored treatment." This last definition is practically another way of

defining a creative decision, in terms of the two basic conditions for

defining a creative product: novelty and usefulness (expanded upon in the

next section of this chapter.) Therefore, the decision programmability

continuum could also be restated in terms of a decision creativity con-

tinuum.

In the DSS research area, the transformation of that concept into the one

of problem structure (Gorry and Scott Morton, 1971) was sought mainly to

place more emphasis on the basic character of problems and less on com-

puter dependency. Three basic categories were suggested: structured,

semistructured, and unstructured problems or their component tasks. Ac-
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cording to Keen (1980), structured "tasks can be automated or routinized,

thus replacing judgement, while unstructured ones involve judgement en-

tirely and defy computerization. Semistructured tasks permit a synthesis

of human judgement and the computer°s capabilities." In the fully un-

structured state, all a DSS can provide is "access to the data and useful

ways of displaying them."

The problem structure concept, as Keen also pointed out, "leaves unclear

whether structure is perceptual or intrinsic to the task." Moore and

Chang (1983) suggested that DSSs must be designed or discussed "in terms

of user-specific problem structures." In other words, the notion of

problem structure should be analyzed against the background of decision

maker cognitive styles, skills, and the degree of familiarity of the de-

cision maker with the problem space.

° 2.2.1.c - Decision Making Phase Models

The problem solving stages first described by Dewey (1910, 1931) became

the basic paradigm around which most of decision—making theory evolved,

particularly in the work of Simon (1960), who paraphrased Dewey's three

factors of judging , or interpretation of facts (1910, pp.101·7) as:

, 1. What is the problem? [i.e., the "controversy" that requires
judgement]

2. What are the alternatives? [i.e., the opposite "claims" that need
to be defined and elaborated for a proper decision]

3. Which alternative is best? [i.e., the final decision, or "sen-
tence", closing the particular matter in dispute]
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Decision making activities have been classified by several other authors

roughly along the same lines, constituting the so-called "phase" models.

The most cited model in the DSS literature and of decision making studies,

in general, seems to be Simon's (1960, p.l-4) three-phase model, suc-

cinctly described as "Intelligence/Design/Choice", for each of its three

basic component activities. This model, in turn, can be identified

(Kickert, 1980) as an extension of Simon°s "bounded rationality" model

of decision making (1959, 1964), with one phase for problem identification

and another for search and choice of solution(s).

The first phase of Simon°s model——"searching the environment for condi-

tions calling for decision"-—was called "intelligence" activity, "bor-

rowing the military meaning of °intelligence°." The "design" phase is

concerned with "inventing, developing, and analyzing possible courses of

action." The last phase, "choice", consists of "selecting a particular

course of action from those avai1able." Needless to say, many extensions

have been proposed to this model, several of them discussed in Kickert

(1980). One model, in particular (Mintzberg et al., 1976), has as a

distinguishing feature not just a more detailed breakdown of Simon°s three

phases (relabeled "identification", "development", and "selection") but

of "dynamic factors", such as interrupts and feedback delays, that seem n
to account for much of the interactions that take place during decision

making.

As for model complexity, Simon stated that his model should be viewed as

an iterative hierarchical process, where any component activity could be
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in turn subdivided in its particular subcomponents for the

"intelligence/design/ choice" phases. The Mintzberg model was less "mo-

du1ar" and extensible, but emphasized more strongly a possible arbitrary

sequence that activities may follow in a real world setting, with more

explicit accounting of environmental factors (organizational, political,

informational) that may disturb any "rational" sequence of decision mak-

ing activities.

Kickert (1980) also reported a study by W. Kirsch to ascertain the de-

scriptive and normative validity of phase models in general, with a gen-

eral conclusion that phase models constitute only* a "very' approximate

scheme of decision-making processes and only [express] a general

tendency". As Sprague (1980) pointed out:
l

There is no universally accepted model of the decision-making
process, and there is no promise of such a general theory in the
foreseeable future. There are just too many variables, too many
types of decisions, and too much variety in the characteristics
of decision makers.

Although the area of human decision making and problem solving, partic-

ularly its basic paradigms, may not have been fully tested and researchers

may not have taken all the major parameters of the process into account,

the existence of a general tendency of sequential decision making phases

was assumed in the present study. This assumption was necessary in order

to describe, with the help of categories proposed through phase models,

the approximate decision making activities that could most benefit of

alternative modes of displaying quantitative data.
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The present study attempted to estimate the effect of different modes of

data representation for a set of tasks——data manipulation

operations——falling within the "design activity", or problem analysis,

range of Simon's decision making phase model.

2.2.2 · THE CREATIVITY DIMENSION

2.2.2.a - Creative Behavior and Products

Definitions: The issue of outstanding creative objects (conceptual or

physical), in whatever discipline or area of human activity, fell beyond

the focus of attention of this study. The interest, here, was much more

on the "process" and "products" associated with different types of normal,

everyday behavior which nonetheless produce results that can be labeled

as °creative° in particular circumstances. The importance of creativity

for data manipulation operations has been expounded by de Bono (1971):

Ideas are the spectacles through which we look at data in order
to see information. Data is useless until we look at it through
an idear—on1y then does it become useful information. Different
people looking at the same data will derive different information
from it according to the idea which each of them uses to look at
the data. Old data looked at through a new idea gives new in·
formation. Creativity is concerned with bringing about new ideas
and updating old ones. Since data is usually available to gg;
eryone, it is the creativity with which an individual can look
at the data that makes the big difference.

If creativity becomes a desirable goal, as implied in the above statement,

the issue of defining creativity follows suit immediately. A major ad-

vance in creativity studies took place, during the first decades of this
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century, when the emphasis shifted from categorization, of degrees of

creativity (creative or not, highly or moderately creative, and so on)

to necessary conditions for definition of a creative behavior or product,

independently of the quality assessment of the behavior or product in

question. At this point, two factors need to be taken into account for

the definition of creativity. First, the candidate objects——behaviors,

products, processes——for consideration as "creative" are context·depen-

dent, since "creativity" implicitly assumes a reference base for compar-

ison. Second, what is truly "creative" in sub-atomic physics cannot be

directly compared to a "creative" work of art. The criteria for inclusion

of products for evaluation in each of those disciplines are by nature

quite different. Second, even within a given discipline or area with

acceptable candidate objects, there may be several levels (personal, peer

group, and societal) or frames of reference that can be used to determine

if conditions for creativity are indeed being met (those frames of ref-

erence are analyzed in the next subsection of this Chapter.)

Within the confines of a given discipline or area of activity and of the

particular frame of reference chosen, the definition of a creative object

becomes possible if fulfillment of a basic set of conditions is met. A

current definition of those conditions, in terms of "novelty" and "use-

fulness" (Guilford, 1976b), was retained here; it is a universally ap-

plicable, generalizable but small set. This definition is also analyzed

in conjunction with frames of reference.
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The measurement of criteria for assessing the creativeness of objects in

particular disciplines was not discussed here. There hardly seems to be,

at any rate, much agreement in any discipline over the qualitative cate-

gories for creative assessment, at least not until the passage of time

or pressing concerns force an evaluation (or reevaluation) of an object.

Artistic evaluation is a case in jpoint; accepted canons of artistic

quality have been subject to extreme fluctuations over time, depending

on particular local societal conditions.

At any rate, surrogate measures of creativity were used for analyzing the

products generated by Subjects during experimental séssions for the pre-

sent study. Those measures are presented in more detail in Chapter 3,

"Research Framework and Methodology".

Frames of Reference: The three basic frames of reference against which
V

the creativity of an object may be measured (Guilford, 1976a; Glover,

1980) are the personal, peer group, and societal levels. Since consensus

of opinion is at the heart of the characterization of a given object as

creative, it follows that the criteria for creativity may be more simply

stated and less subject to random variations of subjective interpreta-

tions in a smaller human group than in a larger one, simply because of a

tendency towards homogeneity within groups that are usually defined, to

begin with, on the basis of shared interests or traits. The two basic

conditions usually accepted as basic for characterization of creativity

are discussed below.
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Novelty and usefulness can properly be used for determination of the

creativity of an object——behavior, process, or product——within a well

defined frame of reference, i.e., the human group within whose boundaries

and to whose objects the object in question will be compared. Novelty

may be a characteristic not of the object per se, but of some of its at-

tributes. A literary novel may not be "novel", i.e., the first of its

kind, but its contents, the intellectual and emotional topics it may

raise, those would have to be treated in a "novel" manner before the work

itself can be so rated. In a similar manner, data manipulation operations

in statistics are not "novel" per se, but the relationships uncovered by

those operations have to be, obviously* within the boundaries of the

problem space.

The concept of usefulness has been more closely tied to the third level

of reference, the societal level. The social usefulness of an object may
l

be a noble and desirable goal, but its determination will involve, by

definition, value judgements which may elude the best efforts at ex-

tracting a consensus. It is only a majority consensus, in the long run,

that can guarantee fulfillment of the condition. Dadaism, one of the

major art movements of the twentieth century, may have been accepted as

novel, at the time, but most certainly not useful by the largely bour-

geoise European society of post-World War I. It took several decades of

profound societal changes to trivialize, i.e., make acceptable, and even

part of, most modern industrial societies, the notion that

anything——physica1 and conceptual objects——can be acceptable as valid

works of art per se, by the simple manifestation of intent, by an artist,
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of creating a work of art (the "happenings" of the 1960s, Christo's

wrappings of landscapes and. physical landmarks, and so on). Marcel

Duchamp°s famous "bicycle", an assemblage of "objets trouve"——footstool,

a bicycle frame, and an umbrella——may not be "liked" or even rated as a

"good" work of art. By its sheer novelty and impact, however, it became

the Dadaist movement°s most well-known and "useful" piece, bearing direct
”

impact on the movement for a major expansion in the set of criteria for

definition of works of art.

Scientific works are usually not subject to the same frame of reference

as works of art in general. Peer group evaluation is normally the frame

of reference used, simply due to complexity of subject matters. Work

considered useful for advancement of science, by review of a scientist°s
peers, may not be viewed as such by society at large, as might possibly

be the case with atomic bombs. In the case of professional and managerial
V

settings, peer review can range from one°s co-workers to the larger com-

ponent organization or to a whole multinational industrial sector. Cor-
‘

porate "raiding", for instance, the practice of (mostly unfriendly)

acquisition of a company°s publicly traded stock for the purpose of as-

suming control of that company°s operations, would certainly not be voted

as a "useful" practice-—novelty issue aside——by many corporate workers

at all organizational levels. But it has been argued that it may be a

useful practice from a societal standpoint, with a streamlining of larger

scale operations, increased efficiency (albeit not necessarily effec-

tiveness) in the production of goods, and so on. The value judgments
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inherent in this particular issue and many others, however, cloud any

attempts at a more "rational", or measurable, definition of usefulness.

To be useable at all, "usefulness" needs to be measured against objective

criteria, quantifiable or not, but at least verifiable. At the peer group

or the personal level, usefulness may depend on particular

circumstances——goals, objectives, time pressure, resource constraints——in

a constant state of flux. Data manipulation operations, as only one group

within a much larger set, have ultimately to be measured against the

problem solving context and the choice of alternative outcomes. There-

fore, it may be very difficult, if not impossible, to assess a priori the

ultimate usefulness of data manipulation per se or of its products.

The usefulness of an alternative mode of data representation can only be

fully tested under a battery of real, or realistic, problem solving sit-

uations in information-rich domains. More simply, such a test can some-

times be met by the introduction of the data representation system in the

community of potential users, either by commercial marketing or through

other means of diffusion. An alternative approach, adopted here, involves

the examination of the chain of elements contributing to successful

problem solving, particularly the stages of individual creative thought.

Stages of Creative Thought: Among experimental studies of stages of the

creative process reviewed in the literature (Guilford, 1976a, b; and

Freeman et al., 1971), the pioneering work of Patrick (1938, 1941) remains
‘ a major reference point. Patrick investigated creative thinking in terms
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of its division "into four stages of thought, namely: preparation, incu-

bation, illumination, and Verification," as proposed by Wallas (1921) and

Poincare (1946). Preparation refers simply to familiarization with the

problem space. Incubation, which follows preparation (or may accompany

it), refers to the intermittent recurrence of idea(s), with more or less

modification, while the individual concentrates on other topics. Illu-

mination, which normally follows incubation, corresponds to the first

written draft, or sketch, or physical (tangible) manifestation of the

general idea. These first three stages are akin to Poincare°s three

conditions for creativity: conscious problem analysis, unconscious work,

and careful nurturing and analysis of ideas unconsciously developed. The

fourth stage, verification, or revision, is an evaluation of the adequacy

of the tangible "product" to represent the particular thought or idea.

Guilford (1976a) referred to this stage as "elaboration".

Patrick found that the creative steps above, which represent ultimately

an alternative way of-describing problem-solving phases, did effectively

occur in a study of poets and one of artists, although departing from the

exact sequence described (preparation, incubation, illumination, and

Verification) and even overlapping. Mintzberg°s model (1976) could be

adapted to Wa1las°s creativity stages as a way to account for potentially

significant shifts from the sequence originally postulated. The present

study (as already emphasized in the subsection on problem-solving and

decision-making) focused on inducing more favorable conditions for the

first two stages of creativity according to Wallas. These favorable
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conditions are, in essence, availability of methods for holistic data

analysis in a much shorter time frame.

2.2.2.b - Conditions Affecting Creative Thinking

Cognitive Styles: Strategies (regularities in decision making patterns)

"which recur consistently within the same individual make up what may be

referred to as the cognitive style of that individual" (Shouksmith, 1970;

Witkin and Goodenough, 1981). Several polarities, representing selected

aspects of thinking processes, have been investigated by creativity and

decision-making researchers. Among the cognitive styles identified in

that mauner are the "reactive/self-paced", "analytic/heuristic" and

"divergent/convergent production" styles. A "reactive" style is more

characteristic of individuals who perform better under pressure and

quickly shifting conditions; a "self-paced" style is more characteristic
A

of those who prefer to manage their own time and "pace" themselves toward

conclusion of their tasks (Glover, 1980). In terms of the second set of

styles, an "analytic" decision-maker would be one more inclined to work

with quantitative data; a "heuristic'° one would tend to examine the entire

problem. In terms of production of ideas, "divergent production" is a

style requiring a flexible, free—associative method of thinking, while

"convergent production" is a much more focused, abstract and persevering

mode (Shouksmith, 1970, p. 210-4; Guilford, 1976a). One general conclu-

sion mentioned seems to be that there is no single cognitive style, within

a given polarity, associated with a creative individual; it is rather the

ability to switch to the appropriate style as conditions demand that would
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characterize a creative thinker. For example, a heuristic, divergent-

production "style" would be appropriate, say, for early creative stages,

but for "verification" or "e1aboration" of a final solution, an abstract,

convergent-production style would be more desirable, at least in princi-
‘ ple.

The present study was more concerned, in the context of cognitive styles,

with investigating the appropriateness of graphic and numeric represent-

ations of quantitative data to foster a more holistic, flexible examina-

tion of the problem space at the early stages of problem solving. For

this reason, a more detailed review of conditions affecting creative,

"divergent" thinking is presented below.

Deferred Judgment: Evaluation of ideas is one of the conditions af-

fecting "creative-thinking processes, by way of facilitation or inhibi-

tion. ... Absence of self-evaluation while generating ideas [is] known

as 'deferred judgement°" (Guilford, 1976a). The concept was first in-

troduced by Osborn, who also labeled it "brainstorming", the name under

which it is better known at the present. Osborn (1957, p.228; 1962),

however, placed equal emphasis on exclusion of criticism and group eval-

uation of ideas, which were not reviewed during this study. The major

thrust of deferred judgement is on establishing a clear distinction be-

tween generation and evaluation of ideas, to give a better chance to po-

tentially good ideas that might otherwise be prematurely rejected. A

criticism leveled against early studies investigating the effectiveness

of °°brainstorming" techniques was the lack of adequate controls for the
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"relative effects of prior training in the actual subject-matter of the

problems themselves besides the effects of prior training in °brain·

storming°, ... [with that prior training corresponding to] the stage of

creative thought described by Patrick ... as °preparation°" (Freeman et

al., 1971, p.57).

The present study included controls not only for familiarity with sub-

ject-matter (practically non-existent, for all Subjects) but also for the

minimum level of skills necessary for manipulation. of the interactive

computer system designed for the present experiment (see Chap. 4, "Data

Collection").

Divergent versus Convergent Thinking: The "divergent/convergent°°

cognitive styles imply, by their very labels, that the individual prob-

lem~solver starts from given information towards a desired solution. or

creative product. Divergent thinking would be "a matter of scanning one'

[sic] stored. information. to find answers to satisfy a special search

model" (Guilford, 1976a); convergent thinking would be, accordingly, a

matter of narrowing the search scope and focusing on practical ways to

cope with the limitations imposed on the problem solution space. As

Bennett (1983) pointed out, discovering “how to be more effective requires

°divergent° thinking as the decision maker is stimulated to expand the

set of open decision possibilities [whereas discovering] how to be more

efficient requires °convergent' thinking as the decision maker uses tools

to achieve results in reduced time or at reduced cost."
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Evaluation would be, relative to divergent and convergent thinking, a

matter of determining the particular fit of a given answer (or set of

answers) to the problem situation. According to Guilford (1976b):

Relaxed evaluation [deferred judgement] would permit a broadening
of the base of the search, whereas an evaluative attitude with
some degree of strictness would narrow the search. In doing so,
however, it may lead more efficiently' to good answers. This
should depend upon the clarity and accuracy of the search model.
If the thinker has a good search model, the application of eval-
uation while he thinks should be helpful.

Personality and Motivational Characteristics: There are several factors,

besides intellectual abilities as divergent or convergent thinking, that

have been found or postulated significant for the understanding of cre-

ativity. Among them are intelligence, perseverance, tolerance for ambi-

guity, risk-taking ability, innovativeness, and even sense of humor. Of

particular interest here is the case of "intelligence", as measured by

Intelligence Quotient (IQ) tests. The "threshold", or "triangular scat-
°

terplot" theory (Torrance, 1962, p.63), hypothesizes that IQ sets an upper

limit to creative potential, but that the relationship is not symmetrical.

In other words, there seems to be a cut-off point in IQ levels, exper-

imentally situated in the 100-120 range, below which only low levels of

. creativity have been identified and above which creativity does not seem

to be correlated with IQ levels. This might be one of the most relevant

control factors in future studies expanding the scope of the present re-

search.

The Structure-o‘F·lntelIec‘|: Model: Competing views of the concept of

°'i11telligence°° have been presented in two basic ways: as a broad unitary
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factor or as a combination of distinct intellectual abilities (Freeman

et al., 1971, p.10). While the fragmentation of the unitary "intelli-

gence" concept may seem unwarranted to many psychologists, as reported

by them, the postulation of discrete intellectual abi1ities——which may

or may not constitute facets of "intelligence"-—has been reasonably suc-

cessful. For the present research, the issue of a superordinate versus

an aggregate concept of "intelligence" was less relevant than the insights

and powerful synthesis of human intellectual abilities brought by the

"fragmentary" view of intelligence.

Guilford's work (1959, 1967, 1976a, 1983, 1984), has been the pivotal

element in the polarization of the views on intelligence. His "Struc-

ture-of-Intellect" (SOI) theory of intelligence and its components is

based on an extended series of studies, carried out at the Aptitudes Re-

search Project at the University of Southern California, applying multi-
n

variate methods of factor analysis. According to Guilford (1976a, p.9):

Rejecting the prevailing doctrine that intelligence is a single
monolithic ability, and also the view that creative talents are
scmething outside the realm of intelligence, the studies began
with the assumption that there are several, perhaps many, dis-
tinguishable abilities involved. It was also assumed that crea-
tive talents are not confined to a few favored individuals, but
are probably distributed to different degrees throughout the po-
pulation. Creative talents could therefore be investigated
without being restricted to observation of the gifted few.

Guilford°s SOI model, presented in Figure 1 on page 40, is conceptually

quite simple. It articulates the range of intellectual operations (or

processes) that act upon certain "objects" to derive certain "products"
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(mental structures). Among the operations postulated, divergent-produc-

tion and convergent-production of ideas have been suggested by Guilford

as quite important for creative thinking.

The development of the SOI theory has suggested that the intellectual

abilities encompassed by the model act usually in combination with several

others. Although there may be, for instance, predominance of materials

of figural (visual) or semantic (verbal) content associated with cogni-

tive processes, information may be derived from materials in other "lan-

guages", i.e., symbolic (numbers and letters), auditory, or even

behavioral. The optimum combination of abilities to absorb information

or to perform creative problem-solving, and so on, would vary from indi-

vidual to individual and domain to domain, with a redundancy of °Wan—

guages" for transmission of information being probably more effective

(Freeman et al., 1971, p.24).

An important concept associated with the model is that the abilities are

to be recognized mainly "as distinct but generalized thinking skills"

(Guilford, 1976b), which imply a rather dynamic, almost constantly

"shifting" view of intelligence, a view that recognizes possible limita-

tional factors (as the IQ "threshold" theory) but that accepts the pos-

sibility of increasing existing levels of intellectual skills.
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In view of particular demands from quantitative data analysis activities,

there _are a few intellectual abilities which might prove relevant for

predicting the probability that certain individuals are more likely to

benefit from one "language" of presentation of information than another

(see Figure 1 on page 40). The subset of abilities in question is de-

fined, in terms of content of original information, by "figural", "sym-

bolic", and "semantic" objects, processed by "divergent-production",

"convergent-production", and "evaluation" operations, with particular

attention to the products "transformations" (changes to the original in-

formation content) and "implications" (ability to reorganize associated

items). “

While the investigation of the intellectual profiles of problem solvers

was considered premature in the context of the present research, it may

be a natural direction for future research in the human information pro-
n

cessing area. It should be noted that there are already a number of

studies, particularly in Management Science, devoted to this topic, al-

beit limited to one or two cognitive styles or intellectual abilities as

control variables, and not to a large subset of those abilities.

2.2.2.c — Measurement of Creativity

In qualitative terms, the two basic criteria for evaluation of creativity

of an object (a physical or conceptual entity, or a behavior, for in-
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stance) are novelty and usefulness. However, albeit important, they are

hardly quantifiable, even at the personal level of reference, which would

in principle should be the simplest and easiest to ascertain. There are

four other criteria, however, that capture some of the facets of the

creativity phenomenon, and can serve as useful surrogates for the qual-

itative ones. Those four, addressed in more detail below, purport to

measure specific, tangible products (ideas, in written or oral form;

drawings, etc.) created by an individual in any kind of creative process.

The four criteria are: fluency (number of different objects generated),

flexibility (number of different kinds or classes of objects), elabo-

ration (the level of detail in the development of an object), and orig-

inality (in terms of statistical infrequency of an object).

Fluency: This measure corresponds to the quantity of different ideas,

or objects, that an individual generates in response to a problem situ-

ation or creative impulse. Implicit in this concept is that the number

of ideas that an individual can generate is directly proportional to the

number of possible problem solutions he can achieve. It has been pointed

out that quantity of ideas generated may not be directly related to their

quality, but also that this situation may be context (problem) dependent.

For problem solving, however, particularly in the first phase of "intel-

ligence", the discovery of relevant factors may be strongly correlated

with an ability to uncover observations, or facts, necessary to stimulate

the problem-solver to search for possible solutions (Parnes, 1976).

Fluency——in terms of observations or ideas——is, for practical purposes,

what the expression "food for thought" is all about; unfortunately, no
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"recommended daily allowances" are known for problem—so1ution intellec-

tual "diets".

Fluency can be measured, in practice, in several different ways, once the

object-unit to be measured is defined, within any cognitive represen-

tation mode——written, oral, numeric, graphic, tactile, gustatory, or ol-

factory. In most creativity studies, written or oral ideas have been the

predominant unit of measurement, ranging from single words to complex

simple sentences, or even whole poems, as in Patrick's case (1938, 1941).

A particularly common way of characterizing fluency is through the meas-

urement of ideational fluency, or rate of generation of ideas (belonging

to the same class). In practice, there is less emphasis on the rate of

generation of ideas than on the absolute scores achieved within a strict

time limit for experimental task performance. Guilford (l976b) also re-
V

lated two other kinds of fluency, associational and expressional, the

latter only* indirectly relevant for the present study. Associational

fluency refers to the ability to complete relationships between a given

object and any other objects or ideas that an individual can generate.

Thinking by analogy, in problem solving, would be an example of this

particular ability. Expressional fluency refers to ease of generation

qf sentences.

Flexibiütyz According to Guilford (1976b):

Flexibility in thinking means a change of some kind——a change in
meaning, interpretation, or use of something, a change in under-
standing of the task, a change in the strategy of doing the task,
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or a change in direction of thinking, which may mean a new in-
terpretation of the goal.

Two measures of flexibility, related by Guilford, are: spontaneous and

adaptive. The first one corresponds simply to the variation in the kind

of solutions, or ideas, generated in response to a, problem situation.

Spontaneous flexibility can be, in turn, measured in terms of the total

number of categories of ideas generated, or in terms of the rate of change

in the categories of ideas. The second general measure, "adaptive flex-

ibility", involves problem situations which specifically call for changes

"in interpretation of the task, in approach or strategy, or in possible

solutions"; this measure, however, is considered to be actually an oper-

ationalization of "originality" (see below).

Elaboraüon: In creativity terms, elaboration is the process of detailing

ideas generated during a problem solving or creative situation. Elabo-

ration has been reported (Glover, 1980) to be negatively correlated with

fluency. In a similar manner to the situation with divergent and con-

vergent thinking, there are probably different needs for either fluency

or elaboration at different stages of problem solving, and the more cre-

ative individual has to have the capacity to switch from one "style" to

_ another. Simon°s "design" phase of problem·solving, or Wallas°s "illu-

mination" and "verification" creative stages, represent situations where

the ability to fill out ideas or outlined solutions can be highly useful.

Guilford referred to this particular characteristic as the ability to

generate a "variety of implications".
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Originality: Originality, one could say, is in the eyes (or the mind)

of the beholder. Of the two major criteria for creativity in

general——novelty and usefu1ness——only the former can be approximately

measured, in terms of originality. Objective measurements of originality

can only be made in a very rudimentary way, in terms of statistical in-

frequency of a particular object, or idea, within a restricted group or

population, since there is no possible way to determine, even relative

to a single individual, whether his ideas are truly novel, or original.

2.2.3 - MEANINGFUL DATA RELATIONSHIPS

If, as R. W. Hamming said, "the purpose of computing is insight, not

numbers," then it might be useful to examine what is generally referred

to as "insight". As implied by Poincare°s stages of creativity, "insight"

would correspond to a sudden "illumination", primarily driven by the un-
‘

conscious side of the intellect. Freeman et al. (1971, p.S2) listed se-

veral authors and their descriptions of what characterizes "insight":

[W. Kohler] ... defines "the appearance of a complete solution
with reference to the whole layout of the field". [C. E. 0sgood]:
“the solution of the problem precedes the actual execution, of
it". [R. M. Yerkes]: "the solution is suddenly, directly and
definitely carried out". In most of the accounts of °insight°
the successful response appears suddenly, it is easily repeated
in future trials and is not easily forgotten or eliminated. ...
this kind of situation is characteristic of the 'eureka' sensa-_ tion in creative discovery. In view of [H. F.] Harlow's findings
it would appear that °insight° might be, demonstrably, a result
of extensive practice on related problems.

Most of the definitions above may have to do with "Insight", in the sense

of a major solution or definitive response to a creative impulse. An
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interpretation of "insight" as an ability, parallel to Harlow°s, had al-

ready been expounded by Dewey (1910, p.104), who defined "judgements" as

the basis for the whole process of thinking, culminating ;ü1 a final

judgement, "the conclusion", i.e., the solution to a problem or final

decision. In his words:

To be a good judge is to have a sense of the relative indicative
or significative values of the various features of the perplexing
situation; to know what to let go as of xu: account; what to
eliminate as irrelevant; what to retain as conducive to outcome;
what to emphasize as a clue to the difficulty. This power in
ordinary matters we call knack, tact, cleverness; in more impor-
tant affairs, insight, discernment.

However, a more pedestrian notion of "insight" is necessary to indicate

the discovery of those factors, in problem solving, that are no more than

possible clues to the solution of the problem at hand, that may never lead

to anything, but that just might trigger the right conditions for the

major "Insight". For the purposes of the present study, "insight" was

defined as those observations——facts, inferences——that are generated by

an individual in direct response to a problem situation, as part of

"preparation" or "intelligence" activities during the course of problem

solving, or even during "incubation", "illumination" or "design" activ-

ities.
I

‘

The quantity or the quality of "insights" (or both) generated by an in-

dividual can safely be said to be dependent on many factors, among them

the individual°s level of thinking skills, experience in the problem area

or similar ones, personality and environmental factors, and so on. The

particular cognitive mode of presentation of the data associated with the
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problem can also be assumed to determine, to a large extent, individualI
performance in problem solving, even controlling for level of skills in

information processing in the cognitive mode(s) in question. The next

section of this chapter deals with cognitive aspects of the human intel-

lect, and the particular modes of data representation that can be, or have

been, used to increase human information processing capacity during

problem solving, to generate not only more "insights" but better "In-

sights" as well.

2.3 - REPRESENTATION OF DATA

2.3.] - HUMAN COGNITION AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

2.3.1.a ~ Information Processing

I
The study of communication of information, regardless of the particular

sensorial mode involved, was enormously expanded in the past few decades.

Particularly noteworthy is the work of Miller (1956), who, in a seminal

paper, presented several important new concepts for that field, several

of them relevant for the present research. The minimum unit of informa-

tion, the "bit", was defined as "the amount of information that we need

to make a decision between two equally likely alternatives", with a de-

rived general rule stating that "every time the number of alternatives

is increased by a factor of two, one bit of information is added." He

further distinguished between "bits" and "chunks" of information, with

the latter constituting a not always very clear amalgam of bits of in-
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formation, reorganized or grouped into familiar units (chunks). This

reorganization, or recoding, of information would be a crucial factor to

explain efficiency of information stored in memory.

The evidence presented by Miller suggested that the "span of absolute

judgement" (the "channel capacity", or the number of bits of information

that are effectively transmitted to the observer) is limited by the amount

of bits of information (approximately seven). The "span of immediate

memory", a different but related kind of limitation, is measured not by

bits but by chunks of information, also limited to approximately seven

(Miller°s "magic number", again), regardless of the number of bits of

information stored in each chunk. In other words, "we can increase the

number of bits of information that [each chunk] contains simply by

building larger and larger chunks, each chunk containing more information

than before." The recoding process, therefore, becomes an "extremely

powerful weapon for increasing the amount of information that we can deal

with." The power of graphics for information processing, it is contended

here, derives precisely from its data recoding capabilities.

2.3.1.b - Modes of Perceiving

Most of the sense modalities have been extensively dealt with in the

literature: speech, auditory, visual, and, to a lesser extent, tactile

(e.g., pseudo "visua1" representations for the blind), olfactory and

gustatory (essence making, wine and tea tasting, and so on). More refined

modal distinctions have been suggested by Pick and Saltzman (1978,
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pp.2-4), based not on the receptor per se but on the nature of the in-

formation desired:

... different modes of perceiving may be implied: (1) when one type
of information rather than another is extracted from a given pattern
of stimulation; and (2) when a specific type of information is ex-
tracted from very different patterns of stimulation. In the first
case, the functional distinctiveness of information is critical.
The stimulation itself is ambiguous, that is, it can be read for
one meaning or another. ... In the second case, the generality is
critical.

It seems that quantitative data analysis would fall under the second ca-

tegory mentioned above, inasmuch as there is an abstract, "invariant set"

of data element relationships that are theoretically'attainable by what-

_ ever sensorial modality used to extract them. On an individual basis,

that might certainly be possible. However, there are limitations in the

skills possessed by individuals to analyze information efficiently

through a given perceptual mode. Different individuals would, therefore,
”

extract different sets (or rather, subsets) of information from the same

pattern of stimulation, subject to their relative skills in interpreta-

tion of that particular sensorial modality.

The question becomes not so much whether quantitative data analysis is

effectively a general type of information retrievable through any type

qf stimulation, but rather what particular sense modality can effectively

help individuals to uncover the broadest possible range of data re-

lationships from the "original", "invariant" dataset.
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2.3.l.c - Visual Cognition _

Seymour (1979) defined visual cognition as encompassing two areas of human

competence, the first "competence to deal intelligently with the config-

uration of objects which he encounters moment by moment as he moves about

his world", the other "his competence in the interpretation of visual

symbols", encompassing literacy and numeracy, "and refers most directly

to the ability to read and use symbols in mathematical and scientific

problem solving." Seymour cited, in support of such distinction,

Guilford°s (1967) studies of human intellect, particularly the identifi-

cation of abilities for solving "figural" and "symbolic" types of test

item.

The present research focused not only on the second area mentioned

above——visual symbol interpretation——but on specifically two of its sub-

modalities: numeracy and "graphicacy" (akin to speech versus non-speech

modal distinctions).

2.3.l.d - Visual Languages

The thrust for further definition of key concepts and descriptive models

for symbolic visual cognition is more apparent in the work of individuals

more actively involved in its practical applications, ranging from

graphic designers (Twyman, 1979) to geographers (Bertin, 1981, 1983; his

ideas are discussed in more detail in the next subsection of this chap-

ter).
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Twyman presented a schema for the study of graphic languages which, al-

though tentative in places, offer an useful diagrammatic model embracing

all graphic languages (see Figure 2 on page 52.) The model, presented

in a two dimensional matrix structure, relates modes of symbolization and

method of configuration (i.e., the structure of a graphic message influ-

encing or even determining the perceptual behavior of the user). The

particular data representation displays used in the present study (both

matrices) occupy cells °5° (verbal/numerical matrix) and °26' (schematic

matrix) of the model. Twyman discussed the expansion of the model to

three or four dimensions, including temporal factors and the graphic

variables isolated by Bertin (discussed in the next subsection). Although

important in themselves, the lack of those possible additions does not

detract from the empirical usefulness of the basic model.

For the specific type of visual language of interest here——graphics——the
V

most precise and exacting model, however, comes from Bertin. His "sy-

noptic" of graphic constructions (Figure 3 on page S3) contrasts the

number of characteristics of the statistical object (i.e., the independ-

ent variables) with three basic traits of a graphic object, namely,

whether it is ordered, reorderable, or topographic. The particular _

graphic constructions used in this study fall in the upper-left position

qf the synoptic, constituting the so-called "reorderable matrix" (equiv-

alent to the basic matrix from a relational data base model).
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The following subsection deals in more detail with specific issues of

graphics as a very specific type of visual language, particularly devel-

opments in statistical graphics.

2.3.2 - GRAPHIC MODE OF DATA REPRESENTATION

2.3.2.a - Statistical Graphics

No detailed review of statistical graphics has been attempted here. For

such reviews, see Beniger and Robyn (1976), Izenman (1978), and Fienberg

(1979). Of the types of graphics analyzed in those reviews, only graphics

involving display of multidimensional data are of interest here.

An important semantic distinction must be established here between the

dimensions of the statistical object (the quantitative data set with "n"

variables), the dimensions of a conceptual representation of the object,

and the dimensions of a physical representation that portrays one "facet"

(one conceptual representation) of that statistical object. The over-

whelming majority of physical representations are, not surprisingly,

two-dimensional, like those displayed in a flat paper surface or on a

computer screen, although three or even four-dimensional representations

(interactive versions of existing holographic displays) offer tantalizing

possibilities for the not so distant future. Bertin, however, in his

synopsis of graphic constructions, presented earlier, addressed exclu-
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sively this type of physical representation, on the sensible grounds that

there is where the simplest and widest means of diffusion of information .

really are.

Two-dimensional physical representations of quantitative data were cho-

sen, accordingly, as the appropriate representation type for the purposesV
of this study and of DSSs in general. From now on, the discussion. of

multidimensional representations refer exclusively to conceptual repres-

entations of data.

Three particular multidimensional data representatiöns should be men-

tioned here. The first one is actually a class of representations, labeled

"hypergraphics” by Brisson (1978), consisting of an expansion of tri·di-

mensional, Cartesian coordinates to n-dimensions, with all data plotted

in the same construct, where the hierarchy of coordinates (dimensions)
l

determines what data subset will be plotted along the immediately higher

dimension. In spite of the originality of the work, including its math-

ematical treatment, it is not intuitively intelligible above five or even

four dimensions. Although there have been apparently no studies inves-

tigating the issue, it is possible that changing the order of dimensions

to be plotted might result in quite different perceptions of the data.

In spite of these real (and possible) shortcomings, it represents one of

the most intriguing approaches to multidimensional data representations

developed in the past twenty years.
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. The second graphic representation corresponds to Anderson°s (1957)

"glyphs" and "metroglyphs", consisting of a dot representing each. data

element and rays of various lengths, emanating from the dot, visually

displaying the values for each variable. Best display results were as-

sociated with a maximum of seven variables. The third representation

corresponds to Chernoff°s (1972) "faces", consisting of a cartoon-like

human face for each data element, with different facial features associ-

ated with different variables.

A major problem with this type of display, as pointed out by Izenman

(1980), is that: _

... the clusters produced by visual inspection of the above types
of displays are not independent of the particular permutation. of
coordinates used to produce those displays. This point was demon-
strated for the case of the faces display in an experimental setting
by Chernoff and Rizvi ... It would certainly be desirable to have
some type of permutation-invariant representation for clustering
multivariate data, but this is probably very difficult to
realize ...

In defense of the "subjectivity of polygons [a Variation on Anderson's

displays] or [Chernoff's] faces", Newton (1976) argued that:

One could agree if hypothesis Validation were the intent of their
use. But discovery would seem to lever upon the risks inherent in
the creativity and idiosyncrasies of our knowing minds. In ‘the
birth of ideas, one again might wish to affirm "vive la
difference", and to assist this difference unbegrudgingly.

Most of the examples of multivariate graphics examined by Bertin (1981,

1983), since the late sixties, however, can be associated precisely with

data permutation invariance. Referring to such graphics as "multiples"
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V
or "collections" (of similar constructs), Bertin essentially proposed the A

use of univariate or bivariate representations of data elements displayed

collectively for the whole dataset. Chambers et al. (1983) proposed one

particular type of such multiple representations (bivariate scatterplots

with normalized ranges, ambiguously labeled "draftsman°s" displays). By

reducing the complexity of the graphic imagelfor representing each data

element, and combining those similar representations in a single, per-

mutable display, both Bertin and Chambers et al. managed to achieve dis-

plays that are indeed permutation invariant and quite effective for data

clustering analysis. Such graphic "multiples", it is assumed here, are

the most appropriate, at least for the near future,'for DSSs, where an

ideal combination of data complexity and interactivity can be presently

achieved.

2.3.2.b - Graphics for Communication

Most works dealing with graphics are, in fact, concerned more with com-

munication and less with data-analytical graphics. A few authors well

exemplify this category: Brinton (1914), in a comprehensive, pioneering

handbook of graphics; Schmid and Schmid (1979) and Schmid (1983), more

recent, comprehensive handbooks; and Tufte (1983), whose work is perhaps

the most elegant and eloquent defense of economy of means to achieve

maximum graphic communication. For a thorough, detailed analysis of

graphics as an information processing, rather than communication, tool,

one must return once more to Bertin.
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2.3.2.c - Graphic Information Processing

Bertin (1980, 1981) posed two questions as "the basic test of the

graph", corresponding to "two stages of perception: lst: [sic] What are

the [data] elements in question? 2nd: What are the relationships among

those elements [?]" In the first stage of graphic perception, "external

identification", all the verbal conventions and identifying information

are interpreted to isolate unambiguously the abstract data set to be re-

presented by the graphic image. This is precisely the point made by

William Playfair, in 1786, in the Commercial and Political Atlas (as cited

in Tufte, 1983), in which he introduced the first acknowledged statistical

graphic, the bar chart.

The emphasis, from both Playfair and Bertin, is on legibility and clarity
A

of explanations to help the observer with the decoding process; the need

may be more acute for communication graphics (from author to other indi-

viduals) but remains important even in the case of one person (the data

analyst). Economy of description does not mean eliminating essential

information, it does imply eliminating any extraneous materials-—text,

symbols, even color——that might prove redundant, distracting, or mis-

leading. This is the province of most works on communication graphics,

such as Tufte's.

Bertin°s second stage of graphic perception, "internal identification“,

is characterized by discovery of relationships, as the "true domain of

graphics ... [that] utilizes only the relationships between siggs [or]
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visual variations.“ Visual variables are discussed first, in this sec-

tion.,

Visual Variables: Bertin proposed a set of eight visual variables to

transcribe the "relationships of resemblance, order, and proportion" at

the core of graphic analysis. The first four were referred to as "vari-

ables of the image": the X and Y dimensions of the plane (i.e., a

Cartesian grid of the two-dimensional physical representation of the

data), the "size" (length or area) and the "value" (i.e., tonal gradation

from white to black) of the graphic element. The other four, "differen-

tial variables", correspond to texture, color, orienfation, and shape of

graphic elements. Bertin's argument for so labeling them was that only

nominal data (as opposed to ratio, interval, or even categorical scale

data) can be adequately represented with the aid of those last four var-

iables. Some experimental studies confirmed this dichotomy (McCleary,
i

1983; Cleveland and McGill, 1985).

Morse (1981) cogently encapsulated the issue of graphic variables:

If a display is to be easy to read, the graphical encoding scheme
ought to reflect the significant data relationships. The encoding
of a scale of data values should result in a scale of perceived
values that parallels the data scale. This is the principle of
preservation of scale [emphasis supplied]. Stated more or less
formally: the psychophysical effect generated by the display of_
data should preserve the relationships among the data.

According to the principle above, Bertin's argument could be restated as:

quantitative data can be adequately represented only by the "size" and

"value" variables of the image, as the only two that can effectively
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preserve the original data scale. Cleveland and McGi11 (1985) ranked

"size", in particular, as the most efficient in scale preservation terms

(positioning of elements along aligned or non-aligned identical scales).

The particular graphic representation used in the present

experiment——multiple bar charts——utilizes "size" to represent variations

in data elements.

Relationships between Signs: According to Bertin, "information is a

relationship" (1981, p.l2) and to "understand is to reduce the complete

set of relevant data to the groupings that the relations generate" (1980).

Useful information would correspond not "to the general categories ...

which enabled us to conceive the data table but, on the contrary, to the

new groupings defined by the set of relationships constructed by the in-

terplay of data" (1981, p.20). As Bertin also pointed out, "relationships

can exist among [data] elements, subsets of [whole data] sets" (1981,

p.12). The distinctions between the three levels are:

Elementary It corresponds, in any given data matrix, to the individ-

ual cell, containing a single datum. He argued that "in-

formation processing °must struggle° against it

[elementary level] ... [because] our memory cannot retain

this multiplicity of elementary data. We must reduce this

multiplicity, discover similar elements, group them, and

class them. These are the prerequisites to understanding

and deciding."
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Intermediate comprises all relationships between data subsets.

Overall level The relationships between all dataset elements would be

"the true objective°° of information processing, "the level

necessary for decision-making". _

The three levels above, and their implicit hierarchy, served as the basis

for categorization of "insights" produced by Subjects of the experiment

in this study.

2.3.3 - COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GRAPHIC AND NUMERIC MODES

The remainder of this section is a limited review of experimental studies

comparing graphic types of data representation to alternative represent-

ations (numeric, even verbal) of that data. Eight studies are reviewed
V

here, three of them published before 1950, all the others after 1975.

Only one of those studies dealt with a relatively large dataset (seventeen

variables with forty four observations each). None of them are directly

comparable to the present study because of different dependent and inde-

pendent variables, particularly their emphasis on objective measurement

of observer performance without distinction between decision-making or

problem solving stages. None of those studies provided interactive mod- ~

ification of displays, although, in two cases, limited interactive simu-

lation capabilities were provided.
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In spite of the differences pointed out, all of those studies present at

least one or two relevant factors that were useful for preparation of the

experiment presented in this study. It is in this spirit——not that of a

comprehensive review of the literature in the field——that the nine fol-

lowing studies are discussed.

The Washburne Study: Washburne (1927), in a pioneering study, inves-

tigated the effectiveness of various types of data presentation——in

graphic, tabular, and textual form——on comprehension of quantitative da-

tasets (very small, with three to four variables, with five observations

each). The Subjects consisted of several thousand junior high school

children, divided in eight groups. Several combinations of questions were

asked from each group, involving recall of specific data and comparisons

between data subsets. Summarizing the results of the experiments, Wash-

burne reported that:
•

"The simpler the visual pattern, and the fewer the data, the
more specific the recall [this corresponds to Miller°s (1956)
°span of absolute judgement', as one of the limitations of
short·term memory]

•
"The more complex the visual pattern, and the more numerous the
data, the more general the recall (and apparently the more ef-
fective the making of static and dynamic comparisons) [i.e.,
relative amounts and fluctuations, or relative rates of change]

•
"Increase in the number of data presented in a graph does not
effect unfavorably the recall of specific amounts ...

•
"The bar-graph is the form the most favorable to the recall of
relative amounts (static comparisons) when the comparisons
called for involve a fair degree of difficulty ... [partly va-
lidated by Cleveland and McGill, 1985]

•
"The line graph is the form most favorable to the recall of
relative increase, decrease, and fluctuation (dynamic compar-
isons).
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•
"The statistical table is the form most favorable to the recall
of specific amounts.

The Carter Studies: The purpose of the first study (1947a) "was to

compare the relative efficiency with which data presented in tables and

graphs can be used." The concern of the researcher was directed at the

needs of aircrew members (of that time) to "refer to different mathemat-

ical functions in performing their flight duties." Speed and accuracy

of information retrieval were the dependent variables. The measure of

speed was the number of problems completed in a given amount of time.

Accuracy was measured in terms of the number of errors made, average

magnitude of those errors, and average magnitude of those errors in terms

of the number of problems attempted.

A table and a graph for each of four mathematical functions were used.
C

Each table contained approximately 100 to 150 elements, arranged in a

matrix with five columns. There were time limits ranging from 1.5 minutes

(for questions involving recall of specific values) to 3 to 4 minutes (for

questions involving simple and double interpolation questions). Carter

concluded that:

It [was] apparent that when the tables are entered with tabulated
values we find the table superior to the graph in both speed and

, accuracy. On the other hand, whenever the table cannot be entered
directly and some type of interpolation must be used, the data
gathered from the graph is just as accurate and perhaps more accu-
rate than that gathered from the table. With the graph a large
number of errors are made but they are usually very small errors.

It seems apparent that when relatively accurate answers are re-
quired and it is not possible to tabulate all the values that will
be used, the material should be presented in graphic form. On the
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other hand, if speed is essential and some accuracy can be sacri-
ficed, it seems better to have the material presented in tabular
form and not to require any interpolation by allowing all entries
to be made with the nearest tabulated argument.

The purpose of the second study (1947b) "was [also] to determine the re-

lative effectiveness of different techniques for presenting numerical

functions," restricted as well to tables and graphs, with speed and ac-

curacy of information retrieval as the major concern. Among the four

problems investigated, only the fourth one is of interest here: whether

"it was better to use the best designed table [as determined by a previous

part of the experiment] as compared to the best designed, graph [also

previously determined]."

Carter concluded that "within the limits of the material investigated, a

table in which every point is given is as rapid, and more accurate to use,

than [the graphic] method of presenting data." It is important to reem-

phasize that speed and accuracy——direct information retrieval——were the

determinants of both studies, not preliminary data analysis of unfamiliar

datasets.

The Minnesota Experiments: 'This series of experiments, reported by

Dickson et al. (1977), "were conducted to examine the significance of

various [management] information systems characteristics on decision ac-

tivity ... By varying the manner in which information was provided to

participants in each experiment, the impact of various [management] in-

formation systems characteristics and individual differences on decision
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effectiveness were investigated." The Minnesota researchers used one

particular type of laboratory study——"man-machine" experimental

gaming——characterized by interactive computer applications, imbedded

mathematical simulation capabilities, and full experimental control over

the decision making environment. _

Nine experiments were conducted, based upon five different simulated de-

cision-making environments (labeled "simulators"). The independent var-

iables consisted of two basic types:

(1) subjects° characteristics or attributes (e.g., psychological
or experience measures); and (2) characteristics of the information
system provided to the subjects (e.g., monitor display versus Batch
[sic] paper output, various forms of output format [such as tabular
versus graphic.]

The dependent variables used to measure the decision making per-
formance varied from ... measures of decision quality (e.g., cost
of production over the range of the experiment) ... [to] attributes
of decision performance [such as]: (1) the time taken to make the
decisions; (2) the confidence placed in the decisions made; (3) the

·
data selected (or reports used) to make decisions; and (4) the kind
of decisions made (decision outcomes).

The present study, by contrast, utilized only the mode of data represen-

tation (or "output format", in. their terminology) as its independent

variable, and "insight" (idea) generation as its dependent variable.

Erom the nine experiments, of specific interest here was the one conducted

by I. Benbasat. In the experiment——conducted in an inventory management

setting——the Subjects were assigned five different treatments within a

factorial study design framework. In terms of one of those

treatments——tabular versus graphic output formats-the major findings
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were that "subjects receiving graphical output and decision aids had the

lowest costs" and that "subjects receiving graphic output used the least

reports." A general conclusion, related to all the nine experiments,

stated that "CRT [cathode ray tube] system output [as opposed to various

other forms of paper output] can lead to faster decisions and use sub-

stantially less data ... Graphic [paper] output format may have results

similar to that of CRT systems and may even lead to °better° decision

making."

The Mezzich and Worthington Study: The experiment conducted by Mezzich

and Worthington (1978) compared seven different representations of mul-

tivariate quantitative data (relative to psychiatric diagnostic classi-

fication). ·The dataset in question contained seventeen variables and

forty four observations, corresponding to four major categories of psy-

chiatric patients. This is the largest of all datasets examined by the

studies related in this section, and the only one comparable to the da-

taset used for the present research.

The two basic objectives of the study were: "1. Assessment of the com-

parative difficulty experienced by human judges in using the graphical

methods for grouping the archetypal patients into [the four original

groups; and] 2. Assessment of the actual performance of these judges in

using the graphical methods to recover the four diagnostic groups built

into the data." The seven graphic representations used were:

•
Linear profile (multiple line graphs)
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•
Circular profile (a Variation of Anderson's "metroglyphs", with

equally spaced rays)
•

Chernoff°s faces

•
Linear Fourier representations

•
Polar Fourier representations _

•
Factor scores in two dimensions, directly plotted

•
Ordinal multidimensional scaling (reduced to a two dimensional

solution space).

Thirteen judges (experienced psychiatrists) attempted to sort out the

’information into the four original groups underlying the data. Dimen-

sional reduction to representations as a point in the Cartesian plan (the

factorial and the ordinal multidimensional techniques) were generally the

most effective, although for the best performers the best approach con-

sisted of polar Fourier representations, and the low scorers had better

results with Chernoff faces.

The Lusk and Kersnick Study: This study (1979) sought, among other

objectives, information on two Management Information Systems design

questions, namely, how psychological character of individuals and report

formats (the two independent variables) affect task performance (the de-

pendent variable). Also analyzed, as a secondary dependent variable, was

the relative "desirability" of reports, defined in terms of perceived

complexity ("the level of difficulty anticipated in using a report to

provide specific information.") No learning instructions of any kind were

given to users of the different report types.
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Task performance was measured in ‘terms of correct answers to twenty

questions involving development of only discrete values, "rather than to

perceive a trend or recognize a relationship." (In other words, effi-

ciency, not effectiveness in information retrieval, was the major con-

cern.) There were 219 Subjects in the experiment. A time limit was

imposed, to allow the "average" Subject to complete about 75 percent of

the questions. The problem dataset consisted of four variables with nine

observations each.

Psychological individual type was characterized in terms of a cognitive

style dichotomy, "low/high analytical", involving the ability to isolate

relationships from a given context (cognitive differentiation). Report

formats consisted of five types:
•

Tabular raw data

•
Tabular percentage relationship of the raw data

•
Frequency histogram of raw data

•
Cumulative frequencies graph of raw data

•
Cumulative frequencies graph of percentage data

The null hypothesis that the "high analytic" group would not have higher

task performance scores that the "low analytic" group, controlling for

report type, was rejected for both the "tabu1ar" and "graphic" groups (at

the 0.01 level) but not for representations of transformed (percentages)

data. The tabular reports were considered less complex than the graphic

ones, with task performance scores inversely related to perceived report

complexity. These results are consistent with those from Carter
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(1947a, b), inasmuch as speed and accuracy of information retrieval are

considered the main determinants of performance.

The Lucas Study: In this study, Lucas (1981) investigated the impact

of computer·based graphics on decision-making. The independent variables

used were type of terminal output (monitor displays versus hardcopy ter-

minals, graphic versus numeric output) and decision style (a cognitive

style dichotomy, "analytic/heuristic", characterizing the individual

predominant approach to problem solving.) The dependent variables in-

cluded task performance on a simulation exercise, self reports of infor-

mation usefulness, and objective tests of problem understanding (only

discrete values were asked for). The outputs for the simulation problem

included one or two variables (in the case of time series) with twenty

observations. There were 119 Subjects in all.

t
Three of the four hypotheses tested are of interest here. The first one

predicted that groups receiving graphic output would score higher (in

terms of all three dependent variables) than the "tabular" groups (both

using monitor displays). According to Lucas:

... the hypothesis [was] not confirmed for performance or the use-
fulness of information. However, the evidence [suggested] that the

‘

graphics groups developed a better understanding of the problem.
Some of the evidence, though, is for two groups receiving proba-

, bility graphs on a test designed to measure the understanding of
inventory, not probabilities. One group receiving graphical output
on the simulation also did better in the probability test. Thus,
these results must be treated with caution. V
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The next hypothesis predicted that "graphic subjects receiving both

graphical and tabular output will have higher scores than graphics output

receiving only graphical output." There was limited support for this

hypothesis; scores were higher for the graphical/tabular output group

only in the inventory test (specific information retrieval).

The third hypothesis was that the "heuristic decisionmakers [would] have

higher scores for graphical treatments and analytic decisionmakers

[would] have higher scores for tabular treatments" (both groups only with

monitor display output). The first group "had the best (lowest cost)

simulation results ... [whereas there was] no difference between treat-

ments for the analytics." For inventory understanding, the "graphics"

groups had the highest scores, the differences being greatest for "ana-

lytics", who, contrary to the hypothesis, had the highest scores.

Lucas speculated that the different response of the "heuristic" and "an-

alytic" groups to graphic treatments might be due to "analytics" having:

... a model in mind when beginning the exercise. If this is true,
the mode of presentation would be relatively less important to them
because they used output data to confirm or disprove their prior
model.

Heuristics, on the] other hand, performed better under graphics
treatments where they could see a picture of the data. Heuristics
may have relied on the displays more due to their lack. of an g
priori model.

The Powers, Lashley, Sanchez and Schneiderman Study: This experiment

(1984) was "designed to test the hypothesis that more usable information

can be conveyed using a combination of graphical and tabular data than
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by using either form alone." It was expected that, in a sense, one form

of data representation might verify the other with which the user is most

familiar. Two independent variables were used: memory (recall and non-

recall situations) and presentation format (tabular, graphic, or combi-

nation). _

The dependent variable was comprehension performance, measured with a

multiple choice test with three types of questions: (1) simple recall or

"look—up" of specific data observations; (2) simple recall or "look—up"

of several observations, with comparison of those elements; and (3) ex-

tensive recall or "look-up" of observations "with a comparison and/or

arithmetic manipulation of the data recalled." The measurement of the

dependent variable was operationalized in seven different ways, ranging

from the number of questions correctly answered (total and by question

type) to percentage of questions answered correctly of all those at-
A

tempted. Five minutes were allocated for familiarization with the data,

and ten for answering the questions. The problem dataset contained five

variables, one with twenty observations, the others with only five each.

There were seventy four Subjects in the experiment.

Subjects in the "tabular" group performed better, overall, than their

qounterparts in the "graphical" and "combination" groups. Subjects in

the "nonrecall" group (who could refer to the original data while an-

swering the questionnaire) also performed better than their counterparts

in the "recall" group. Controlling for memory, there was a slight ad-

vantage to the "graphical/tabular" group compared to the "graphical"
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group, more strongly in terms of accuracy, and less so in terms of speed

of performance (best handled, as other experiments have also indicated,

by numeric tabular representations alone). Powers et al. attributed the

differences in presentation format group performances to several factors:
•

The "tabular format was probably a more familiar and. natural
form of data presentation for our subjects [than the] pie chart
[and bar chart forms]."

•
Subjects in the "graphics/tabular combination group [may have
been] overwhelmed by the amount of data presented by them."

•
The "design and format of the experiment was geared towards the
Subjects in the tabular group [which] received data in much the
same format as that in which they were required to recall it
... The graphic treatment gave the subjects a good overall
°view' of the data, but did not easily supply facts to the
Subjects. The questions demanded recall of specific facts
provided by the materials presented, therefore the questions
were geared towards the tabular treatment."

2.3.4 · THE PRESENT STUDY

[
One of the basic premises of this study, which found empirical support

in some of the studies reviewed above, is that graphics can induce a more

holistic view of quantitative data than numeric representations, which

are more appropriate for specific data element retrieval. The focus of

the study is on exploratory statistical analysis of unfamiliar datasets,

not as a substitute for more complex mathematical analyses but as a tool

to increase the effectiveness of the whole data analysis process, by

creative exploration of new and-it is expected——more cogent lines of

inquiry. In that context, computer-based personal support systems, fa-

cilitating an ad hoc approach to problem solving, are assumed to be the

best tool presently available for gaining "insights" into the data.
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A major goal of this research is to contribute to the search for methods

to increase the overall effectiveness of professional performance. For

this reason, none of potential dependent variables dealing with task ef-

ficiency (such as speed and accuracy of information retrieval) were se-

lected for this study. By emphasizing an open-ended approach to an

information-rich, purposefully novel, unstructured, and ambiguous problemn
space (all from a Subject°s point of view), it was simply natural to focus

on the ideas ("insights") generated as the appropriate dependent variable

to study effectiveness——not efficiency——issues in quantitative data

analysis.

Another restriction associated with the dependent variable chosen ("in-

sight" generation) is that only the early stages of problem analysis were

considered in the research. Those stages include familiarization. with

the problem, incubation of the first ideas associated with the analysis,

and first concrete manifestations ("distillation") of the understanding

of the problem space.

The independent variable chosen, "data representation mode", consists,

in cognitive terms, of two visual symbolic submodalities——numeric and

graphic. For information processing purposes, the graphic mode was as-

sumed to be potentially more powerful than the numeric mode, in virtue
A

of its data recoding capabi1ities—-an essential factor in the increase

of amount of information an individual can process. No mixed graphic-

numeric format was included due to little empirical support for differ-
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entiation between purely graphic and combination formats (Powers et al.,

1984).

Only one type of graphic representation——multiple bar chart, a relational

graphic matrix——was used, given the exploratory*_nature of the study.

Although other types of multivariate representation of quantitative data

are available, bar charts were chosen primarily because its identifying

visual variable "size" (more specifically, "length") is arguably the best

for representation of quantitative data, i.e., for preservation of a close

relationship between the perceived scale and the underlying scale of the

original, abstract set of numbers (Bertin, 1981). '

Both data representation modes were displayed in computer monitors, with

no printed output of any kind other than supporting, textual information.

The interactiveness of a DSS fully implies a higher degree of control over
(

data representations——and much faster response time——than any' kind of

printed materials can offer for exploratory analysis of large quantita-

tive datasets. It is quite possible, however, that instantaneous "snap-

shots" of DSS data manipulations, created by the user, might be useful

for many users as an extended documentation of their "exploratory" efforts

(Carlson, 1983). For several reasons, that option could not be explored

during the present study; however, it is assumed here that it is a better

alternative format to monitor displays that the fixed, printed output

format employed in several of the studies reviewed above.
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The problem dataset used for the present experiment was assummd to be

representative of the type and size of datasets most common in a profes-

sional context. The quantitative dataset contains 20 variables with 24

observations each (a total of 480 elements). Very few comparative studies

of graphic versus numeric mode differences seem to have employed datasets

with more than 5 variables or a total of 100 elements, or both.

In summary, the present study proposed to determine, in the context of

preliminary data analysis, whether one can generate more, and more com-

plex, “insights" by looking at a graphic (multiple bar chart)

representation——as opposed to a numeric tab1e——of a large, multivariate

quantitative dataset, displayed and manipulated interactively in a per-

sonal computer-based system.

The next chapter presents a discussion of the research framework and study

design used, as well as of possible threats to study validity.
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A
3 - RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 - RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

3.1.1 · DATA CHARACTERISTICS

3.1.1.a - Data Type

The data of this research are of the primary kind——directly associated

with the research——and generated experimentally during the study. The

nature of the research data is uniform, consisting exclusively of notes

written by Subjects during experimental sessions.

3.1.1.b - Data Needed

The research problem was to determine what are the effects, if any, of

having Subjects look at graphic, as opposed to numeric, interactive com-

puter displays of quantitative relational data. Those effects were mea-

sured in terms of a discrete pattern of responses for "insight" complexity

scores.

The data needed for solving the research problem are:

•
The notes written by Subjects with lists of "insights" (the de-

pendent variable) reached while examining the paradigm problem;
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l •
the experimental group (graphic or numeric mode of data presenta-

tion) to which each Subject was randomly assigned (the independent

variable);

•
the time categories (six consecutive intervals of 10 minutes) un-

der which "insights" were produced, to examine rates of generation

of ideas ("ideational fluency").

3.1.1.c - Means of Obtaining the Data

All the data for each Subject was gathered during a single session. De-

tailed information is presented in the next chapter about data collection,

including the session protocol, the experimental paradigm problem, and

the interactive computer· program for manipulation of the experimental

paradigm problem. The procedures for data collection conform to Virginia

Tech norms for research involving human subjects and were exempted from

review by the University's Institutional Review Board. Appendix A.1

("Review Exemption") exhibits the Form submitted for certification of

exemption and the statement on specific procedures to ensure Subject data

anonymity.

3.1.2 — CLASSIFICATION OF THE STUDY EFFORT

The classification scheme suggested by Campbell (1957) was used here for

characterization of the study effort. Within that framework, the present
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study used the experimental method for data gathering called "Posttest-

Only Control Group Design".

I I II I
{

Ca) Ä X O; I
or (b) A Xt gl {

I I ‘
I

I II Figure 4. Experimental Research Method: Format of experimental de- |I Siam I

The format of the experimental method used is shown ih Figure 4. The two

diagrams in that figure are equivalent. Symbol A indicates that groups

were made equivalent by random sampling assignment at a specific point

in time prior to the experimental treatment. The treatment is represented

by X, in diagram (a), or by Xt in diagram (b). The lack of treatment

(or "control" treatment) is indicated by a blank, in diagram (a), or by

Xc, in diagram (b). The two groups from which measurements were taken

are Ol and O2, standing respectively for the graphic (treatment) and

numeric (control) groups.

The present study was set to investigate the quantitative and qualitative

differences, if any, in the written responses of two groups requested to

generate "insights" about the same quantitative dataset. One group was

assigned to an active treatment (use of a graphic display of the exper-

imental paradigm problem); the other group was assigned to a control

treatment (use of a numeric display of the paradigm problem). The ex-
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perimental units (the "Subjects") consisted of students (at the under-

graduate and graduate levels) at Virginia Tech.

The main interest of this study was to find the statistical significance

and the strength of the relationship between "insight generation" (the

dependent variable) and "data display mode" (the independent variable),

as well as the magnitude of that relationship. It was expected, based

on preliminary results from a pilot study conducted in July 1985, that

there would be primarily a qualitative, rather than quantitative, dif-

ference in "insight generation°° between the two groups, indicated mainly

by "complexity" levels.

3.1.3 - MEASUREMENT OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

The dependent variable "insight production" was measured in four differ-

ent ways, reflecting different classes of °°insight" °°complexity" (see

Figure 5 on page 80).
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I II II I1 Raw count of "insights" ignoring complexity levels II
I I; Count of multiple·field "insights", exclusive of I
I single·field "insights"

II ‘
I

I I, Count of multiple "field·group" "insights", exclu· I
I sive of levels "A" through "F" II I
I I, Count of the number of different complexity levels II II I
I _ . I
I Figure 5. °Insight" Production: Operationalization of the depend- I
I ent variable for the research question. IL.........................................................................J

The classification of ideas, or "insights", in the present study, is de-

pendent on the number of fields (i.e., variables of the paradigm problem

dataset) and number of field groups (set of fields conceptually related)‘

_ mentioned in any one given "insight". The major distinctions that could

safely be established, given the exploratory nature of the overall study,

are dichotomies in the number of fields (F) and field groups (G) mentioned

in any given "insight". The first dichotomy is characterized by the ca-

tegories "Single Field" (sum of §=l) and "Multiple Fields" (sum of §>l).

The second dichotomy consists of "Single Field-Group" (sum of G=1) and

"Multiple Field-Groups" (sum of G>1). A more detailed explanation of

the complexity levels used is presented in Chapter 5 ("The Treatment of

the Raw Data"). Other schema may be possible, but for an exploratory

1 The field-group "Age", for instance, is a set that encompasses all the
pre-determined age categories presented in the paradigm problem.
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classification scheme, only references to the number of fields of the

dataset under study were deemed unamb_iguous, objective, and measurable.

3.1.4 — RANDOMIZATION OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

The Subjects who volunteered for participation in the study (a total,

arbitrarily pre-determined, of eighty individuals) were already assigned,

by simple random sampling, to either the treatment group (Xt), which used

the "graphic" mode of data display, or the non-treatment, or control,

group (Xc), which used the "numeric" mode of data display (see also

Section 3.1.6, "The Population Under Study", for a discussion on popu-

lation sampling).

A table of random numbers (Blalock, 1972, Table B, p.554) has been used

to assure equal probabilities of Subject participation in the treatment

group. Appendix A.2 ("Random Sampling Procedures") presents in detail

the steps taken for determination of treatment-group membership.

3.].5 - OPERATIONAL HYPOTHESES

Based on the measurement of the dependent variable, presented above, the

study hypothesis was subdivided into four related but independent opera-

tional hypotheses, to test each of the four classes of complexity of

"insight" generation. Each operational hypothesis is first presented in

terms of a directional hypothesis; its corresponding null hypothesis,

presented immediately following it, was used to test the statistical
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si-gnificance of the relationship between the dependent variable (as mea-

sured for the particular hypothesis) and the independent variable (common

to all the four operational hypotheses).

3.1.5.a — The First Hypothesis (Overall "Insight" Scores)

Hl The sum of the ranks of "insight" scores generated by Subjects

looking at a graphic display of the "paradigm problem" data

would be significantly higher than the sum of ranks of "insight"

scores generated by Subjects looking at a numeric display of

the same data, i.e., there would be a positive treatment effect

(A > 0).

H1, There would be no significant differences between the sum of

the ranks of "insight" scores generated by Subjects looking at

the graphic display of the "paradigm problem" data and the sum

of the ranks of "insight" scores generated by Subjects looking

j at the numeric display of the same data, i.e., there would be

no treatment effect (A = 0).

3.1.5.b - The Second Hypothesis ("Multiple Fields" Scores)

H2 The sum of the ranks of "Multiple-Fields" "insight" scores

generated by Subjects looking at a graphic display of the

"paradigm problem" data would be significantly higher than the

sum of ranks of "Multiple-Fields" "insight" scores generated
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by Subjects looking at a numeric display of the same data, i.e. ,

there would be a positive treatment effect (A > 0).

H2, There would be no significant differences between the sum ofl
the ranks of "Multiple-Fields" "insight" scores generated by

Subjects looking at the graphic display of the "paradigm prob-

1em" data and the sum of the ranks of "Multiple-Fields" "in-

sight" scores generated by Subjects looking at the numeric

display of the same data, i.e., there would be no treatment

effect (A = 0).

3.1.5.c - The Third Hypothesis ("Multiple Field-Groups" Scores)

H3 The sum of the ranks of "Multiple Field-Groups" "insight"

scores generated by Subjects looking at a graphic display of

the "paradigm problem" data would be significantly higher than

the sum of ranks of "Multiple Field-Groups" "insight" scores

generated by Subjects looking at a numeric display of the same

data, i.e., there would be a positive treatment effect (A > 0).

H3; There would be no significant differences between the sum of

the ranks of "Multiple Field-Groups" "insight" scores generated

by Subjects looking at the graphic display of the "paradigm

problem" data and the sum of the ranks of "Multiple Field-

Groups" "insight" scores generated by Subjects looking at the
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”
numeric display of the same data, i.e., there would be no

treatment effect (A = 0).

3.1.5.d - The Fourth Hypothesis (Different Complexity Levels)

H4 The sum of the ranks of the total number of "insight" levels

generated by Subjects looking at a graphic display of the

"paradigm problem" data would be significantly higher than the

sum of ranks of the total number of ":l.nsight°° levels generated

by Subjects looking at a numeric display of the same data, i.e. ,

there would be a positive treatment effect '(A > 0).

H4¤ There would be no significant differences between the sum of

- the ranks of the total number of "insight°° levels generated by

Subjects looking at the graphic display of the "paradigm prob-
t

lem°° data and the sum of the ranks of the total number of "in-

sight" levels generated by Subjects looking at the numeric

display of the same data, i.e., there would be no treatment

effect (A = O).

3.1.6 - THE POPULATION UNDER STUDY

3.1.6.a - The Reference Population

The reference population, or the group at large whose needs represent the

focus of attention of the present study, consists of professionals, man-
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l
agers, undergraduate and graduate students, and all those using (or po-

tentially using) computers as a means of processing quantitative data,

in the form of spreadsheets and relational databases, and Aparticularly

taking advantage of the graphics capabilities of machine-generated dis—

plays.

3.1.6.b - The Target Population

It was obviously impractical to sample the reference population mentioned

above, not just because of sheer numbers but also due to its recognizably

imprecise boundaries. The population used, by assumption, as a repre-

sentative subset of the reference population consists of students (un-

dergraduate and graduate) at Virginia Tech. Two issues need to be raised,

in conjunction with sampling of this reference population. First, the

total population of University students (above 22,000) could not be ade-

quately sampled, given limitations in accessibility to unbiased, updated

student records. Second, the overall research effort was basically ex-

ploratory, where questions about the existence (or not) of the phenomenon
l

under examination took precedence over questions about its extent. ‘

To determine the total number of individuals for participation. in the

study, two basic factors were taken into account: sensitivity of test

statistics to sample size, and resource constraints (particularly time)

for research. A total of eighty Subjects was considered adequate for the

overall target population for this study, evenly divided between the

treatment and non-treatment (control) groups.
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° University students were invited to participate voluntarily in the

study-—and. be remunerated for it——with the first eighty volunteers to _

complete the experimental sessions constituting the effective population

of the study. The selection of Subjects for participation was made on a

"first-come" basis, until the pre-determined total of Subjects completing

the sessions was attained.

3.1.6.d - Subject Recruitment Process

A special effort was made to ensure that all student groups at Virginia

Tech were equally approached or informed of the research, thorough notices

posted at each department or program at the University as well as at major

concentration points of students on campus: McBryde Hall, Squires Student

Center, and undergraduate dining halls.

h
Each prospective Subject was given a "Subject Participation" handout de-

scribing the study in very brief terms and the requirements for the Sub-

ject°s participation. Upon acceptance of the conditions and limitations

described in the handout, a "Scheduling Participation Sheet" and a release

form were respectively filled in and signed by the Subject. I

Appendix A.3 ("Recruitment Materials") exhibits a copy of the "Subject

Participation" handout, "Scheduling Participation Sheet", "Release Form",

recruitment notice, as well as a list and map of locations where re-

cruitment notices were placed.
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3.2 · STUDY DESIGN

3.2.1 - MODEL FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS TESTING

The model used for studying the differences between two independent random

samples (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973, p.67,) with an ordinal scale of mea-

surement, is presented in Figure 6 on page 87.

It was also assumed that, with regard to the model, each of the N e's

comes from the same continuous population, and that they are mutually

independent .

I II II X,
-

•,, 1 - 1, ..., 111 I
I and

Y I + Ä
‘

1
I

I

_ I IM, , j , ..., n

II Where: XI and Y] • N ¤ m + n observetions I
I *m,I,11···1¢m,H., • unobservable random variables

I
I

A ¤ (unknown) shift in location due to treatment
II I

I I
I Figure 6. Null Hypothesis Test Model |
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3.2.2 · TEST STATISTICS

The statistics used for analysis of the relationship between the dependent

and the independent variables are:
•

Measure of statistical significance of the relationship:

Distribution-free rank sum test (Wilcoxon, or Mann-
‘Whitney, test)

•
Measure of strength of association of the two variables:

Cramer°s "V" ("V-squared")

•
Measure of the magnitude of the relationship:

Difference of means

Given the data types of the dependent and independent variables (ordinal

and nominal scales, respectively) and the nature of the ‘relationship

sought (the differences between two samples), the Wilcoxon rank-sum test

_ is not just an appropriate test but one of the most researched and well-

established nonparametric tests for measuring statistical significance

involving ordinal data and even interval data. The major reasons for

choosing a nonparametric test were the conditions pointed out by Blalock

(1972, p.244): (1) "we cannot legitimately use an interval scale but

ordering of scores is justified, or (2) the sample is small and normality

cannot be assumed."

The results of the statistical significance test are important for this

study* because of the small sample size for the two groups (N1 = N2;

N1 S 40). However, an additional statistic to measure the strength of
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l
the relationship between the two variables was in order, since statistical

significance is normally a necessary but not sufficient condition to in-

dicate the overall significance, i.e., the true meaning of the relation-

ship between variables.
A

The measure known as Cramer's "V'° (or "V-squared") was used to measure

the strength of the association between the two variables. It was se-

lected, from several other equivalent measures in the literature, since

it can attain unity (0 S V2 S 1) and therefore its result is intuitively

easier to interpret than other measures (Blalock, 1972, p. 297). For

purposes of the °°V-squared" test, the dependent variable "insight gener-

ation" was reduced to a nominal, or categorical, scale, to enable its use

in the contingency tables for the test. To measure the impact, or mag-

nitude, of the differences between the two samples, the measure used was

the difference in their mean scores for "insight" generation.

3.2.3 - SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AND CRITICAL REGION

Since there was some experimental evidence that a positive difference

between "insight" scores for the treatment and control groups could be

expected, a directional (one-tail) test was used for all hypotheses.

Among major criteria for selecting the significance level for hypothesis

testing (Labovitz, 1970), the following were directly relevant for test-

ing of the operational hypotheses:
2

Power of Test - Sample Size (N): "The power of a test varies di-
rectly with sample size"; since with a small N "even large dif-
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ferences may not reach the predetermined level", large error
rates (.10 or .05) should be used.

Degree of Control in Design: The larger the amount of control to
~ reduce alternative interpretations of an experiment, the larger

the level of significance that can be tolerated.

One-tail vs. Two-tail Tests: Since there is a probability "that we
. have some idea of the direction of [a] hypothesis, but [with] a

small to large amount of uncertainty in our reasoning, ... we
should neither accept the z-score equivalent of the one-tail or
two-tail test ... but an intermediate score between the two val-
ues. This is the equivalent of saying we should choose a
larger or smaller error rate depending upon our degree of confi-
dence in the direction of our hypothesis."

Testing vs. Developing Hypotheses: In the case of exploration of "a
set of interrelations for the purpose of developing hypotheses
to be tested in another study, a larger error rate will tend to
yield more hypotheses" for subsequent Validation; at the "explo-
ration stage, the .10 or .20 level would be sufficient."

The following significance levels were used for testing the statistical

significance of the operational hypotheses, taking in consideration the

criteria stated above and the different complexity levels associated with

"insight" generation for each hypothesis:

H1, .10

H2, .05

H3, .025

H4, .025
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3.2.4 - COMPUTATION OF TEST STATISTICS

All the statistical formulas in this section are presented in two ways:

(a) conventional statistical notation and (b) Iverson's mathematical no-

tation (1976). The actual computation of all the measures in question

was made through an implementation of Iverson°s notation in a computing

environment, APL2 from IBM (IBM, 1982; Gilman and Rose, 1984).

3.2.4.a - Significance of Relationship

The measures presented in this sub-section are discussed in Hollander and

Wolfe (1973, Chap. 4).

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test: Figure 7 presents the formula for computation

of the Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic, applicable mainly to small samples,
I

and used as part of a corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic for large

samples.

I . I
I (a) v = I Rj II 4*1 IWh :I era

W ¤ Wilcoxon ranlvsum test I

I
R-I = Banks assigned to the Y': (treatment group observations)

I

I cb) W: +/R
II. Where: I

I
V

•·'*
Wilcoxon rank-sum test

II R •'* Banks assigned to elements of data vector Y
I

I I
I Figure 7. Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test.: Formula for small samples. I
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”
Corrected Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test: Figure 8 on page 93 presents the

formula for computation of the Wilcoxon rank-sum statistic, corrected for

large sample sizes (N > 20).

Wilc0X0n Test Compensation for Ties: Figure 9 on page 94 presents the

formula for the variance of the Wilcoxon rank—sum test, compensating for
‘

ties. In case of ties, the regular W statistic was computed with average

ranks, i.e., the arithmetic mean of the ranks of groups of tied scores.

Decision on Statistical Significance: The decision to reject or accept the

null hypotheses at the stated levels of significance, using the corrected

Wilcoxon rank-sum test (with a normal approximation) was made as follows:

Reject H, if W* 2 Z(¤)

Accept H, if W* < z(¢z)

The table used for determination of correspondence between significance

levels (area under the normal curve) and z standard-deviation units from

the mean is in Blalock (1972, p. 558).
”
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I 1 II 1I 1I 1I 1I 1I 1I . - 1I 1
I (0 vg- v -

¤•(vI
-

w · [ngmä-a+1)[2I I
I Im.cw>1 Im4„»„+1;/1zI

I
I Vherez ‘

V* I Vilcoxou rank-sum test (large sample approximation) I
I V I Vilcoxon rank-sum test I
I En (V) I Mean value of Vilcoxon ra¤k·sum test '

I
I

var, (V) I Variance of Vilcoxon ra¤.k—sum test
n I Number of observations for treatment group (Y) I

I

n I Number of obeervations for control group (X) I
II 1I 1I · 1I 1I 1I 1I 1

I II II II · II
I (b) VISA: (V - VE)+VVAR*.5 II I_ : (M+N+l)¤M¤N*12
I H " pY I
I M •- pX IVhere:

I
VISA °'•

Vilcoxon rank-sum test (large sample approximation) I
V *·•

Vilcoxon rank-sum test I
I VE •·• Mean value of Vilcoxon rank·sum test I
I VVAR •·* Variance of Vilcoxon rank·su.m test

N
•·•

Number of elements of vector Y I
I M *'* Number of elements of vector X I
I Y

•"•
Data vector with observations from treatment group I

I
X *‘* Data vector with observetiona from control group

I

I II.
II II 1I 1

I I
I Figure 8. Corrected Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test: Large-sample formula I
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F 11 I 1F 1F 1F 1F 1I . 1F 1I . — 1I 1 Z ¤I<=;·1> 1 I
I (e) _var,(V) ¤ gg Im+n+1 -

j____ I
”

I
I 12 L (m+¤)(m+n•1) JWhere: I
I ver,(V) ¤ Variance of Vilcoxon rank-sum test (with ties) I
I g • Number of tied groups

I
I

t ¤ Size of tied group jnj ¤ Number of observations for treatment group (Y) I

I
e ¤ Number of observations for control group (X) I

· II 1F 1F 1 I 1I 1F 1I 1F 1I 1I I I
I 1
1 I
I (b) WART: (N¤N•·12)¤(H-•·N+1)-(+/T¤(('I‘*2)—1)+(H4-N)¤(H+N-1) I

I T · +/((0=Y=’F¢Y)/YI•·=Yl4Vl I
Uh : I

I
era

UVART •‘*
Variance of Wilcoxon ra.nk—sum test (with ties) I

I T
•*•

Vector with sizes of tied groups
IN

•"•
Number of elements of vector YI H •·•
Number of elements of vector X I

I Y
*·•· Data vector (treatment group) I

I X •·*
Data vector (control group)

I
I - II 1I , IF 1I 1I 1
I 1

I _ I
I F1gure 9. Variance of Wilcoxon Test: Compensation for tied scores. I
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‘ 3.2.4.b - Strength of Association

The measures presented in this sub-section are discussed in Blalock (1972,

Chap. 15).

Contin anc Tables: Figure 10 presents the contingenc tables for com-9 Y

putation of the chi-square statistic, used for calculation of the measure

of strength of association. The categories in those tables were revised,

as expected, since the range of the number of "insights" produced (and

their frequency, within each category) proved to be substantially dif-

ferent from pilot-test data. The need for revisions afose from efficiency

I problems associated with the chi-square statistic, which needs at least

five observations in each contingency table cell.

I
(N1) (N2) (MS) (lll)

II IIEIII I- V H I- V II I- V II II ·· 5 ——
·- ~

—— V-= —— I-= ——
II ¤—·¤ —— 5-

·
—— ··-5 ——

=·~
——

II IV-·5 —— 5—·= —— V-5 —— 5-5 ——
II V5-=¤ —— ‘=··¤ —K

·¤-·= —— V-5 KK II —— ·V-=¤ ——
II I

I (unl:: "insighü') I
I V = Trennen: group (graphic node)

II X = C¤n:rol group (nunerlc nod•)

I Figure 10. Contingency Tables I
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Chi-S uare: Fi ure 11 resents the formula for com utation of chi-P

s uare needed for calculation of the measure of stren th of association.¤ 8

I (0 1;
- Z Ifo · fe[*

IfeI Where: I1* * Chi-square test ·I fo ¤ Observed frequency for each cell I
I fe ¤ Expected frequency for each cell

I

I (b) CHI: +/•((I·'0 · Fl-2)*2)+1*5
II FB *' ((+/P0)'-*(+fF0))*(+/„F0)
II Where: ICHI

•·•
Chi·squer• test

I FO
•'•

Contingency table with obnerved frequenciee
I

I
FE *—°

Contingency table with expected freguencien
I

I Figure ll. Chi·Square Formula I

CI‘amer‘°s °°V°°: Figure 12 presents the formula for computation of Cramer°s

"V°° the measure of stren th of association between the variables "in-I

sight" generation and data presentation mode.

3 x2I In V I N.!u.n(r-1,c—1) II Where: I
I V' • Cramer's "V°° test I
I

1* = Chi-square test
I. N ¤ Pooled frequency of samples

I r ¤ Number of rows of contingency table
Ic

•
Number of column of contingency table

I
I Hin(r-1,c-1) ¤ Either r·1 or c-1, whichever ie eeeller.. , · tI (b) VCRAMIR: CHl•N¤R|C I
I R •‘

lfpl'0 II C •- 1+v1·‘0 IWhere:
I vcxmmz ·-• cn¤•¤'s "v" zu: II CHI •·• Chi·squere test IN

•·•
Total frequency of contingency teble FO

I R
•'•

Number of rows of contingency table FO
II C •'• Number of columne of contingency teble FO
I_ FO

•'°
Contingency teble with observed frequencies

I Figure 12. Cramer°s "V" Formula I
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3.2.4.c · Magnitude of Relationship

Difference of Means: Figure 13 on page 97 presents the formula for

computation of the difference between the means of the treatment and the

control groups for the variable °°insight" generation.

I <•> AX - x, - x, I
I Where: I
I AX ¤ Difference of sample means IXx * Arithmetic mean of treatment group scores

I

X;
•

Arithnetic mean of control group scorea

I

I

(b) AX: XM1 - XM2 I _ II Where: I
I AX *'• Difference of sample means IXM1

•·•
Arithmetic mean of date vector Y (treatment group)

I XM2
•·•

Arlthnetic eean of data vector X (control group) I

I Figure 13. Difference·of-Means Formula I

Proportion of Difference: Figure 14 presents the formula for computation
n

of the proportion between the difference of means and the sample mean for

the control group, as another measure to indicate the magnitude of the

relationship.

I ra) px
- AX IxiI Where: I

I
PX ¤ Proportion of difterence·of·means to control group mean

I. AX ¤ Dlfference of sample means
I X, ¤ Arithmetic mean of control group scores I

I_ (1,) rx: Axmiz _ I
I Where: I
I PX

•'°
Proportion of difference-of-means to control group mean

IAX
•'•

Difference of sample means
I XM2

•·•
Arithnetic mean of date vector X (control group) I

I Figure 14. Proportion Difference Formula I
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' 3.2.5 · DECISIONS AND REPORTING OF RESULTS

For the statistical significance test, a decision to reject or not to

reject each of the null hypotheses is stated in the summary of results

presented in Figure 18 on page 134 from Chapter 6 ("Presentation of the

Results"). The measurement of the strength of association and the meas-

urement of the magnitude of the relationship between the dependent and

the independent variables is presented in Figure 19 on page 134, in the

same chapter.

3.3 - THREATS TO STUDY VALIDITY

Possible threats to validity of experiments have been extensively inves-
I

tigated in the literature (Manheim, 1977; Drew, 1980; Holt, 1982). Some

of the threats that might slpecifically affect the present study, as well

as measures taken against them, are listed in this section.

3.3.] - INTERNAL VALIDITY

3.3.1.a - Maturation

Maturation "refers to factors that influence Subjects' performance be-

cause of time passing rather than specific incidents.°° For the present

study, the time frame in question was the duration of each experimental

session, scheduled to take one and a half hours, and the specific factors

that might have been at work are hunger and fatigue. The duration of the
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experiment was relatively too short for consideration of hunger as a valid

issue. _

In terms of the fatigue factor, only Subjects obviously drowsy or sleepy

were to be screened out at the beginning of experimental sessions. None

were screened,_out; all Subjects were assumed to be moderately rested.

Since all the sessions took place at times ranging from 10:00 to 22:00

hours, it is possible that some Subjects were not at the best of their

possible concentration at their specific session time; however, this

factor was assumed, to be controlled for both groups under the random

Subject assignment procedures. '

3.3.1.b - Testing or Test Practice

This was not a specific threat to the present study, since there was no
V

pretest per se (i.e., measurement of the prior condition of the dependent

variable). Rather, "test practice", interpreted here as the accumulation

of skills in handling one particular type of problem-solving situation,

was exactly what the first part (tutorial) of the experimental sessions

tried to ensure. The use of spreadsheets and database manipulation sys-

tems involve a minimum amount of skills before the user can actually start

qoncentrating in getting results rather than in learning procedural

rules. The "internalization" of such rules, ensuring for all Subjects

of this study a minimum level of proficiency in the use of a data manip-

ulation system, was the objective of the "tutorial" section designed for
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the experimental session (presented in more detail in Chapter 4, "The Data

Collection").

3.3.1.c - Instrumentation

Instrumentation problems, in this particular case, have to do essentially

with the treatment of raw data (particularly the scoring of "insights").

Special attention was paid to the procedures for treatment of raw data,

in order to minimize any subjective interpretations or manipulations of

the data. The different stages of raw data manipulation are presented

at the end of Chapter S ("The Treatment of the Raw Data"). A waiting

period, of one week was observed before the beginning of the Verbatim

transcription of the notes written by a group of Subjects within a given

week. Another week passed before the two next stages of raw data analysis

(parsing and compression of sentences, and "insight" reordering) took

place, immediately followed. by the scoring and categorization of "in-

sights". It was assumed that these two weeks would be enough to eliminate

any potential interpretation bias towards any subset of the two groups,

particularly since no group (treatment vs. non-treatment) identification

was present in the worksheets filled out by Subjects and derived material.

The final results for both samples were aggregated only after final com-

pilation of individual Subject results.
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u
3.3.1.d - Hawthorne Effect ·

Any changes "in the sensitivity, performance, or both by the Subjects that

may occur merely as a function of being in an investigation" (Drew, 1980)

. were assumed to be operative to a normal degree in both samples, on both

the treatment and the experimental groups, and were also assumed to be

controlled through random assignment of Subjects to the experimental

groups.

3.3.1.6 - Blas in Group Composition

Any systematic differences between the treatment and the control groups_

in the present study, in addition to the treatment under study, were as-

sumed to be controlled through random assignment of Subjects to the ex-

perimental groups.

3.3.1.f - Experimental Mortality

Experimental mortality can became a threat to the internal validity of

the present study if a differential loss of Subjects takes place between

the comparison groups. A Subject loss, in terms of this study, was in-

terpreted as the total invalidation of the notes taken by a given Subject

during the experimental session. The invalidation could be caused by a

combination of the following factors:
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( •
Refusal to continue with the experimental session or rendering

l
the worksheets useless, or both (assumed unlikely; no cases oc-

curred);
V

•
Inability to complete any sentence describing an "insight" during

the whole time period allocated for paradigm problmm analysis

(moderate probability, associated with failure to follow problem

instructions; one case occurred);

•
Invalidation, during raw data transcription and scoring, of all

"insights" written by Subject (assumed unlikely or quite remote);

The only rule that was set a priori to deal with the last factor mentioned

was: If in the final count the two comparison groups lose Subjects in

different proportions, and the total difference becomes more than ten

percent of the total for the smaller group (an arbitrary proportion), then

a number of cases of the larger group could be randomly chosen to be ex-

cluded from the final data analysis, in order to bring the total differ-

ence to within the ten percent caution point. One possible invalidating

factor——which did occur——was not included in that list: problems with

computer hardware or software, or both. There was one instance of soft-

ware malfunctioning, which resulted in immediate invalidation of session

results, although the session was resumed, after a few minutes, without

further incidents.
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° 3.3.2 - EXTERNAL VALIDITY

3.3.2.a — Population-Sample Differences
I

The "degree to which ... Subjects in [a given] study are representative

of the population to which generalization is desired" (Drew, 1980) is one

of the most important factors determining the external validity of a

study. As mentioned earlier, in Section 3.1.6 ("The Population Under

Study",) the major concern of the present study was to determine the na-

ture of possible differences between different modes of data represen-

tation. It was considered somewhat premature, given the exploratory

nature of the research and limitations of the sampling process, to gen-

eralize results beyond the limits of the population studied, although

there are possible analogies to results of other studies in the visual

cognition area (as in Carter, 1947a). One must bear in mind, however,

that most of those studies present different choices of dependent and even

independent variables, making cross comparisons for validation purposes

cumbersome, if not outright improper.

Only several replicative studies, with samples drawn from a much wider

variety of groups within the reference population, could fully address

the issue of external validity of results from the present experiment,

assuming that other possible threats to external validity had been prop-

erly neutralized.
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3.3.2.b - Artificial Research Arrangements

Drew also pointed out that the reactive effects of experimental arrange-

ments can threaten the external validity of an experiment "to the degree

that the Subject°s responsivity is altered". The choice of an office

setting (versus a computer laboratory), a relatively common type of space

with which most students are familiar, was made considering this partic-

ular problem. The specific characteristics of the experimental session

workstation setting were also chosen to maximize privacy and opportunity

to concentrate, with. a minimum of distractions, on paradigm problem

analysis.

3.3.2.c - Pretest influence

As mentioned before (in terms of the testing practice threat to internal

study validity), the research task tried to emulate as much as possible

the "real world" setting represented by the way professionals, managers,

and college students learn minimum skills about a new piece of software

and try to utilize that new "tool" in their work or study environment.

Although the tutorial could have been considered either as a warm-up or

"pretest" task, its main objective was to provide all Subjects with a

comparable, minimum set of acquired skills necessary prior to the problem

analysis phase of the experimental session. Any results of the study,

therefore, can be generalized only towards individuals that eventually

acquire a basic and equivalent set of skills to handle quantitative data

in either the graphic or numeric mode. The learning in question, however,
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1
is expected to occur gradually among the "reference" population for this

study, due to the impact of personal computing in the professional arena.
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4 · DATA COLLECTION

4.] - DATA COLLECTION FRAMEWORK

4
4.1.] — FORMAT OF DATA COLLECTION

The experimental problem for this study was to examine the relationship

between the "insight" production scores of two groups looking at data

displayed through two different modes on a computer screen. The format

of data collection used in this study can be described as "systematic

stimuli/systematic responses", using the scheme suggested by Galtung

(1969). By "systematic stimuli", Galtung meant "stimuli that are kept

constant when [Subjects] are changed, in the sense that all [Subjects] _

are exposed to the same stimuli" (except for only one factor, the exper-

imental treatment, if both Subject groups are considered); by "systematic

responses", he meant that "what is kept constant are the response cate-

gories." °

The study is assumed to have taken place at a single moment in time, both

in terms of sampling and of experimental session scheduling. In practice,

given the use of only one personal workstation, only one Subject did

participate in an experimental session at a time.

The administration of all experimental sessions was undertaken by a single

person. Interaction (questions during the course of the session) between
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I
the session administrator and Subject was kept to a minimum. The Subject

was expected to derive all the information necessary for the session ac-

tivities from the written instructions and the "Help" information avail-

able through the computer system. The Subject was expected to spend the

whole session (one to one and a half hours) at the experimental session

workstation. The duration of sessions actually ranged from one half to

two and a half hours. No interaction was allowed between Subjects and

any person entering the office area while an experimental session took

place; the workstation itself was well protected, visually, by a partition

six feet high. The session administrator also ensured that, even when

other persons entered the office area in question dufing an experimental

session, Subjects remained undisturbed.

Before each session, a package with all the necessary worksheets and in-

struction sheets was ready for use by the scheduled Subject. The session

control sheet and the protocol of verbal instructions were also ready for

the session administrator, prior to the beginning of the session, in a

separate desk, apart from the Subject°s workstation.

4.1.2 · PILOT EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS

In preparation for data collection and as a "feasibility" study for the

research endeavor, a series of experimental sessions took place in July

1985. Alternative versions of the tutorial were examined, as well as of

the several forms created for data gathering, session control, and
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treatment of raw data. In that pilot study, ten Subjects participated,

evenly divided between the treatment and the control groups.

Several format modifications were made to the parts of the experimental

sessions, as a result of recommendations and complaints submitted by the

Subjects. The session component mostly affected by those recommendations

was the tutorial, which was considerably shortened and simplified. The

computer system used was also changed as a result; due to screen resol-

ution for the graphics mode (considered too low), a move to a personal

computer offering a better resolution was deemed necessary. A draft

summary of pilot study results is presented in Appendix C.6.

4.2 - EXPERIMENTAL SESSION DESIGN

The experimental session consisted of the following sequence:

1. Questionnaire requesting information on previous experience with

computers, statistics, and selected demographic variables (age,

sex, major curriculum, or program of study, years of higher edu-

cation); scheduled to take 2-3 minutes.

2. Instructions tutorial on the commands of the data manipulation

system, based on a sample problem, comparable to the paradigm

problem; scheduled to take from 20 to 30 (maximum) minutes (the

actual range was from 10 to 70 minutes);
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3. Analysis of the paradigm problem data; scheduled to last a maximum

of 60 minutes (hidden time limit, not divulged prior to the end

of the session in order to minimize performance anxiety).

4. Questionnaire on enjoyment of experimental session (tutorial and

problem analysis) and specific comments on problems and. diffi-

culties encountered during those phases; scheduled to take 2-5

minutes.

4.2.] - QUESTIONNAIRES

The first questionnaire contains questions relative to skills which, even

if not possible to control prior to the beginning of the study, could at

least be used to portray a composite image of the two samples, to pinpoint

any extreme conditions that might explain possible anomalies in the re-

sults. The "previous experience" questions were scheduled for completion

prior to jparadigm problem analysis in order to avoid any interference

between each Subject°s perceived session "performance" and the answers

to those questions. The answers to the experience questions were given

in terms of a self•reported scoring along a visual scale ranging from °l°

(minimum experience) to °7° (maximum experience).

The objective of the second questionnaire was to uncover major unforeseen

difficulties experienced by Subjects regarding the format and commands

of the experimental system, difficulties that might possibly have influ-

enced their perception of the system°s capabilities, at the time of their
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E
experimental session. Appendix B.l ("Questionnaires for Experimental

Session") exhibits the two questionnaires.

4.2.2 - TUTORIAL

4.2.2.a - Tutorial Objectives 4

The tutorial had two objectives:

1. To instruct Subjects in the data manipulation capabilities of the

system, particularly on the display format for the specific data

display mode for each Subject.

2. To provide a "hands-on" experience of data manipulation of a small

problem dataset, to ensure that all Subjects had passed at least

once through the same process of acquiring the specific skills

necessary to operate the system, and were therefore able to start

the problem analysis on an equal footing with other Subjects,

regardless of their level of expertise or familiarity with com-

puter programs of any kind.

4.2.2.b - Tutorial Time Frame

The issue of skill acquisition was very important for the present study

as a possible source of bias in the rate of generation of "insights".

It can be safely assumed that graphics, particularly the type of multi-
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l
variate data representation used in the experimental system, are not fa-

miliar to the majority of the reference and target populations of this

study. Based on the "insight" generation rates evidenced by Subjects of

the pilot experimental sessions, there might have been a time-lag of

approximately 10 to 20 minutes before Subjects in the treatment group

(graphic mode of data display) started to significantly generate "in-

sights", in the absence of a "hands-on" tutorial. It was assumed here that

there is a small but significant time differential between the learning

curves for the two groups, treatment and non-treatment (numeric mode of

data display), simply because "numeracy" is a more widespread skill in

our society than "graphicacy". °

The 20 to 30 minutes (maximum) time frame for the tutorial was considered

sufficient to enable all Subjects to start the next phase on an equal

basis, in terms of the skills necessary to manipulate all command systems.

It was heavily stressed in the tutorial instructions that the use of all

the commands was not imperative. It is possible, however, that Subjects

may have interpreted the simple availability of those commands as an in-

dication that they were expected to use them. At any rate, at the end

of the tutorial every Subject was expected to be able to successfully

specify and complete any given operation in the system, assuming that the

Subject might eventually decide to specify that operation.

Appendix B.2 ("Tutorial Section of Experimental Sessions") exhibits the

tutorial instructions (to be handed to Subjects at the beginning of the

tutorial) and a sample notesheet. Appendix ID ("Information Tutorial
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Screens") presents the basic screens displayed to the two groups prior

h to the "hands-on" tutorial.

4.2.2.c - Supporting Information

Two information sheets were made available to Subjects, to help maintain

task concentration and avoid distractions or unnecessary screen movements

(change in displays). The sheets contained, respectively, a summary of

the "Help" information for all system commands, and a list of all field

names and descriptions. Those sheets were intended for use during both

the tutorial and problem analysis sections of the experimental sessions.

Appendix B.2 also exhibits a copy of both information sheets.

4.2.3 - ANALYSIS OF THE PARADIGM PROBLEM

The problem analysis component of the experiment had one objective: to

provide Subjects with the opportunity to look at, and manipulate at will

(with a limited but sufficient set of operations) a multivariate quanti-

tative dataset.

4.2.3.a — Problem Instructions

The main goal of the problem instructions was to provide a "loose" problem

setting, a context against which a quantitative dataset could be inter-

preted. It is recognized here that "observations" and "inferences" can
be made about any isolated quantitative dataset (a data matrix without
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any description of what type of data is in storage). However, it seemed

common-sensical to embed a quantitative dataset in a less "abstract" frame

of reference, to minimize stresses in Subjects who may Vary widely in

their familiarity with data manipulation and statistics. The paradigm

problem setting is discussed in more detail in the next section of this

chapter.

The problem instructions emphasized the need for deferred judgement (a

conscious effort to avoid evaluation of the validity or worth of obser-

vations.) The validity of the observations (or "insights") were judged

a posteriori, based exclusively on plausibility and common sense; obvi-

ously nonsensical remarks were excluded and invalidated; all others were

considered valid, if supported by the quantitative dataset. The part of

the instructions emphasizing deferred judgement amounted, for all prac-

tical purposes, to a form of instruction in divergent thinking. Although

this last factor could be considered a significant bias, it was assumed

controlled in the sense that it was equally shared by all Subjects. The

instructions on deferred judgement were deemed a better alternative than

allowing an unrestricted and unknown degree of mental "censorship" of

ideas considered by Subjects.

Subjects were requested to confine all their written notes to the work-

sheets provided and to write "observations" on the left side of the

worksheet, “inferences" on the right. Appendix B.3 ("Paradigm Problem

Analysis") exhibits a copy of the problem instructions and of a sample

worksheet .
1
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4.2.3.b - Time Frame

A maximum of 60 minutes was allowed for the problem analysis phase. Every

10 minutes after the beginning of this part of the experimental session,

the session administrator marked the worksheets with red pen to indicate

the time intervals during which "insights" were generated. Subjects were

not told in advance of the 60 minute limit, in order to minimize possible

performance anxiety; the problem instructions emphasized that they could

take as much time as needed to examine the dataset. Subjects remained

free, if they wished, to terminate the paradigm problem analysis at any

time prior to the 60 minute limit (one-fourth of the°eighty Subjects did

that).

4.2.4 - CONTROL OF ACTIVITIES

A session control form was used to keep time records of each session,

including the six 10 minute intervals. A short sequence of verbal in-

structions was also given, in addition to the written instructions. The

written instructions were read aloud, verbatim, for each Subject; this

reinforcement was assumed to ensure a greater uniformity of instruction

comprehension than what would have taken place with no reinforcement.

Appendix B.4 ("Time Control Sheet and Verbal Instructions“) exhibits a

copy of a sample session control sheet, and a list of the verbal in-

structions.
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' 4.2.5 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

An actual office work environment (201 Cowgill Hall, the administrative

offices of the College of Architecture and Urban Studies at Virginia Tech)

was used for conducting the experimental sessions. _Although it would have

been impossible to remove most test-related stresses for all Subjects,

the avoidance of a "laboratory"-type of environment was assumed important

as a way to remove one major possible aspect of those stresses. Office

environments, when presenting a certain amount of "normal" clutter on

desks and work areas, and particularly when sheltered from excessive noise

and distractions, can be considered more congenial td concentration than

a computer terminal room or laboratory, particularly for novice computer

users. This premise was validated by the comments of several self-re-

ported non-experienced computer users.

All sessions were conducted off—hours, relative to the normal working

hours (Monday through Friday, 08:00 to 17:00 hours) of the offices in

question. This schedule ensured a minimum of distractions and disrupting

background noises. The offices were air-conditioned, with an average room

temperature of 69 i 2 °F which actually ranged from 65 to 74 °F, with an

electric heater made available for Subjects who felt uncomfortable, on

occasion, with the lower temperatures. The air-conditioning system pro-

vided a constant background noise; a large volume laser printer terminal

in an enclosed room adjacent to the premises contributes a certain amount

of sporadic noise, even off-hours. General lighting was provided by

fluorescent ceiling fixtures, with an average illuminance level of 30
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° foot·candles around the workstation area for the experimental problem.

There was a certain amount of glare produced by the rows of ceiling lights

on the computer screen of the workstation used.

Appendix B.5 ("Workstation Area for Experimental Sessions") exhibits

photographs and floor plan of the workstation area, as well as of a sim-

ulated experimental session.

4.3 - THE PARADIGM PROBLEM

4.3.] - DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The paradigm problem consisted of time-series data on recent past per-

formance (for two years) of a small-scale hotel (based on Bertin, 1983).

The exploration of alternatives (solutions) for improving performance of

that hotel was deliberately excluded from the present study, as explained

before, in order to examine only the early stages of problem-solving.

The inclusion of the final stages of problem-solving in future studies

is obviously a natural and necessary extension of the present study.

The paradigm problem had both an objective and a subjective component,

the latter consisting of each individual Subject°s perceptions and in-

terpretations of their real-life experiences with hotels of any kind.

The objective component of the problem consists of quantitative data

summarizing the available data on the Subject.
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' Appendix B.3 ("Paradigm Problem Analysis") exhibits a complete de-

scription of the problem°s quantitative dataset, as presented to the

Subjects and as available in the computer-based system.

4.3.2 · SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM A
‘

The paradigm problem in question was chosen by taking into consideration:

Datataset Size Approximately 500 elements, the upper side of the

A range of 100-500 dataset elements assumed to be most

representative of the problems professionals face in

their daily work.

Dimensions Approximately 20 variables, or dimensions, assumed

also to fall within the span of perceptual dimension-

ality associated with the cognitive systems of human

beings (Miller, 1956); this number of dimensions,

however, falls considerably outside the range of di-

mensions of graphic representations in present use by

professionals. ~

_ Familiarity Conceptualization of the "reality°° of a small hotel

can safely be assumed to be relatively easy for the

study Subjects. The dynamics of the problem involve

variables within the experiential frame of reference

of the target population, sufficiently familiar as to
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avoid perceptions of excessive problem complexity, but

deliberately vague to avoid being a case study on ho-

tel management.

4.3.3 ~ ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PROBLEM _

4.3.3.a - Problem Dataset

All the data elements refer to the same problem. The dataset was a rep-

resentative summary of the entire original dataset available at the time

of problem formulation. °

4.3.3.b - Problem Structure

The problem can be considered unstructured, from the Subjects° point of

view, in terms of having enough novel aspects—in spite of a sense of

familiarity purposefully cu1tivated—to demand that the Subjects "must

first develop what may be an ad hoc procedure for reaching a decision"

(Moore and Chang, 1983). The size of the dataset, particularly the number

of variables in question, assured the almost practical impossibility of

any given Subject to assume full familiarity with the problem domain in

the time frame alloted.
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' 4.3.3.c - Other Observations about the Problem

It was assumed that the paradigm data represents a small scale database,

obtained and digitized through any available means¥—the specific means

being irrelevant to the research question. No analysis of the impact of

database availability or access difficulty on decision performance was

made in this study; those factors, however, can present more serious

problems, in real working conditions, for much larger datasets.

4.4 - THE COMPUTER SYSTEM USED

4.4.1 - COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

For the present study, the hardware used was assumed to be

representative—in terms of relevant characteristics, as display resol-

ution and memory size—of the present and near future (2-5 years) base

of installed personal computers with DSS emphasis. The application pro-

gramming language was made transparent to Subjects, and the overall

structure of the application procedural language ensured that, novice and

experienced computer users alike, every Subject started the experimental

session at the same level (i.e., lack of knowledge) about the system. A

variable time-length tutorial allowed for more experienced users to pro-

ceed somewhat faster than novice users towards the beginning of paradigm

problem analysis.
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The central processing unit used was an IBM PC-AT, with a 20 M-byte fixed

disk-drive, floating-point co-processor, and 512 K-bytes of installed

random-access memory.

The monitor used was an Amdek Video—3l0A monochrome display, 12 inches

diagonally wide, with amber characters displayed on a dark-gray back- „

ground. The display has a resolution of 720 (horizontal) versus 348

(vertical) pixels, made available through use of a Hercules Graphics Card

installed in the processing unit.

For the present study, the use of color in displays was deliberately

avoided. Colors are simply not efficient as an aid for discrimination

among dataset elements measured along interval or ratio scales (Bertin,

1971, and 1983; Cleveland and McGill, 1985), although they can be quite

useful for differentiation among elements of datasets measured along no-

minal and categorical scales.

4.4.2 - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

4.4.2.a - Programming Language

The application programming language was STSC°s APL*PLUS/PC, an extended

version of the APL language developed for IBM PC computers and compat-

ibles. The major advantage of APL for the present study, from a pro-

grammer°s point of view, lies with its data array processing capabilities.
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4.4.2.b - Application Program

The application program consisted of approximately 40 separate APL func-

tions (routines, or sub-programs), handling user requests, error-check-

ing, data formatting and displaying, and session monitoring. The

application program interface consisted of a limited set of commands which

performed operations deemed necessary for manipulation of quantitative

relational data. All the APL functions and commands were the same for

both experimental groups, with only the screen output subject to the ex-

perimental differences between the active treatment (graphic display of

data) and control treatment (numeric display of data).

All the commands could be directly requested by pressing only two or three

keys. Therefore, only the argument for each specified operation (eg., a

user-selected table name) had to be typed in full by the Subject; this

minimized the time and stress (for novice users) associated with computer

command specification. The list of the available commands is presented

in Appendix B.2.3 (" °Help° Information Sheet").

The "Help" information sheet, containing the synopsis of available com-

mands, was made available to each Subject in order to minimize on-screen

display of "Help" information, which, during pilot experimental sessions,

apparently proved to be quite distracting for some Subjects, in terms of

their concentration on the analytical task. Windows on the screen display

were one alternative originally rejected, in order to keep constant the

display area reserved for current view of the paradigm problem data.
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T
"Help" windows were finally retained as a complement to the written sheet

but occupying, however, only a small part of the screen display, super- 4

imposed on a current data table display.

4.4.2.c — Session Monitoring

All commands and arguments requested by a Subject during the course of

an experimental session were recorded and stored in the processing envi-

ronment, in the form of an APL component file (data storage matrix), with

one file for each Subject. Each file (a relation) contains five basic

fields: time stamp, command description, command-request error code (if

any), argument specification (if any), and argument-request error code

(if any). Those files allowed the reconstruction of all the steps taken

by Subjects during the session, in case of interpretation questions re-

garding the worksheet notes with "observations" and "inferences".
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5 - TREATMENT OF THE RAW DATA

5.] - PREPARATION OF THE RAW DATA

5.].] - VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF RAW DATA

The first stage in the preparation of the raw data was the Verbatim

transcription of Subject notes taken during the experimental problem

analysis session. The data were transcribed into machine-readable form

by means of the text-processing system SCRIPT/VS Release 3 from IBM, op-

erating under VM/SP Release 3 with CMS Release 3. Items from the original

worksheets were duplicated word by word, line by line, with the same ab-

breviations, upper and lower case letters, and punctuation used by Sub-

jects. Comments about orthography or illegible words or symbols were

included as necessary. Numbering of "obserVations" and "inferences" (in

two separate lists, according to worksheet page layout) conformed to

numbering scheme used by the Subject, if that was the case; otherwise,

the existing logical separation of sentences—by spaces, bullets, arrows,

or other means—was used for the numbering of "observations" and "infer-

ences". Appendix C.1 ("Sample Verbatim Transcription of °Insights°°°)

exhibits a sample set of worksheets filled with handwritten notes, and

their Verbatim transcription.
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5.].2 · PARSING AND COMPRESSION OF RAW DATA

The second stage in the preparation of the raw data was the decomposition

and reorganization of the essential parts of each sentence into a standard

format for data produced by all the Subjects. At this stage, a new set

of SCRIPT/VS files was created, for the manipulation and storage of re-

search data. '

5.1.2.a - Parsing of Sentence Elements

Subjects were requested to present individual "insights" in separate,

simple sentences. As this request was primarily a guideline, it was ex-

pected that other formats for presentation of °°insights" would take place,

as proved to be the case. "Observations" and °°inferences°° were broken

into simple sentences, whenever possible, following the same order of

appearance found at the verbatim transcription. Sentences, classified
l

according to the typology suggested by Baker (1976), were subject to the

changes outlined in Figure 15 on page 125.
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I Type: Changes: II
I Simple None. _

II I
II Compcund Simple Separate the sentences only if they refer to II different relational fields of the experimental II problem dataset. II II Complex None. II . II Compound Complex Separate into individual complex sentences. I

I
II II I

I Figure 15. Insight Sentence Modification: Structural changes by II sentence type. |L..............................................._.........................4

5.1.2.b · Substitution and Elision of Sentence Elements

The structure of each "observation" was modified, if necessary, to reflect

the following sentence structure:

Subject - Verb — Description of State - Specifier

Sentence elements were elided, or had abbreviations or more compact ex-

pressions substituted for them. These operations took place to reduce

the notation of "insights" to the shortest intelligible and unambiguous

representation for each "insight". A terse notation, of a format common

to data produced by all Subjects, was assumed to facilitate overall

readability and comparison among "insights" produced by different Sub-

jects.
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D
Sentence subjects should correspond, without exception, to the field

names of the experimental problem data. Those names were presented in

abbreviated form. Verbs, since they belong by definition to the same type

(linking a sentence subject to a state of being, and commonly represented

by the verb "to be"), were elided from all sentences.

"Description of State" elements were translated into a basic set of 10

to 15 adjectives or adverbs, either in normal, comparative, or superlative

form, according to the original Verbatim sentence. A "specifier", in the

context of the research data, is a sentence element with more detailed

information to complement or narrow down the description of a given state.

Specifiers were used primarily to indicate time periods, taken from the

"Months" field, in the experimental problem dataset.

In principle, all propositions, conjunctions, and interjections were re-

moved, with the exception of a Very few whose removal might cause extreme

ambiguity in sentence interpretation. Missing or unreadable sentence

elements, if deemed relevant (as indicated by position within the sentence

structure), were indicated by an ellipsis placed between brackets

('[...]°). Unreadable or misinterpreted information, if and when its true

expression could be ascertained, were replaced by the correct information

between brackets.

Appendix C.2 ("Sample Parsing and Compression of °Insights°") exhibits

an example of a Verbatim transcription of notes and of the parsing and

compression of those notes.
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V
5.1.3 - REORDERING OF RAW DATA

The third stage in the preparation of the raw data was the reorganization

of "insights" in three distinct blocks, corresponding to the final clas-

sification of "insights": certified "observations", "inferences", and

"suggestions". A new set of SCRIPT/VS files was created to manipulate

and store reordered research data. Appendix C.3 ("Sample Reordering of

°Insights'") exhibits an example of reordered, parsed "insights".

5.2 - SCORING OF "INSIGHTS°°

Only "observations'° and "inferences" were retained for final analysis.

Suggestions, in spite of experimental problem instructions which specif-

ically excluded them, were considered nonetheless likely to occur, due

to either failure to follow instructions properly or, as one Subject

commented, because "... it was hard not to do [it]." However, "sug—

gestions" were excluded mainly because of the research problem emphasis

on generation of ideas possibly relevant for problem solving, not on

problem solutions per se, which belong to another, quite distinct realm

of problems.
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II II II II I
I

ormat 'Ll GSI F R l II · I
I P Partial "insights" (non-overlapping) refer only to dif· I ,
I ferent subsets of one single field. For each subject, I
I only the first occurrence of such sentences should be I
I kept. The other occurrences should be subsumed under the II first one. II I .
I R For each subject, repeated "insights" should be elimi· I
I nated, with the exception of the first one in the series. II II | Incomplete "insights", for which no specifier has been or I
I can be identified, should be eliminated. II I

II ‘
II II II II II I

I Content Rules I
II $ "Spot" "insights", i.e., written descriptions of one sin- I

I gle record of one single field of the experimental prob-
I lem dataset, should be eliminated on the grounds of data II repetition. I

II VV Wrong "insights", i.e., those totally unsupported by ex- I
I amination of the experimental problem dataset , or simply I
I nonsensical, should be eliminated.

I
II 'T Tautological sentences should be eliminated. I

' II II · I
I I
I Figure 16. Scoring "insights": Guidelines for rejection of" ill- I
I formed or incorrect "observations" and "inferences . IL_.__.__.___.____.........._......._.._............_..................J
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At this phase, "insights" were screened according to the set of rules

presented in Figure 16 on page 128. Those "insights" falling in at least

one of those categories were eliminated, with the exceptions indicated.

The rules are divided in two types: formation and content. The objective

of formation rules was to make sure that only well formed and unique

"insights" would be present for final analysis. The objective of content

rules was to eliminate sentences obviously nonsensical, inappropriate,

or incorrect (in terms of Validation by experimental problem data). The

scoring procedures were repeated once, in order to ensure a reasonable

level of accuracy in "insight" scoring.

Appendix C.4 ("Sample Scoring of °Insights'") exhibits an example of a

scoring sheet for "insights".

5.3 - CATEGORIZATION OF "INSIGHTS"

This phase of data preparation involves the determination of proper "in-

sight" category. An open-ended schema for classification of "observa-

tions" and "inferences" was used; it is based on the number of fields and

field groups stated or implied in each "insight". An increasing number

of fields or field groups mentioned in one sentence was assumed to be a

rough, but reliable, indicator of "insight" complexity; the schema pre-

sented in Figure 17 on page 130 was be referred to, for that reason, as

complexity categories for "insight" classification.
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I II II Field No. of Levels No. Fld. Field-Group I

I
Category Fields Groups Category

II II I I I I I I II I Single-field I 1 I A I 1 I I II I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I II I I 2 I 11 I 1 I ~ I II I I I I I I II I I 3 I C I 1 I Single-group I II I I I I I I II I I 4 I 11 I 1 I I II I I I I I I II I I 3 I L I 1 I I II I I I I I I II I I 3 I 1= I 1 I I II I I I I I I II I I1 I II I I I I I I II I I 2 I 3 I 2 I I II I I I I I I II I I 3 I H I 2-3 I I II I I I I I I II I I I 4 I L I 2-4 I I II I I I I I I I
I I

Multiple-flds.I 5
I

J
I

2-5 I Multiple-groupI
II II I I 6 I K I 2-6 I I II I I I I I I II I I 2 I L I 2-2 I I II I I I I I I II I I 3 I M I 2-3 I I II I I I I I I II I 1 I 16-20 I N I 5-9 I I I

I I I I I I I II, II I
I I
I Figure 17. Complexity Levels: Framework for classification of "in- I
I sights" generated by Subjects during experimental ses- II sions. I
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For each Subject, the individual categorization sheets were scored to

obtain the algebraic sum of well-formed, meaningful "observations" and

"inferences" in each complexity category (of all the categories produced

by at least „one Subject during the course of the experiment). Appendix

C.5 ("Sample Categorization of 'Insights°") exhibits an example of a ca-

tegorization sheet for "insights".
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E
6 - PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

6.] - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The null hypothesis was that there would be no differences between the

scores of Subjects looking at a graphic representation of data and the

scores of Subjects looking at a numeric representation of the same data-

set, for each of four levels of "insight" complexity. The results for

the statistical significance tests of the relationship between the de-

pendent and independent variables, for each of the fdur null hypotheses,

are presented in Figure 18 on page 133. The statistics for strength and

magnitude of the relationships are presented in Figure 19 on page 134.

The four null hypotheses were rejected, i.e., there were statistically

significant differences between the scores for "insight" generation——for

each of the four operational definitions of the dependent variable——for

Subjects looking at a graphic, as opposed to numeric, representation of

the paradigm problem dataset. The strength of the four relationships

represented by the operational hypotheses were relatively weak. For the

first three hypotheses, which measure increasingly higher concentrations

Qf complex "insights", there was a corresponding increase in relationship

strength, indicating that the majority of the treatment effect is asso-

ciated with the °multiple field-groups' type of "insight" (tested prima-

rily by the thirdhypothesis).6
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I 1I 1I 1I 1
{

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RaLAT1onsH1Ps I

I ASSUMPTIONS · {
{

1 Model: X, -61, 1;;, ,„
I

I j*1, .„.,u
I

I · _ Independent random samples

I
N ¤ n + m (observatious)

{
I 2 Level of Measurement: Ordiual scale (for dependent variable I
I ”insight generstion".)

I

I
3 Hypotheses: _ H1, :6 0 (H; A; > 0) I

I
H2, ’.A2 = 0 (K2 A2 > Q) I
H36 A3 = 0 (H3 A3 > 0) I

I H4, A4 = 0 (H4 A4 > 0)
I

I 4 cR1T1cA1. REGION: 6¤l•tli1Qd tQSt• _ {
I

I 5 s1onn‘=1cAnca LEVELS: I
I H1; H2; H3; H4;

I

I
Levels a I .10 I .05 I .025 I .025 I

II
I 6 coMPuTAT1on oa TEST STATISTIC: I
I

Wilcoxou :661: w I 1663 I 1718 I 1739 I 1714 I {

I
MOB!} Vßluß 6: W 1·:,(w) I 1501 I 1501 I 1501 I 1501 I I

I v6:-16666/W(w/:166) v6:,(w) I 10006 I 10006 I 10005 I 10002 I I
{

No. of cases of X m I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I I

I N6. 6: 66666 6: Y 6 I 38 I 38 I 38 I 38 I I

I
wi1COX.0I1 6666 (1;. N'6) W•

I 1.624 I 2.169 I 2.379 I 2.185 I {

I
sza. 66v. 66166/(6'6) zh) I 1.283 I 1.645 I 1.960 I 1.960 I I

I
I

7 Damsron: H1, H2,gg,I

1 - x6;666 xr, I1: w~ z zw] I x I x I x I x I I

I 0 - Accept H6 [if W I I I I I II 1
I 1
I Figure 18. Statistical Significance of Null Hypotheses: Presenta— I
I tion of results I
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I 1I . 1I 1
I 1
I svasncru o1= RELATIONSHIPS I
I 1
I Computation of Test Statlstic: I
I H1, H2, H3, H4,

I

I
No. of rows 1- I 6 I 5 I 7 I 4 I

I

I
No. of cols. c I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I I

I 61,1-66,,,1, 1= 1 4.318 1 10.50 1 12.13 1 4.634 1 II 1
I

Test St8tiS‘CiC v* I .0ss4 1 .1346 I .1ss6 1 .0594 1 II 1I 1I 1I 1I . 1I 1I 1
I

MAGNITUDE o1= 1=us1.A·1·1ous1-111=s 1
II 1

I Computation of Statisticz
I

I
H1, H2, ua, H4,

I
I

Treat. Group Mean X1 I 16.03 I 7.63 I 5.18 I 4.87 I I

I Coutr- Group Mean X6 I 13.20 I 5.28 I 3.10 | 4.13 | II 1
I

.Diff. bet. means Ax I 2.83 I 2.35° I 2.08 I .74 I
I

I
Proportion/diff . Rx I . 24 I . 45 I . 67 I . 18 I I

II- 1I ‘
1I 1I 1

I Figure 19. Strength and Magnitude of Relationships: Presentation II of results I
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' 6.2 - INTERPRETATION OF OTHER FINDINGS

A detailed breakdown of the two groups, by "insight" levels (fourteen in

all) and time groups (six intervals of 10 minutes) shed some more light

into the picture. The major source of Variation between the treatment

("graphic") and control ("numeric") groups can be traced to "insights"

belonging to at least two "field-groups" (°G° through °N°), as seen in

Figure 20 on page 136. Particularly noteworthy is the last category, °N',

corresponding to observations encompassing the whole dataset. The actual

cumulative frequencies for the "single—field" (°A') and "single-group,

multiple-fields" categories ('B° through °F°) were practically the same

for the two groups.

The initial expectation was confirmed that there would be primarily a

qualitative rather than quantitative difference between the treatment and

control groups "insight" scores. The use of straight fluency

measurement——combining all levels of "insights"——can safely be said to

be a very coarse instrument, at best, for revealing anything about the

nature of the underlying phenomena studied. The refinement of a classi-

fication schema for analysis of the differences between the two samples

seems to be the more profitable approach to take for extensions to the

present study, particularly since the "Class 4" scores seemed to have

fared not much better than "Class l" scores, which a better classification

schema would lead to expect.
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I 1
I 1
I GRAPHIC MODE NUMERIC MODE II . (*38) (N=6o)

I

I
10 20 30 40 50 60 min 10 20 30 40 50 60 min I

1 WEB " I ““ 2° IEEE-H II I
I H 1 1 1

I
1 I

I M-Group
I<I

I 2 197 A II M—1=1¢. 1 3 2 2
I2 II I 3 · 1 1I 1 6 |

I H 5 7 28 1 4 1 3 I 1 12 I

I
G18 13 8I15I13 16Il8|22 92 I

I ; 5
2

2 2
I

1
I

12 1 3 4 I 4
I

1 13 II $·¤r¤¤1¤· I ·
I II I

I
B 7 13I5I 4 3 2 34 9I 6I 8I 34 6I 3 35

I

I
s-Fld. A 67 68 I 62 I 42 46 34 319 s6I 74I 6oI sz 46 29 317 I

. _ 9

I

I 112 123 120 90 93 70 Till; 83 109 94 93 83 66 528 I
I "INS|GHT" III°"I

II 1 COMPLEXITY II ’ 1* ¤¤¤ 1I I1 E

_
l¤ 1I M·G·1¤¤¤ K ll

=
‘ I

I I1* III G n ES: •.I
IP E · 1 II E 1 II' 1 ~ IIIIK I

I I IS-Fld. A
1• ll I• I ;•„ 1 1 I ;

I I ll! Iäääliä 71;-*:*:- Bu l:11,Il¤°I:% {Ia !=•§„„I
I

I 10 20 30 40 S0 60 min 10 20 30 40 50 60 min I
I- .» TIME III 11——*—1
I Figure 20. Numeric and Graphic Summary of the Data: Breakdown of I
I overall insight scores by group, "insight" category, |I and time period. I
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As stated in the "Characterization of the Problem", in the first chapter,

it was assumed that:

there are products, similar to those derived from more complex and
formal 'data' analysis, which are indispensable if that °data' is
to prove useful for problem—solving: compression (summary) of one
field (or variable), relationships between two or more fields, ob-
servations focusing on "data" subsets or on the whole dataset.

The implicit ranking in those products was translated into a "complexity"

scale, where the higher the number of data elements (variables or records,

or both) correctly abstracted, the more appropriate, or useful, that

particular "insight" was assumed to be for problem solving. As it turned

out, a major difference between the two groups was the number of obser-

vations focusing on large, not directly related data subsets (i.e., be-

longing to different "field-groups".) Of special note is the category

level of observations encompassing the whole dataset (labeled 'N°). A

total of 21 Subjects (out of 38) from the treatment ("graphic") group made

a total of 28 such observations, as opposed to only 10 Subjects (out of

40) from the control ("numeric") group making a total of 11 observations.

The separate lists of "insights" for the two groups is presented in Ap-

pendix C.7.

A review was also made of the number of well formed but wrong "insights"

(i.e., contradicted by the paradigm problem data. Approximately the same

number of Subjects (24 out of 38 in the "graphic" group, 25 out of 40 in

the "numeric" one) generated such observations, whose frequency was

higher for the "graphic" (63) than for the "numeric" group (47). Most

of these observations occurred, however, in the first 20-30 minutes into
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’
problem analysis and were also, in most instances, superseded by correct

observations. The higher frequency of wrong observations by the °°graphic°°

group might have been due to the lack of familiarity with the particular

type of graphic representation used (multiple bar charts), a problem less

perceptible after 30 minutes into problem analysis.
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7 - GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

7.1 · RESTATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

_ The study problem was to determine whether there was a discernible pattern

of responses for °°insight" complexity generation for Subjects looking at

graphic, as opposed to numeric, interactive computer displays of quanti-

tative data.

The present study was also set to investigate the quantitative and qual-

itative differences, if any, in the written responses of the two group

samples. One group was assigned to an active treatment (use of a graphic

display of the paradigm problem); the other group was assigned to a con-

trol treatment (use of a numeric display of the paradigm problem). The

experimental units (the °°Subjects") consisted of students (at the under-

graduate and graduate levels) at Virginia Tech.

7.2 - CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In order to examine the implications of the present study, it must be

reiterated that the study did not attempt to answer the general question

of which mode (graphic or numeric) is the best one for data analysis.

Arguably, there can be no simple, single answer to this problem. The

question asked was rather how appropriate were "graphic and numeric rep-

resentations of quantitative data to foster a more holistic, flexible
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”
examination of the problem space at the early stages of problem

solving."'

Both types of representation yielded approximately the same frequencies

and rates of production for simpler types of "insight", i.e., observations

or inferences associated with only one field (variable) or field—group.

It can be argued that this type of "insight" simply forms the initial

stepping stone through which to reach more complex types of observations.

Therefore, for simple questions or inquiries related to the given dataset,

there was no clear advantage of one type versus another, although specific

data point values obviously could not be extracted ffom the graphic rep-

resentation, nor was it ever intended to do so.

For more complex ninsights", the outcome was different. There was an edge

favoring the graphic data representation, in terms of frequency and even

rates of "insight" generation. The implications of such results must be

considered against the background of decision-making and creativity

stages examined earlier. Exploratory data analysis techniques, it must

be again emphasized, are not meant to replace more formal and refined

analytical procedures. If time is of essence for professional DGS users,

then any techniques that foster more expeditious invention, development

and analysis of possible courses of action (the "design" phase of Simon°s

decision-making model) are preferable over other alternatives not so

conducive.
l
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‘
The particular graphic representation used, within the confines of the

paradigm problem utilized in the present experiment, seemed to be more

effective for Subject_ understanding and verbalization. of the problem

space than the numeric representation. The problem space defined for this

experiment was deliberately information-rich, unstructured, and. novel,

in terms of the participating Subjects. Although no specific questions

were investigated concerning the effectiveness and efficiency for problem

solution of the two types of data representation, it is expected none-

theless that the initial advantages of multivariate graphic represen-

tation can be carried towards the final stages of decision-making and

problem solving.

The implications of this study with regard to its external validity must

be, per force, more restrained. Although the Subjects who took part in

the experiment can be considered a representative subset of the student

body at Virginia Tech (chosen purely for research convenience purposes),

no systematic sampling of that group was attempted. Only replicative

studies of this kind, systematically investigating other groups, can

fully address this issue. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the

results of such studies would not markedly differ from the present one,

inasmuch as Virginia Tech students are representative the reference pop-

ulation for this study.

It should be also noted that, very recently, a commercial software company

(Javelin Software Corporation, Cambridge, Massachussets) released the

first version of a spreadsheet program which includes the same type of
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· graphic representation of data (multiple bar charts) used in the present

experiment. Although this type of representation is not new (Bertin ad-

vocated it, for instance, in 1967), its very inclusion in such a commer-

cial application product——subject to consumer acceptance——may be an

indication that there are indeed advantages for having multivariate

graphic representations in personal decision support systems, other than

ubiquitous pie charts and simple bivariate graphics capabilities.

In light of the evidence examined during this study, it appears that at

least one type of multivariate graphic representation can induce deeper

(and moderatly faster) understanding of quantitative datasets than a nu-

meric (tabular) representation. This advantage, it is expected, can be

further extended towards the achievement of more creative——novel and

useful——solutions.

7.3 - SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

The immediate necessary extension to the present study is in the area of

the final stages of decision-making and problem solving. It is suggested

that any such studies be divided in two stages, with the first one rep-

licating the present experiment (for calibration purposes) and a second

stage with specific goal statements that can be objectively measured and

correlated with scores obtained in the first stage. Different paradigm

problems, of varying (particularly larger) sizes, are another obvious

extension to this study, as well as other types of multivariate graphic
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° representations, such as multiple normalized bivariate scatterplots

(Chambers et al., 1983).

In terms of control variables for further replicative studies, Guilford's

"Structure-of-Intellect" model, as well as the cognitive style dichot-

omies examined earlier, present a useful framework for analysis of char-

acteristics of people most likely to benefit from either a graphic or

numeric mode of quantitative data representation.
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A.] - REVIEW EXEMPTION

The next page (section A.1.l) contains a reduced copy of the form re-
questing exemption from the need for formal research review by the Uni-
versity's Institutional Review Board. The following page (section A.l.2)
presents a reduced copy of the statement on specific procedures to ensure
subject data anonymity, submitted along with the Certificate of Ex-
emption.
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A.1.1 - Certificate of Exemption 

..,, ·. 
CERTIFICATION OF E."CEMPTIOH OF PROJECTS 

IMVOLVING Huwe SUBJECTS 

h'incipal Invesiiptor(s) _______ FRED __ w_. __ u._c_ERDA ___ JR_. __________ _ 

Department(s) l!nvironmental Design & Planniag, Ph.D. Program, Coll. Architecture & Urb. Stu. 

h'oject Title !'Comparative Advaatages of Graphic va. Numeric Represeatatioa of Quantitative Daca•· 
Source of Support: Departmental Research 2'_ Sponsored Research _ PToposal :Co. 
1. The criteria for "exemption" !:oa review by the IRB for a project involvin1 the UH of 

hUlll&ll subjecu and with no risk to the subjec-c is lis'ted below. Please illitia~ all 
applicable condi'CiOllS and provide the subsundadn1 statement of pro-cocol. 

0 a. The research will be conducted in esUblished or comonly enablished educa-cional 
se-c'Cin1s, involvill& UOTmal educatiOll prac'ticas. For example: 
a) Research on resular and 'l'ecial educa'tion insuuc-cional s-ira-ceiies; 
b) Rssearch Oil effec'tivenau of insuuctional techniques, curricula or classroom 

mana1ement techniques. 
0 b. The research involves use of education US'Cs ( 0 cosnJ.tive, 0 diagnosdc; 

0 ap'Ciaide, 0 achiev•ent), and the subjec'C cannot be iden'Cified directly or 
throu&h iden-cifien with the in!orma'tion. 

Ill c. The research involves survey or in'tern:ew procedures, in which: 
II a) Subjects cannot be identified direcdy or throu&h idmtifiers with the 

illfor.natiOll; 
liil'b) Subjec-c•s res'ponses, if known, will llO'C place the subjec'C at risk of crilllinal 

or civil liability or be dama1in1 to the subjec-c's financial s'Candin1 or 
employability; 'pj c) The research does not deal with sensiti•te aspects of subj ec'C' s own behavior. 
(illqal conduc'C, dru1 use, sexual behavior or alcohol use); 

D d) The research involves survey or interview procedures with elec'Ced or appointed 
public officials, or candidates for public office. 

0 d. The research involves the observa'Cion of public behavior, in which: 

0 e. 

D a) The subj ecu cannot be idmtified directly or chrou1h idandfiers; 
Db) Th• observations recorded about an individual could not put the subj ec'C at 

risk of criminal or civil liability or be dama1in1 to" the subject's fi~ancial 
standin1 or employability; 

IJ c) The research does noc deal with sensitive aspects of the subject's behavior 
(illegal conduct, dru1 use, sexual behavior or use of alcohol). 

The research involves colleccion or study of existin1 data, documents, r.col'da. 
_pathological speci.Jllens or diagnostic specimens, or which: 

0 a) The sources are publicly available; or 
0 b) The information is recorded such that the subject cannot be idencifi ed direc:"tlt 

or indirec-cly throu&h identifiers. 

z. I further cenify that the project will not be chan1ed to increase the risk or excc:ed the 
exempt condition(s) withouc filin1 an additional certification or application for approv• 
by the Human Subjects Review Board. 

Note: If children are in any way at risk while this project is underway, che chair:iian o: :he 
IRB should be notified il:lllediately in order to take corrective action. 

Si~t-~re: ?rincipal !nvesti ate~~ Principal !av~sti5ator(s) Date 

(Optional Approval} SilJl&ture: Board Cilaimn/Allthori.;id Reviewer 
... I 

·141/1HJ-
I Oa-ce 
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A.l.2 - Procedures to Ensure Data Anonymity

I II II II II II II I II II II ‘ · · I
I Experiment on Quantitative Data Display I
I _ Ph.D. Dissertation, FRED W. LACERDA JR . II 1985.11.01 II ' ‘

II II - I
I moczuuass ro susuma DATA Auouvmrv II I
I All data collected relative to each Subject will be used exclusively for I
I research purposes. Only modified data, without possibility of identifi· I
I catiom of individual subjects, will Be retained for final report (dis- I
I

sertation) and eventual publication.
I

I There will be only one written document associating each Subject with his I
I or her Experimental Subject Code Number; the document in question is a ISubject Control Sheet, and its purpose is to keep track of satisfactory

II conclusion of the data collection process for the dissertation exper-
I iment. The data collection process includes not only the data collected I
I during experimental sessions but the ~anipulation and interpretation of Ithat data. Subjects may need to be contacted, after the end of an ex-I perimental session, to "translate" their written notes if their hand- I
I ' writing proves difficult to read. After conclusion of the data analysis, I
I and presentation of final results, the Subject Control Sheet will be de-

Istroyed, eliminating all links (identifiers) between experimental SubjectI data and individual Subject information (name, or address, or any other I
I 4 personal identification item.)

II II II . I| II II II II II II II II I| I
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A.2 - RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Simple random sampling has been used for selection of Subjects to be in-cluded in the treatment group. The tables presented in the next two pages
(from Blalock, 1972, p.554) were used for the choice (through arbitrary
procedures) of random numbers leading to Subject assignment in the
treatment group.

The numerical basis for the assignment was the order in which Subjects
will take part in the experiment (one at a time,) a set of positive in-
tegers from 1 to 80, corresponding to the Subject participation numberto be assigned on a "first-come, first-test" basis. The specific problemwas the determination of which of those 80 Subjects will be part of the
treatment group, i.e., a sample of size 40 from a population consisting
of 80 individuals. Since the number 80 consists of two digits, the first
two adjacent columns in every one of the four· pages were arbitrarily
chosen, followed by the eleventh and twelfth columns in each page, if need
be. Every second two-digit number in those columns (in the order men-
tioned) were scanned for selection, provided they ranged from 01 to 80,
and that they were not repeated. The process stopped when the 40th two-digit number was obtained. Listed below are the forty numbers selected:

02 05 07 08 09 10 ll 12 19 20 21 23 24 30 31 32 33 34 37 38

39 46 48 51 52 53 59 60 61 64 65 66 67 69 73 74 75 78 79 80
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Random Table (cont.)
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A.3 - SUBJECT RECRUITMENT MATERIALS

The next six sub-sections contain reduced copies of samples of the fol-lowing recruitment materials:

A.3.1 Subject Participation Handout

A.3.2 Schedule Participation Sheet

A.3.3 Recruitment Notice

A.3.4 List of locations for placement of Recruitment Notices

A.3.5 Map of locations for placement of Recruitment Notices
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· A.3.l - Subject Participation Handout

I SUBJECT PARTICIPATION AND SCHEDULING I
I Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays I

I I
I NATURE OF THE EXPERIMENT I
I People. handle quantitative data in different ways, reflecting their aptitudes and I
I relative skills learned for manipulation of that type of data. The present experiment I
I is an attempt to better understand the effect of different data presentation modes I
I

(graphic vs. numeric) on how people analyse quantitative data. The experiment con-
Isists of manipulating quantitative data in an interactive computer system, under

I different data displays. Eighty (80) Subjects are needed for this experiment, and I
I will be accepted on a °'first-come, first-test" basis.

I

I TIME REQUIREMENTS I
I The duration of an experimental session ranges from one (1) to two (2) hours, with

I
I

most people taking one and a half (l 1/2) hours. In principle, two hours should be
Iset aside for participation in an experimental session. The available times are

I 17:15, 19:30, and 21:30 hrs, seven days per week, as well as 9:00, 11:00, 13:00, and II 15:00 hrs on weekends. I
I Before scheduling your participation, avoid selecting times when you might feel too I
I tired, sleepy, hungry, or too pressed for time afterwards. It is best to allocate I
I an extra fifteen minutes for unexpected changes in schedule, like those due to com-

I
I

puter malfunctioning.
I

I CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA I

I
All data collected relative to each Subject will he used exclusively for research I
purposes. Only modified data, without possibility of identification of individual I

I subjects, will he retained for final report (dissertation) and eventual publication. I

I PARTICIPATION STIPEND I
I Each Subject will receive a total of up to US $ 8.00 upon completion of an experimental I
I

session. For participation in the experiment, there will be a $ 7.00 payment. For
Itimely participation, 1.e., no missed dates or late arrivals (more than 10 minutes),

I
there will be an extra bonus of $ 1.00. I

I
No charges or bonuses will be in effect if rescheduling of parts of the experiment

Ibecomes necessary due to circumstances beyond the Subject's or the test administra-
I_ tor's control, as computer malfunctioning, illness, and so on. I

I APPLICATION FORM I
I Any students from Virginia Tech (undergraduate and graduate) are encouraged to par- I
I ticipate. If interested, please fill out the enclosed form and return it as soon as

I
I

possible to the FORM BOX at 201 Architectural Annex (c/o Nora Bentley) or at 202-A
ICowgill Hall (c/o Kim 0'Rourke or Janice Huffman). For further information please

I call FREI) LACERDA (951-0080) or leave messages w/ Nora Bentley (961-$387), from 9:00 I
I to 5:00, with reference to "Data Display Experiment".

I

I Note: The Architectural Annex (the Old High School Bldg) is located behind the I
I Donaldson-Brown Center and Squires Student Center. Cowgill Hall (the College of Ar- I
I chitecture) is located behind Burruss Hall. I
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A.3.2 — Schedule Participation Sheet

I I
I I
I SUBJECT APPLICATION vom I
I

Exp•rIm•nt on Quantitativo Data Displays
II I

I Ia••:
I

I
P|•¤n•

I 1: Boat tI••(s)
to contact: I

I ”'°"° *
2* But ¤I¤•(s) to contact: I

I
PDSSIDLE TIME COMFLIGTS (Mark wlth a cross confllcting hours)

I

I

TI•• of Day Sat Sun Mon Tu• Mod Thu FI-I I

I 9:00 Ä Ä Ä
Ä I

10: . . . II 11: . . .
I Z Z Z I
I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I| ggg I Z Z Z Z Z Z Z |
I Slim Z Z Z Z Z I I I II I
I

(cross confllctlng day(s) ) I

I
I

MARCH 1966 1 2 3 I4 5 6 7

I 8 9 10 11 12 13 1II I
I 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 I
I 22 23 ZR 25 26 27 28 II 29 :0 31 II I I
I APRIL 1966 1 2 3 II

I
I 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 I
I 12 13 1ß 15 16 17 18 I
I 19 20 21 22 23 2k 25 I
I 26 27 I 28 29 30 II I
I I
I

$¢I•€WLE¤
¤ATE($) (00 nat wi-Its below uns IHIQ)

I
I '

·t : • at : , lt {
I

I I
I I
I I
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A.3.3 - Recruitment Notice
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I

I

•
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I
I •
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' II
•
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I
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A. 3 .4 - List of Locations for Recruitment Notices

I
I I
I _ _ _ '__ __ ' ' 7” 1_';·

II 4 4_ _
4 I

I .·é
I· II.~*·I;I·· II ‘ III: I ”‘°- ¥‘I·"'I··I'?' I"-

ß. I
I

_C=
{afl;}. .6 .. :_

4 II . -
"""‘“ I ' ‘ "°‘?-***9*

***5**
‘ " ' ·^S·

II I2 ‘ DRAPER ROAD ~ '· ‘- ' IDOON, STRING, AND THINGS ° ‘S'I.‘
‘“ ‘ —' ’

f I _—‘T
I Qégl I3 IENDERGGN ‘ -7- II03 ITUDENT HEALTH SERVICES - _l I- g_·.,l;_·:_- _ .:1.;; I
I

;äA I4 "C¤.LEGE AVENUE - ° KIHNU‘S ' . _ „ " _ LI . ___I_I_;I;.
I_ IIR IS . DLG GLACNSDURG ARNURT _ _ · .I ART AND ART HISTORY ‘

" gb-? .· _T’*I__
;,.1·Q-I

II {I A IA I IIITEDIA L Q ‘I‘;,I—.„
IGI-E _ EDUCATIGNAL COINNINICATTITNS ’ _' ·.§_;-I,} ‘

QCQZIQI{I A I1 ' :<· ARCNITECTIIRAL ATAIEI ·_I2DI I ENUIRONNENTAL DESIGN AND PLAIIITNG Ii - · .;?.L;?Ä‘ ;.·}‘I.’ II; R IT ARCHITECTIIIAL ANIEI 20I LANDSCAFE ARCNITECTURE „ I . .· 'I °‘
_ — Jg- I

I R IT ·‘ ARCNTTECTURAL ANNET
"Ü”

20I URDAN AFFAIRG _ ‘ ' 1‘=__„
. . j·‘ °'g IH.

II VA I7 2* 1 TE s -. AI II ‘20I '-FI_ · · 2 L- SRUIRES .;I —· IRES
IRIA 2I SINITRES iI·_ ·- YIIGIIIIIRES DINIHG HALL y, - I ~ 2 ·5= _;I 2 LR? I

I
2I _ . SDIIIRES " SRUIRES STUDENT CENTER _ ‘.I__gII„_'_ I_. . . . I. _I· I. L ZI·“I

· 22 ‘I‘9'CARII. N. NENIIANILTIRRRY ‘·§I1$·?:TLTIRARY
*“" "*'£ ‘·

" ”‘ .‘
I.. ·L' 23 .2 . OIIITSTORE IIITLDING ‘

'
' IAITVE§§j_T!jQg_N§_IIIRE

‘ ’ .' ' __ 1 II I
.--:_I II SCNOLTI ._I-.I;·«_;._I QSCNULTZ DINING HALL · I__I_ _ _, ··

II If! I2 DRGDIE T43 NILITARY AFFATRS ·$ :· ¤
’

·· I; .. _I
I gl I3 PERFORNING ARTS J 20I ARTS NANAGENENT INSTITUTE _ _ '

. ;_ ‘
I

‘ IIIDIS -_ PERFORNING ARTS_ ·20I PFORNTNS ARTS '· · _; ‘Ä_-; · . ._”g_;~ II I3 L RERFORNING ARTS ju-; .7 2203 TIIATRE ARTS ’ ' ' · _' " . ' - *;·—"
II II; D I3 PERFORNING ARTSI I

-Ifii‘
203 UNTVERGITY TNEATRE · ' _ I. TI I I4 . LFEINTYER _ _’··

_ SYSTENS RESEARCH CENTER _ " ·_ ,
’

-
I

Ä I·}¢ I II FENDYER · -: III ‘
ROTC, NAVY

I
I

, -7I IS NILITARY . ' · “’22G
RUTC, ARNY 2

-
I

= NILITARV " ‘
_2-___gg[C,_IIIII_I(qR;£___ _ _,

·I II PATI . I20 NATERIALS ENGINEERING SCTENCIAM I=· II PATTON I 200 CIVTL ENGINEERING I
, . „

I
I if? II _ PRTTGN . _ -I I _ 30I GEDSRAPNI I I _ II _

I
I ·' II PATTON ·Ü· · 309 PNILOSOPHI ‘, — ?'
I IQ I2 NEIRYDE - _ . - I 460 I - ITATNENATICS __ ‘

_ - II2 HEGAIDE .- ggg i HISTORY .. . . I
II I _.|Z . NIIIVDE CONPUTER SCIENCE __
II I2 '· NcIAYDE · · ‘ GI0 * INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

I
I' jI2 H¢I•RVDE A60 SOCIOLOGV

II; II; {I2 — N¢IRTDE ' _ M2 POLTTICAL SCIENCE
II L_ {I3 NIIDEH L I04 INSTITUTE FOR NAT. SCI. AND ENGINEERING _
II I3 [J IIILDEHIOG·A FORETGN LANGIIAGES AND LTTERATURES . · ·

I
' _ I3 [NOLDEN . . .4 20I NATERTALS ENGINEERING °

I_ v I .4: I3 |NI.DEN . 2I3 IIINING AND NINERALS ENGINEERING
II . gg: II NIIRRTS 225 ENGINEERING SCIENCE Arm NECNANICS _
II .I C I4 NORRIS _ 337 ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF _

I
¤ · C I4 NDRRTS ‘

337 NIHING AND RINERAL RESGURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE · I_ •
-

•I C IS. RANDOLPN ‘
I _ I II4 NECHANTCAL ENGINEERING ·

II ;I CI3 RANDDLPH - Y-. " I33 CHENICAL ENGINEERING ‘

II
_ C I5 . RANDOLPN ‘

2I5 AEROSPACE AND ENGINEERING ·
I

II: IS' RANDOLPN " 332 ENGINEERING FUNDAHENTALS —
- I* C IA „ IIITTENORE -

_ 302 INOUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND OFERAIIONS RESEARCH
I

I ~ “ ' ‘·· ' -· ·
I
II
II
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List of Locations (cont . )

I
I II I
I

II I
I "E •„ CONGILL 20I ARCNIIECT

-
’°"’“·

' ~· ~— 4 I
I

’é·"C
2I CONGILI. 202 ARCIIITECTORE SNC IIRIAN STIIOIES · ., I

„ {IC22 OERNING 2I2$ GIOLOGV
II _ _ C 22 _ OERRIIB 4044 GEGLOSICAL SCIEIICES ‘

I
I '

II C 22 . OERRINO $000 PSYCHGLCOY
I 23 PAIIPLIN I07 FINANCE, INSIIRANCE, AIIO OIISINESS LAN 4 II- 4; C 23 N•III-‘LIN I07 NSIIAGEREIIT SCIENCE ’ II I I c 23 ruemur- -- ·· ~u•

Iusmcss. cmssz ;’

I
I 3C423"*"‘ PAINILIN “ ‘ ’ ‘°“ ‘°

"207'7 IIANAEEIIEIII 7 Q
. 'I 4

_·I.·’
23 4 PMPLIN 207 HARNETING , Ifü; 23 PANPLIN 307 ACCOIINTING

I
I ·_ C‘ 24 NOIESON 323-A RNISICS ' · II gIjC“25 IILLIAIIS I26 ARTS AN0 SCIENCES, COLIEGE OF
I

Q __C 25 NILLIAIIS 200 ENGLISN ' · I
‘

C25 IIILLIAIIS 226 LIBERAL MTS AN0 SCIENCES
Q

__,«
I

I ~ 3,, _, _ _
· CIIEIIIGTRI ‘

. .
II ONENS IEN5 OININ6 NRLI.

I II ·_ ONENG 20 GOILOIIIG CONSTRIICTION I-· I2 I IIEIIORIAL GYIINTISIIIII I2$-E RECREATIONAL SERVICES
I

I I2 4 IIEIIORIAL GYIOUISIIII 226 EOUCATICNI COLLEGE OF
I

I 4 I3 _ _ IIOTCNESON I04-II AGRICIILTURE AN0 LIFE SCIENCES, COLLEGE N
I -40 I3 44 INITCNESON 200-0 AGRICULTURAL ECONWIICS, I{0 I3 NIITCIIESON _ 406-A STATISTICS

I
I I4· SANOY ‘_

. . I00 GRAOIIATE SCHOOL _ ·
I

I ,30 I4 ‘· SANOY ‘ IP 206 ECONOIIICS Ü
I

3 *,0 I5 _ PIIICE . 2I6 ENTOHOLOGY .. . ' IIII .1%. 70 I5 I..._IIPNICE III 4 4I3 ___ PLANT PATIIOLOGI, PNYSIOLOGV, MIO IEEO SCIENCE
II 4

”
I I6 30I*‘§" IIO0TIC0LT0RE‘·^*§‘=-?<'*>*1*¥;T’$“!‘f?'?‘?T*”"?°"*?"'“°"f*i°‘ T' "I

670 I7 AGNEII 7
II COIINUNICATION STIIOIES .

- I
I 4 XIII II SEIT! 200 IIGRICIILTIIRAL ENGINEERING E

I5 0 I0 ' SHV 2 ASRONONV II III _ I ISI u "'I'I’0Z«¤I ‘II•II NIIRIIUN
II ' '_0

22 Q, CIIEATNAII . _ 324_ FORESTRI AIII) NILOLIFE RESOIIRCES '
I Q 'I_” ..0 23 , 0IETRIC! · ' _ OIETRICK OINIIIG IIALL , . . 4 I

— ‘ IINOERGRAOOATE OOR ' ‘ NEU UNOERSR. 00RII OINING-HALL ‘
II Ä. II NLLC _. ' NILL BN I

I
I . _ E I2 Q NALLRCE I03 CLOTNING AN0 TEITILES 4
I

I E I2 NALLACE _ 2I6 NIIIIAN RESIIIIRCEG, COLLEGE OF I I{I E I2 NNLLACE 2I0 NWSINGI INTERIOR 0ESIGN,_AN0 RESOIIRCE NANAGEIIENT ° _
II '§*I_E I2 ‘

I NALLACE
”

4 30I IIIINAN NIITRITION AN0 FOOIIS
I

' ·.‘E
I3 Ü ° NALLACE ANNE! 44; 4 I02 FAIIILV AN0 CIIIL0 OEVELOPNENT · I

”7
IE I4 ANIML SCIEINZES '_ _..· 2270 POLILTRY SCIENCE ~ 44 · I

I
·

' $8 I0 i..*=' AIIIIIRL GCIENCES 2470 IIAIRY SCIENCES W
.7-xx-;·

Q ,_

I
I ·E ML SCIENCEG ' * 3460 ANIML_§CIENCE- . 4I E ZI . man

·
I °°‘FI‘IO0°SCIENCEIW0°.IGCIINULÜBY . " ' "" ""°'“ II

.E 22 PNASE II VETERINMI NEOICINE COLLEGE OF - I
·’Q

"" H ' EATS FO CO I
II I

I; I2 Q NOATN MIN STREET _ NAOE‘S SIIPERIIARKET ' .· II 47 I! Q7 KRUGER'! SUPERIIARKET · ·'
II
II
II
II
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l
APPENDIX B. EXPERIMENTAL SESSION-RELATED MATERIALS

Contents: _

B.l - Questionnaires for Experimental Sessions

B.2 - Tutorial Section of Experimental Sessions

B.3 - Paradigm Problem Analysis

B.4 - Control Sheet and Verbal Instructions

B.5 - Release and Receipt Forms

B.6 - Workstation Area for Experimental Sessions
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(
B.] - QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS

The next two pages contain reduced copies of the two questionnaires pre-
sented to Subjects during experimental sessions. The first one (section
B.l.1) was presented at the beginning of experimental sessions; its
questions deal with previous experience in selected areas and with se-
lected demographic variables. The second questionnaire (section B.1.2)
was presented at the end of experimental sessions; its questions deal with
Subject perceptions of the experimental sessions per se.
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I
B.1.1 - Questionnaire No. 1 - Subject Data

_ II ~ 1
I 1 · E · I .„ 1

. — I — ' — II 1
I oussnouuhma no. 1 I
I

Experiment on Quantitative Data Dlsplays I
1 I

I
Please take a couple of nlnutes to answer the questions below, which will I
remain confidential. The purpose of these questions is help form a com- ‘

I
I posite picture, in terms of selected factors, of the group of Subjects

I
I

volunteering to take part in this experiment.1 ~ II 1
I

1. What is your age? And nn; (14/1-*)*) I. "_"— *f I

I
2. How many years of higher education have you had?

I

II
I 3. In which program are you presently enrolled?

II 1I .
I

6. What is your academic level? [Circle one]
I

I

_I
Undergr. Haster°s Doctorate Extension Other: · II

I
I

S. How do you rank your familiarity with computers (as a user)?
I

I [circle one] · 1 2 3 6 5 6 7
I

I
low high

I'

I I 6. How do you rate your familiarity with statistics, both in terms of
I

I
courseshgou took and experience in using statistics in your work or

I1186ltCI
I [circle one] 1 2 3 6 S 6 7

I
I

low . high
I

I 7. How did you find out about this experiment? I

I
( ) Saw recruitment notice (Where?

I ;\"
) I

( ) Word·of-mouth II, ( ) Other ( . ) I
II 1

I 1
II 1 1I · 1
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I
B.1.2 - Questionnaire No. 2 - Session Evaluation

' ‘
I

I sn _ - _ - _ I
I QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 I

I
Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays

I
I Pleese take a couple of minutes to answer the questions below. 'hxe purpose of these I
I · questions is to help in the evaluation of the design of the experimental session you

Iare about to finish. This questionnaire ends your participation in this experiment.

I I
I

1. How do you rate your enjoyment of the present experiment (both the tutorial and
Ithe hotel problem analysis) 7

I
(Don't be shy, tell what you think...) I

I [circle one] 1 2 3 I• 5 6 7 I

I

’
low high

I
I

u
2. Do you have any comnents on the TUTORIAL (for instance, amount of information

I
I

presented, sequence of screens, legibility of screens, and so on)?
II II · II „

I I· II II ··· I II I
I

I 3. Do you have any coumaents on the hotel PROBLEM ANALYSIS per se7 II ‘
II II · II I

I . I
II E II ‘ I II I

I.
l•. Do you have any last coumaents or observations to Isake?

II 7
I.

I I
I . I
I

Thank you very much for your participation! I— I
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B.2 - TUTORIAL SECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS

A reduced copy of a tutorial instruction sheet is presented in the next
page (section B.2.l). The following page (section B.2.2) contains a re-
duced copy of a tutorial worksheet. A reduced copy of the supporting
information for both the tutorial and problem analysis sections of ex-
perimental sessions is presented in the two subsequent pages. The first
information sheet contains a summary of "Help°° information for all com-
puter system commands (section B.2.3). The second sheet contains a com-
plete list of paradigm problem field names and descriptions (section
B.2.4).

The last six pages (section B.2.S) contain the list of instructions forthe "Hands·On" tutorial. Since the "Hands-On" tutorial sheets measure
11 by 11 inches, a sixty five percent reduction of each whole sheet is
shown first, before each of the sheet°s two component text columns is
presented. The screens for the "Information Tutorial", which actually
precede the "hands-on" tutorial, are presented in Appendix D.
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B.2.1 - Tutorial Instructions

I
SN _ - __ - _ I

I TUTORIAL INSTRUCTIONS I

I
Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays I

I A11 information necessary to help in the analysis of the HOTEL problem, I
I to be explained later on, will be made available in the screens of the

II TUTORIAL. I
I The tutorial screens will introduce, in a pre-arranged sequence, infor- I
I nation about the system and the commands made available to support your

I
I

problem analysis. Please remember that, ultimately, you remain the only
judge of the usefulness of those commands and of how appropriate they are I

I for your analysis. Approximately 20-25 min should be enough for both I
I skimming through the few lines of text of the information tutorial (with

I
I

approximately 20 screens) and for a hands-on introduction to the system.
I

I Most of the information presented in the tutorial will be available, at I
I any time, during problem analysis. You will be able to access HELP in-

I
I

formation about any command at, literally, the touch of a button.
Therefore, you should spend just as much time in the tutorial as needed I

I to familiarize yourself with the basic concepts and command_ description. I
I The two sheets accompanying these instructions consist of supporting in- I
I formation for both the tutorial and the "Hotel" problem analysis. The I
I first information sheet contains a suaniary of all the commands available I‘

I
in the system; the second sheet contains the names and description of all

I
I

the variables that will characterize the "Hotel" problem.
I

·

I Ifyou have any questions, please ask them now.
I

I
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B.2.2 - Tutorial Worksheet

I II ‘
I

I
TUTORIAL WGRKSIIEET I

III II II II II II II II II II II . II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II I
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B.2.3 — "He1p°° Information Sheet

I S" — ‘ — ‘ — I
I SYSTEM COMMANDS I

I
Experiment on Quantitative Data Display

II
E

I
I WINDOW.... If a table is larger than it can fit on screen, use the arrow keys to II move the present window view of the data towards the direction desired. IA maximum of 12 fields (columns) and 16 records (rows) can be seen on
I screen at any one time, out of a possible maximum of 20 fields and 24 I
I I records.

I
I MENU...... 'l'he MENU list allows you to choose any of the ten commands below for I

execution by the system. With the help of the arrow keys, simply move I
I the blinking cursor to the desired comand and press the [ENTER] key.

I
I Dl$PLAY... Displays any table stored in this system, including "HO'l'EI." and any I
I others created by the user. Use reference number listed to the left I
I

_ of each name in list generated above the messages area.
I

l __ RETURN.... Returns to any previous table on display (up to a maximum of 10), either I
I saved or not. _

I
I SAVE...... Saves a new table (produced with the aid of other coaanands) under name I

I

chosen by user (up to 12 alphanumeric characters)

I
I

DROP...... Drops from the system any named table on display, with the exception
Iof "HUIEL" (the basic dataset for the problem) which is displayed oncel more imediately after a successful DROP.
I

I
NAMES..... — Generates a name llst with all table names currently available (i.e.,

I
I

saved) under the system.

I
I FIELDS.... Generatea a list with description of all flelds presently on screen. I
I PROJECT... From any table in display, it creates a new table containing only those I
I fields (columns) specified by user. I

I
SELECT.... From any table in display, it creates a new table containing the same

Ioriginal fields but only a subset of the records (rows) from any given
I field , specified by the user, according to a selection operation also I
I user-specified (direct selection of records; or records greater~than,

Igreater-than-or-equal-to, 1ess—than, less-than—or-equal-to, or equal
I

I,
to specified record).

I
I

I
SORT...... From any table in display, it creates a new table containing the same

Ioriginal fields (columns) and records (rows), but with records rear·
Il ranged according to sorting (ascending or descendlng order) of anI _ user-specified field. · I

I HELP...... Presents a sumary of information for each command listed above, as I

I
well es for the data representation scheme adopted for this problem.

I
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B.2.4 - Field Name and Description Sheet

I SN · __•I
FIELDS (VARIABLES) OF THE °°HOTEL°° PROELEM I

I Experiment on Quantitative Data Display
II I

I Code Description Unit/Measurement I

I
M MONTHS Months of past two years of Hotel operations

I
I 1 FEM Female guests (Z total no.guests)

I
I ' 2 LOCAL Local (state) guests (Z total no.guests) I
I 3 USA Out-of-state guests (Z total no.guests) I
I

4 EUR European guests (Z total no.guests) I
I

5 SOU South-American guests (Z total no.guests)
I6 AFR African/Middle·Eastern guests (Z total no.guests)

I 7 ASI Asian guests (Z total no.guests) I
I 8 BUS Business guests (Z total no.guests) I

I
9 TOU Tourist guests (Z total no.guests)

I
I

”
10 DIR Direct reservations (Z total no.guests)

I11 AGR Agency reservations (Z total no.guests)

I
12 AIR Air crews (permanent reservation) (Z total no.guests)

I
I

13 <20 Guests under 20 years of age (Z total no.guests)
I14 20-34 Guests bet. 20 and 34 years of age (Z total no.guests)I 15 35~54 Guests bet. 35 end 54 years of age (Z total no.guests) I

I 16 >54 Guests above S4 years of age (Z total no. guests) I

I
17 PRICE Price of rooms (U.S. dollar)

I
I 18 STAY Length of stay (Day)

I

I
19 OCC Occupency rate (Z total no. rooms)

I
I 20 CONV. Conventions

I
(1=yes; 0=no)

I
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II II IB . 2.5 — Hands-On Tutor1a1 Sheets

I SN
- . I

I
HANDS·0N TUTORIAL I

I Exporlmont on Qusntltstlvo Data Dlsploys I

I oolouso Iov vo oo IT ’ nur mu. uorrcs I
IIoto tnnt tno Ylrst Nous, nur 'mngns', Is no. I, 'I‘¢I°';snd thot uns Nrn roooro, uslng tno "hontns" Nolo ss s

I
roforonoo, ls "|•.Js•', I.s., Januory of Hol.

IIllow Q vross |«|| onoo. *
nov

tn•
Nrsz rlou, rollnlng 'IXIMI', VIII oo no. 2 II"L¤c", l.•., 'locsl guosts').

I
Q rross |-l uvon ooro uns untll you nur

•
soll

I
souns.

Tno lost Nolo on uns rlqnt sloo vlll nov ho . 20
I ("¤0l•v". I.•.. "conv•m.lons“). N

IQ rross hl s oouolo ooro tloss.
tno vlnoov serson vll! nos oovo sno tno soll sounovlll
r•:I:d

you thst you nsvo roscnod tns rlqnt ono of tnots .
I Q rross l-| •I|nt tIo•s, untll you

n••r
s holl

IIOIIH sssln.
Wu vlll novo rosonou sosln tno loft-sloo lI•It of tno
tshlo (mo surslng oosltlon for ssen tsolo). IQ rross LL] •I|nt tlou, lontll you nur s ooll.

I ~ In you vll! nsvo rucnod tno Boston of tn• tshlo. Tno lsst
Idlsolsyoo (tn•

button rov) corrosoonds to Bocoonor

I Q Prsss [11 slsnt tloos, mtl! you nosr s ooll.
I

IIn you vlll novs rssonoo sosln tns too of tno tools uns
I

stsrtlng oosltlon for uch tools).
I

I lltoo Iron tno onsont Illwov ¤I$PLActl•¢I1 scroon you oon roouoot Itno Itllll ootlons wrosn _
Q Pross

Tno NEIN ootlons soroon VIII so olsolsyoo.

I Ill.! Q lowo oursor Ivltn tno nolo or sny or uno srrov Itoys) to tns ICLP oonu ootlon sno orsss lllflll.
I Tno sooolflc HELP Inforlotlon rsquossod vll! bo dlsslsyoo,

Iouoorlooosod on zno tsolo olsolsy sros.
I Q rnss srv In to rsturn so Iuluou ¤l•rl.Ac£ItII'.

I
I

Q rross ltlftll to roturn to lltllu ootlons soroon.

I
I

IIIJIH Q l7v=¤l;¤nl oursor to PROJECT ootlon sn! oross
II . . ~I

A nossoqo roquoulng you to onooso Nous for projootlon
I

_
· vue ¤• uupnyso.

IQ now curso ( Itn I
n•

no

I
. Noll Q

l-I

I
I

Q Ion oursor sssln so Nsu Q sns gross ITIII
uny. _

I
I I Q

II•••st
for Nous Q,

__,
sno Q.

I
_

IQ Altor su your Nolo cnolcos nsvo ooon
I

III"III,M“° NI". I RII I
rns rooulslno uols vlll nov nsvo only Nvo Nous, vltn I

I
tno Ilst or orojoctoo flslos Indlcstoo In zno oosugss

I
sru.

Q Iron sny koy to roturn to III00v DISPLACEMENT,

I
sno pross |I:IT!l| so return to tno MEIN ootlons. . _

I

I II:II°° D IIIIII eur"'
"

II". ntuß °“IIIII° PII". III·'uII
A ooscrlpslvo llst of

tn•
flyo YIIIGI on scroon vlll so I

~ dlsoloyom
I Q Pross ||:IYtl| tvloo so roturn to Mtlnl ootlons. · II I

I · * · I
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Hands—On Tutorial (cont.)

I HANDS-ON TUTORIAL I
I

~~ -· » · · Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays
I

I
COllull0 . NOW TO 00 IT HNA

I
I Note that the first fiel Iand that the flrst re
I reference, ls "6l.Jan", I
I NINDON Q Press (-)| once. ·

I
I Now the flrst fleld, f I("¤.oc", l.•., "locau g
I Q Pres: |·-)| seven eore tlees untll you hear a bell Isoun .
I

I
The lust fleld on th I
("CONV", l.e., "conve

II Q Press |-|| a couple eore tlees.

I The window screen Ireeind you that you
I table. IQ Press |(-| elght tlnes, until you heera bell
I

sound again.
IYou will have reacI table (the startin IQ Press [4.] elght tlees, untll you hear a bell.

I · Now you wlll have Irecord displayedI was. IQ Press If) elght tlees, until you hear a bell.
I Now you wl II I
I

starting pos

I

I NEIIII Fron the pres Ithe MENU oI Q Press (ENTER]. I
I The MENU opt - I
I IIELP Q Move cursor (with the help of any of the arrow I
I

keys) to the NELP menu optlon and press [ENTER].
IThe specific ll

I superlmposed · IQ Press any key to return to NINDOV DISPLACEMENT.

I

Q Press |EIlTER| to return to MENU optlons screen.

I
I

PROJECT Q Move MENU cursor to PROJECT option and press
I|EllTER|. _

I A lsessage II
_ · will be dl

IQ Move cursor (wlth either the l-)| or keys to
I

fleld Ä and press the |TAl| key.
U-I I

I
I

Q Move cursor again to fleld Ä and press |TAO|
I

‘
key. I

I Q Repeat for flelds Ä, Ä, and Ä. I
I Q After all your field choices have been I
I hlghllghted, press [ENTER]. .

I- The re
L the l Iarea.
I Q Press any key to return to HINDOV OISPLACEMENT,

I
I

and press (ENTER] to return to the MENU options.

I
I HELDS Q lllth cursor et the FIELOS option, press [ENTER]. II als I
I

Q Press |EIlTER| twlca to return to MENU options.
I
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Hands -011 Tutorial (cont.)

I su - - |
I l·lANDS·ON TUTORIAL I
I Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays

I

- I WIIAT WILL IIAPPEN
I

I Note that the flrst fleld, after "Months", ls no. 1, "FEN"; I
I and that the flrst record, using the "Months” field as s

I
I

reference, ls "8§.Jan", l.e., January of 198lI.
I

I Now. the flrst fleld, following "MONTHS", wlll be no. 2 I
I (“n.oc", l.e., "local gue•t•“).

II tll you hear e bell ·
The last fleld on the rlght side wlll now be no. 20 I

I ("CONV", I.e., "conventlons"). I
I

•
The wlndow screen wlll not move and the bell sound Will I

I
re:lnd you that you have reached the rlght end of the

Ita le.I til you hear a bell I
I

You wlll have reached agaln the left-side llmlt of thetable (the startlng position for each table). I
I

l you heer a bell.
- Now you wlll have reached the bottom of the table. The last I

I record displayed (the bottom row) corresponds to December
I1985.

I
ll you heer e bell.

INow you wlll have reached again the top of the table (the
I starting posltlon for each table).

I
I From the present WINDDH DISPLACEMENT screen you can request II the MENU options screen I
I ~ The MENU options screen VIII be displayed.

I
I

e help of any*of the arrow I
I · nd press [ENTER].

IThe specific HELP Information requested wlll be dlsplayed,
I

‘
superlmposed on the table display area. II INDOH DISPLACEMENT.

I
I o MENU options screen.

I
I PRNECT optlon and press I
I ' A message requestlng you to choose flelds for projection I
I

_
· wlll be dIspI,yed.

Ir the l-)| or ||-| keys) toI [TAI] key. I
I leld and press [TAI) I

I
, _,

end ____.
I

I
_

II Yleld cholces have been IENTERI. .

I The resultlng table wlll now have only flve flelds, wlth
the list of projected fields lndlcated ln the messages Iarea.I turn to WINDOH DISPLACEMENT, I

I o return to the MENU optlons.
I

I V FIELDS I ENTER . I
I

opt un, press [ I A descriptlve llst of the flve flelds on screen will be Idisplayed.
I ce to return to MENU options.

I
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‘
Hands -0n Tutorial (cont . )

I
IA$I•0I TITIIIAL (••o•.) “ , 1 . _ I

I olooloß IDW To oo IT UIIAT WILL IIAIPII II ISol'! Q Ilovo oursor no Soll? ogslon gnu gnu [INTER!.
I Q Novo ounor so Holt and gnu |1'AI|.

IAftor cno Hold of your eholco la Illgnllgnud, •
IIIIII äroon I vIzIl‘ ur ‘:II•o~·•ol·¢lno ogciona laxcondlno and Is ng o Ifl v gnsonuo.Q Novo cllraor (ulzh olznor zho

If
or [Q-] llyl) ro"d••¢•n•Ing' gnor und gnu ITC!].

Tho naulzlng uhI•••vIu« uno sooo oriolngl nuooor or
I YIIIÜDWÜII nov groaonz a nov ordor for zno uolo ncorda, I¤ P I I oaood on Lno roarronoooonz of cho sgoclfiod Hold.
I

nu sv oo ID nrurn ro .
I

I
SILSCI Q Iovo ounor u SZLEIIT

•g•l•«
ono gnu |EI1’II|.

IQ HDV! ouroor so rlolo
_

and gnu |1’AI|.
I Afur uno Hold of your choloo Is nlgnllqllud,

•
sooll

ID M g I un I I IM U M aoroon vlzh Lho ux IIIOGIÜOII ogslona vlll oo gnsonuo.vo cunor o ou n gng or n og on
•

I gnu ltI1tl|.·
I

I Q Novo ouraor (vlzh olznor zno I;] or [Qi Iloyal no
IIIIQIIK/[KIWI! neon aoono zhoao gnnonclyÜÄIQIIYII on aoroon, and gnu HAM.

Tno roaulzlng IIIII VIII nov dlagloy only ueoao rocorog

I luvul I Iou ulon/oroaur man agoolflod rooord Woo cnoun Halo.nu tv oo to nzunl so .
I

I out! Q Ilovo ouraor co IlAl¢l ogolon and gnu [Intl!.
I

—
Yho IIa: of IVIIIIDII (Lo., •av•o) zaolog VIII bo

I I; vlll conalu only ol uno
Iorg ng u I, .

I
Q Pnu ltlftll avloo so ruurn co WEIN.

|SAV! Q
••v• ounor ao uv! Olllßll ana gnu Itlftll. A oouooo bo you ro zygo ulonooo unoor o you von za

•
ro uond.

I Q Yygo ono or Ion Illhllllflß onoroouro ll mo
Iuolo noog; gnu |uYto| unon Hnlanoo.

I D , I ll I u um u Thu nov nooo ulll In dloglayod In uno uolo nano oroo.
I

nu IIYI rv oo n .

I Iflkl Q Ihvo ounor ¤•I¢TIlIl• ogoloo ono gnu |u1tI|.

I
Q Prou |YAI|

•no•„
'

IYno grovloua uhlo an dlolllay llndlcau by mo ollnllllng
I U

'
U"' I nlnhor "-I') vll! oo dlaglayou aooln, uogorarlly.

I
nu tv oo.

*n•• ollnlllng «u•o•r "-a" VIII HIIIGILI mu an "••orI:I.'I
'

In IIDIO Ia uno zhlrd grovloug ono. In Il . -
‘¤ u I I

Iou zllo Hu: uolo, 'IIDYIL", vlll ho offocuvoly
U Iurul I IMDIIIIIIIIG for mo surzlno uolo.Inu tv oo IO nsurn ao .I IIIIPLAY Q Ihvo ouroor II DISPLAY ogtlon IIÜ gnoa |!I‘|’¢I|. A o•uao•°:I;I bo"dI:gl:y:d, goououlno mo nuohor ol unouhlo to Nuß c IC D t I acroon.

I Q Tygo "l' loornagonolng co mo nooo of uno caalo
Iyou grovloualy aovodl and gnu IIITIIL

I I Tno DPIVIOIIIIY uvod IIIII vlll ho onco ßfl dlsglayoo.
I

nu tv oo ID nsurn ro .

I III! Q Novo oursor so DMP ogclon uno gnu [Intl]. I
I Q Io eonrln nn Inunolon or dngglno zu tllllo In . Iououlon froo neo ullo nooo llu and acnon,

oroia |¢I‘I’II|.
nur any QIDII Ia dronood froo {ho synoo. mo 'WOTEL'

L ¤ Y: I
llbll vll! guzoootlcally ho PQQIIIIQ zu UII acroon.Prooo |!I I Lvloo ll roourll IQ FIM!.

I

I
Q Ilovg oursor co IIAIES ogslgn gnu gnu |tlI'fu|.

I

_
YYII uhlo nooo IIS: vll! OIWHIVQ only ono nnoo on It, .•n.•r Lho auccouful oooglozlon ol mo DROP ogorggion.I I

I
I

Afur you uro rlnlsnnd vlzh thll harz ol kho zucorlol,
II gloooo coll kho uu oulnlurnzor. '
I
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Hands·0n Tutorial (cont.)

I IIANDS-UN TUTDRIAL (cont.) I
I

CDIDIAND NOW TC DD IT nur I

I
SDRT Q Move cursor to SORT optlon and press [ENTER].

I
I Q Move cursor to fleld __

and press [TAD].
IAfter the fleld of your ·I screen wlth the two Idescendlng orders) vlll

·I Q Move cursor (wlth elther the I-bl or |Q•| keys) to
I"descendlng" order and press ENTER].I The resultlng table-- IPlelds··wlll now presenI based on the reerrange I

I
Q Press [ENTER] twlce to return to MENU.

I
I SELECT Q Move cursor to SELECT optlon end press [ENTER].

I
I Q Nova cursor to fleld

___
and press [TA!]. I

I After the fleld of yscreen wlth the slx I
I

Q Move cursor to less than/greater than optlon andpress [ENTER]: II Q Move cursor (wlth elther the [$l or [Q) keys) to I
I

largest/seellest record aeong those presently
Idlsplayed on screen, and press [TAD]. „I The resultlng ta Iless than/greate

I Q Press (ENTER| twlce to return to MENU.
I

I NAMES Q Move cursor to NAMES optlon and press [ENTER]. I
I The net Idlsplaye
I orlgan I
I

Q Press [ENTER| twlce to return to MENU.

I
I SAVE Q Move cursor to SAVE optlon and press [ENTER). IA eessageI I'IIlO Uh IQ Type one or eore alphanueerlc characters as theI table nene; press [ENTER) when finished. II The new

Q Press (ENTER] twlce to retum to MENU. I

I
RETURN Q Move cursor to RETURN optlon and press |EIITER|.

I
I

Q Press [TAD) once.
IThe previo

I · number "-1"
IQ Press [TAM twlce.

I rm unnkm Itable ls t
I Q Press [ENTER). .

INow theI substltute I
I

Q Press [ENTER) twlce to return to MENU.
II DISPLAY Q Move cursor to DISPLAV optlon and press [ENTER]. II A eessage Itable to

I Q Type
°'1”

(correspondlng te the name of the table
Iyou prevlously saved) and press |EMTERl.I The prev I

I
Q Press [ENTER] twlce to return to MENU. ‘

I
I DRDP Q Move cursor to DROP‘optIon and press |ENTER|.

I
I Q To conflm an lntentlon of dropplng the table ln

Iquestion fron the table neue list and screen,I press [ENTER). IAfterI tabl I
I

Q Press [ENTER) twlce to retum to MENU.

I
I

Q Move cursor to NAMES optlon and press [ENTER).

IT
I I
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Hands—O11 Tutorial (cout.)

I I NAllD$·0II TUTORIAL (cont.) sg
- -

I
I

I WIIAT WILL llAfI•Ell
I

I (Euren).
I

I [us}.
IAfter the YIQIU of your cholce ls highllghted, a seall

I screen with the two sortlng options (ascendlng and
Idescendlng orders) VIII be presented.

I II·|[d•I
keys) to

I
I ° The resultlng table--with the sane original nunber of I Ifields--will now present a new order for the table records,

‘
I based on the rearrangenent of the specified field. I
I

MENU.
I

I d press [ENTER). I
I ress |TAB|. I
I

After the field of your choice ls highllghted, a Sllll
Iscreen with the slx SOIBCIIOTI options wlll be presented.

I
ter than option and

I
I I4! ¤r IQ! k•y¤l to I
I

ng those presently
Iss [TAI).

I The POSUIEITIQ table wlll now display only those records
Iless than/greater then specified record fron chosen field.I te Menu.
I

I ss [ENTER). I
I ·

‘
The llst of available (l.e., saved) tables will be Idisplayed (ln this case, It wlll conslst only of theI I arlglnaltable,Iurn to MENU. I

I ress [ENTER]. IA message wlll be displayed, requestlng you to type the II - nene under which you Vlht the table to be stored.
I era as the
I

. _ The new nene wlll be displayed In the table nene area.

I
· to MENU.

I · press[ENTER).I

I
The previous table on display (lndlcate by the bllnkllng I

I nunber "-‘l") wlll be displayed agaln, tenporarily.
I

I The bllnklng nunber "·3" wlll lndlcate that the "MOTEL" I
I

table is the thlrd previous one.
I

I
Now the first table, "HOTEL", wlll be effectlvelyI substltuted for the starting table. II rn to MENU.

I
I en end press [ENTER). ‘

I
I

A nessage wlll be displayed, requesting the number of the
Itable to be brought back to the screen.I o the nane of the table Ipress [ENTER]. .

I The prevlously saved table wlll be once more displayed.
I

I.
tum to MENU. -

I
I n and press [ENTER).

I
I of dropplng the table in

II le name llst and screen, — I· After any table ls dropped from the system, the "ll0TEL"
I table VIII automatically be recalled to the screen. I
I

return to MENU.
I

I
ptlon and press [ENTER).

The table nene llst VIII now have only one nene on lt, I
I

after the successful completion of the DROP operation. ;
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B.3 - PARADIGM PROBLEM ANALYSIS

A reduced copy of the problem analysis instructions is presented in the
next page (section B.3.1), followed by a reduced copy of the problem
worksheets (section B.3.2). Following that, the time-series data (per-
formance of a small hotel) for the paradigm problem is presented in two
pages, with the first devoted to representation of that data in numeric
mode (section B.3.3) and the second page devoted to their representation
in graphic mode (section B.3.A).
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B.3.1 - Problem Instructions

I =~ — · — · — I
I PROBLEM ANALYSIS INSTRUCTIONS I
I Experiment on Quantitative-Data Display

II E I
I PROBLEM BACKGROUND

I
I Congratulations! You finally got a great summer job at a very pleasant, l
I well located, middle-sized hotel, helping its assistant-manager with of- II fice work.

I
l After a few days, you°re asked to go through some data-—co1lected and l
I organized by the assistant-manager-·relative to the hotel's performance I
I

for the last two years. The assistant-manager believes that, between the
Itwo of you, some new facts or ideas might come out after analysing that

l data. The assistant-manager's problem ls to help the hotel manager~—due l
I back in a couple of days-•to decide on what to do in order to improve the I
I

hotel's performance for next year.
I

I PROBLEM ANALYSIS · I
I

V
Make yourself comfortable, and start analysing the data on the hotel I

I performance, available through the table named HOTEL in the computer I
I system. Please remember that the most important thing for YOU to do I
I

is to figure out what important RELATIONSHIPS you can identify from
I, the data in question. No suggestions (solutions) on how to improve the

I Hotel performance are requested at this point. I

I
“ · NOTATION OF IDEAS

I
I List the Observations you make on the left side of the worksheets made Iavailable to you. Inferences (further conclusions based on one or more

II of the observations you made) can be listed on the right side of the
I worksheets. Avoid passing judgement on the worth of your ideas; assume I
I that ALL of your IDEAS are IMPORTANT, until you're asked to rank

I
I

them.
I

I Please write as legibly as possible; it will be quite helpful for the I
I

subsequent transcription of your notes. Number your observations and
Iinferences or alternatively indicate, in any way you prefer, the sepa-

I·
ratlon between any two observations (or inferences).

I
I

Be as precise as you can when making comments about the data; always
Imention the variables you have in mind when writing your observations and

l inferences. When indicating a time period, specify the month(s) included l
I in that period.

I

I

I
If you have any questions, please ask them now.

I
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B.3.2 - Problem Worksheet

I
I I
I I I
I ' I
I _I I
I ··

I
I

I
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I

I " I
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I E I

I
I

I
I

I
I
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I
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B.3.3 - "Hotel" Time-Series Data: Representation in Numeric Mode

I II *s· ‘
"•"°%*§"s ·z“_.#7.';‘¤• ¢*• no 'IIII . sz 13

‘-’u
as „u'”i1‘.’1•".~’n‘_.mj I

I LR 000 000 IW 100 III. 420 20-34 34-54 155 M10! 0704 000 I
I

~I04IIn1_.26 64 20 0 j.*1 1 3 70 22 10 20 110 2 25 40 25 74 1.65 67 0
1

I.04F•0 ‘21 70 15 0 '_6 0 10 00 20 70 10 I2 2 21 44 22 ' 76 1.11 02 0I 04IIr .'.'26 77 .14 0 Q3
10

6 05 15 75 14 6 _ 4 37 42 11 75 1.65
V70

0 I
I

-“
|40pr_I 20 71 15

1__0· ..,56 I 10 I6 14 14 I1 .4 2 35 40 I5 74 1.41 03 1 I
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I Code » Fleld Name Unit
I

I
Months Months of past two years of Hotel operations

II 1 Female guests (Z total no.guests) —
I

I
2 Local (state) guests

(Z1
total no.guests)

I3 Out-of-state guests (Z total no.guests)
I A European guests (Z total no.guests) I
I 5 South-American guests (Z total no.guests) . I
I

6 African/Middle-Eastern guests (Z total no.guests)
I

I
7 Asian guests (Z total no.guests)

I
I 8 Business guests (Z total no.guests)

I
I

9 Tourist guests (Z total no.guests)
I

I 10 Direct reservations (Z total no.guests) II 11 Agency reservations (Z total no.guests) I
I

_ 12 Air crews (permanent reservation) (Z total no.guests)
I

I 13 Guests under 20 years of age (Z total no.guests) I
I 14 Guests bet. 20 and 3k years of age (Z total no.guests)

I15 Guests bet. 35 and SA years of age (Z total no.guests)

I
16 Guests above Sh years of age (Z total no.guests) .

II 17 Price of rooms (U.S. dollar) I18 Length of stay _ (Day)

I
19 Occupancy rate . (Z total no. rooms) ·

II 20 Cnnvent Ion: (1 ¤7•s; 0;-no)
I
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B.3.4 · "Hotel" Time-Series Data: Representation in Graphic Mode

I I 1 8 6 | 6 7 I I II II
’

I2 I3 I4 I! I6 I7 II II 20 I
I IIIIIBFEI ut I86 El! $00 nf! ASI III! IW II! M nu 420 20-14 14-54 >55 mt! Un! Ott CNN II Nen

II4F•b
II um

I "*•'
. · I

I
Nlay

INun‘ I um II Nu;
II

“'*•
Ium ~I - um · II um _ ‘
III ßlll
II 85F•I•
IISI!

I Ißnpr
II

'”*'
IHlun ·

I um ‘
II •=*·•

. II
°”"

Ium
I um ~ ^ II um · · I
I Where: _ - ' I
I _ Code Field Name . Unit I

I
I

Months Months of past two years of Hotel operations ~

I
I 1 Female guests (X total no.guests) I
I 2 Local (state) guests (X total no.guests)

II 3 Out—of-state guests , (X total no.guests)
I 4 European guests (X total no.guests) I
I

S South-American guests (X total no.guests)
I6 African/Midd1e—Eastern guests (X total no.guests)
I

I
7 Asian guests (X total no.guests)

I
I

8 Business guests (X total no.guests)
I

I
9 Tourist guests (X total no.guests_)

I
I 10 Direct reservations (X total no.guests) ‘

I
I

11 Agency reservations (X total no.guests)
I

I
12 Air crews (permanent reservation) (X total no.guests)

I
I 13 Guests under 20 years of age (X total no.guests) I
I

14 Guests bet. 20 and 34 years of age (X total no.guestS) .
IlS Guests bet. 35 and S4 years of age (X total no.guests)I 16 Guests above S4 years o£_ age (X total no.guests)
II 17 Price of rooms

I I
(U.S. dollar) .

II 18 Length of stay _ (Dgy) II 19 · 0<==¤I>•¤<=y rate (x total Im. rooms) °
I

’

I
20 Conventions (lsygg; Qang) ·

‘
I
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B.4 · TIME CONTROL SHEET AND VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

A reduced copy of an experimental session control sheet is presented in
the next page (section B.4.l). A reduced copy of a list of the verbal
instructions to Subjects is presented in the following pages (section
B.l+.2).
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B.4.1 - Time Control Sheet

.

I T I
- II SN _ i • 1. II

I
II TIME CONTROL SHEET I

I I Experiment on Quantitative Data Display II · I
I . . I
I SESSION STARTED I _

I

I I Give sheet describing experiment .
I

I Give RELEASE FORM . II - I
I

Set WS for testing ,

I QUESTIONNAIRE NO. l : Type password to start , II I
I

: Type password to end .

I TUTORIAL INFORMATION Read instructions and info. sheet . I

I
: Type password to statt ,

I
I

I
: [Subject call · end of tutorial] .

I

I
HAND$•ON TUTORIAL Read information , I

I : Type password to start ,
I

I
: Type password to end . I

I PROBLEM ANALYSIS Read instructions ,
I

I
Z Type password to SCBIC . I

I 10° .......... : red line 1 , I

I
2o' .......... I _z•Ia line 2 . I

I „ 30° .......... : red line 3 . I
I 40° .......... : red line 4 ‘——. _

I

I I so' .......... I _ red mies .
I

I : Type password to end _ , I

I OUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 ‘ I
I

: Give last questionnaire . I

I

I
: Type password to end session .

I

I
Hand out payment & R1-ZCEIPT form . I

I SESSIION ENDED : Duration: I : I . I
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B.4.2 - Verbal Instructions

I II ssssrou ACTIVITIES a VERBAL INsTRuc‘noNs I
I Experlment on Quantitative Data Display

I

I I
I

I PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES II
I

[Check session handouts package for correct order and total number of sheets]
II

I 1 Subject Participation and Scheduling handout I
I

1 Subject Application Form
I

I 1 Time Control Sheet II 1 Session Notes II 1 Release Form
I 1 Questionnaire No. 1 I
I 1 Tutorial Instructions

I
I

1 Tutorial Worksheet -
1 System Commands handout I

I
1 Fields (Variables) of the "Hotel” Problem (handout) I
1 xmas-on Tutorial (first 11 cz "wma " 11 •·

·· I
I

1 Hands-On Tutorial (secondsshzet: "Sortw t;r;;;gh"D:i;%§s
)

I

I
1 Problem Analysis Instructions

I

I
6 Problem Analysis Worksheet I

I 1
I

Questionnaire No. 2 II

I

1 Receipt Form
I
II

I
[Number each appropriate page with Subject Number]

II I
I

[Attach yellow adhesive notesheet to first Hands·On Tutorial sheet]
II I

I
[Check other materials needed]

I
I 3 No. 2 pencils (sharpened) I
I 1 Red-ink pen

I
L

1 Blue-ink pen

I
1 Black-ink pen I

I I
I I
I I
I I
I SESSION Ac'r1v1‘r1£s and vzxam. zusmucuous 1 I
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Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I II II sunr ssssnon I
I

[Note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]
I

I [Give SUBJ. PART. & SCHED. handout and SUBJ. APPL. form] I

I
[Ask Subject to read handout and fill out form, if necessary]

II I
I nstusa vom

I
I

[Give RELEASE FORM]
I

I Now, based on this handout, please read, date and sign this Form. I
I [Check DATE and rest of the information in form] II I
I ser wonxsucs

I
I

[Make sure WS is MTXCLR and that there are no pending fns]
I

I
[Execute 'xxEXPS TEST']

II I
I

QUESTIONNAIRE NO.
‘I

I

I Please fill out this questionnaire.
I

I [Type short pw to start; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet] I

I
[Get questionnaire back]

I
I [Type LONG PASSWORD to end this stage; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet] II II II I
I

[Note down test mode]
I

I [Request five numbers between 1 and 20, inclusive] I

I
[Request one number between 1 and 5, inclusive]

I
I [Note numbers down]

II II II SESSION ACTIVITIES and VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS 2 II I
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Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I
TUTORIAL

I
{ Here are the tutorial instructions, which I'll read aloud with you.

{

I [Hand out the TUTORIAL INSTRUCTIONS]
I

I
[Read aloud the TUTORIAI. INSTRUCTIONS]

{

I All information necessary to help in the analysis of the HOTEL problem, I
I to be axplained later on, will be made available in the screens of the I
I TUTORIAL.

I
I The tutorial screens will introduce, in a pre-arranged sequence, informa~ I
I tion about the system and the commands made available to support your I
I problem analysis. Please remember that, ultimately, you remain the only II- judge of the usefulness of those comands and of how appropriate they are

II for your analysis.
I

I [Ad lib here; reinforce idea that User must decide whether all these goodies are de-
I

I
sirable or not]

I
I Approximately 20-25 min should be enough for both skimming through the few I
I lines of text of the information tutorial (with approximately 20 screens)

I
I

and for a hands-on introduction to the system.
I

I Most of the information presented in the tutorial will be available, at any I
I

time, during problem analysis. ‘You will be able to access HELP information
Iabout any command at, literally, the touch of a button. Therefore, you

I should spend. just as much time in the tutorial as needed to familiarize I
I yourself with the basic concepts and command description. I
I The two sheets accompanying these instructions consist of supporting in- I
I formation for both the tutorial and the "Hotel" problem analysis. The first I
I information sheet contains a summary of all the coemnand available in the I
I

system; the second sheet contains the names and description of all the
II variables that will characterize the "Hotel" problem.
I

I If you have any questions, please ask them now.
I

I
[Wait for any questions]

I

I
Here are some note sheets and pencils, if you need them.

I
I Call me only if the cursor is at the bottom of the screen. I
I Please remember to press keys slowly, waiting for a new screen to show up before I
I pressing any new key. ‘

I

I
_ [Type short pw to start; note down TIME in CON'l'ROL sheet]

I

I SESSION ACTIVITIES and VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS 3 I
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'
Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I Intermediate Operations
I

I
[Prepare ha¤ds·on tutorial sheets for next stage]

I
I [Write numbers in lst "hands-on" sheet]

I
I

[Circle alternatives for SELECT option in 2nd "hands-on" sheet]
I

I Numeric: less than/largest/less than I
I

_ Graphic: greater than/smallest/greater than I

I
[Write out check for full name given in Release Form]

I
I [attach check with paper clip to RECEIPT Form]

I

I [Wait for Subject to call at the end of Information Tutorial]
I I

I
[Note down TIME in CONl‘ROL sheet] _

I

I HAND$·ON TUTORIAL I
I Here are the instructions for the hands-on tutorial.

I
I [Hand out the two sheets for the HaNDS•0N TUTORIAL]

I
I

Simply follow the directions on these two sheets. 'I‘he exact things you have to
Ido are listed to the left, under the

”HOW
TO DO IT" column; comments on whatI the results will be like are listed under the "WHAT WILL HAPPEN'° column. I

I
I will be around to answer brief questions, if necessary, at this stage. In

Iprinciple, all you really need to do is to follow the "recipe", and there should
I be no problems. Please use this red pen to check each box after you complete the II specified operation. I

‘

I
[Type short pw to start; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]

I

I
[Type short pw to end; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]

I

I SESSION ACTIVITIES and VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS ·’•
I
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Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I PROBLEM ANALYSIS ‘ {
I

Here are the problem instructions, in this sheet of paper.
I

I
[Hand out the PROBLEM INSTRUCTIONS] I

I
[Read aloud the PROBLEM INS’l'RUCTIONS]

I

I PROBLEM BACKGROUND I
I Congratulations! You finally got a great sumer job at a very pleasant, well located, I
I middle-sized hotel, helping its assistant-manager with office work. I

I
After a few days, you're asked to go through some data--collected and organized by

Ithe assistant-manager-•re1ative to the hotel's performance for the last two years.
I The assistant-manager believes that, between the two of you, some new facts or ideas I
I might come out after analysing that data. The assistant-manager°s problem is to help

I
I

the hotel manager--due back in a couple of days--to decide on what to do in order to

I
improve the hotel's performance for next year.

I
I PROBLEM ANALYSIS

I
I Make yourself comfortable, and start analysing the data on the hotel performance, I
I available through the table named HOTEL in the computer system. Please remember I
I that the most important thing for YOU to do is to figure out what important RE-

ILATIONSHIPS you can identify from the data in question. No suggestions (solutions)

I
on how to improve the Hotel performance are requested at this point.

II NOTATION OF IDEAS I
I List the Observatlons you make on the left side of the worksheets made available to I
I you. lnferences (further conclusions based on one or more of the observations you I
I

made) can be listed on the right side of the worksheets. Avoid passing judgement on
Ithe worth of your ideas; assume that ALL of your IDEAS are IMPORTANT, until you°re

I asked to rank them. I
I

Please write as legibly as possible; it will be quite helpful for the subsequent
Itranscription of your notes. Number your observations and inferences or alternatively

I indicate, in any way you prefer, the separation between any two observations (or in- I
I ferences). A blank space between items would be fine, for instance.

I
I Be as precise as you can when making coments about the data; always mention the I
I variables you have in mind when writing your observations and inferences. When in- I
I dicating a time period, specify the month(s) included in that period.

I
{_ If you have any questions, please ask them now.

I

I ~•-->>> CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
I

I SESSION AUFIVITIES and VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS 5 I
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I Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I
[Wait for, and briefly answer, any questions]

I
I Here are the worksheets you will be using, and some pencils. Later on, if you

I
I

need more sheets, let me know. Please write only on these sheets.
I

I I will be stopping by, every now and then, to draw some lines in your worksheets, I
I to help tie what you are writing with the computer log of your session.

I

I [Type short pw to start; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]
I

I
[Every 10 min, draw a red line after Subject‘s last written lines]

I
I [Label five red lines as: A X Y Z B; note down TIME for each in CONTROL sheet]

I

I
['1'ype short pw to end; note down TIME in CON'I'ROL sheet]

I

I
QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 I

I
[Give questionnaire; note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]

I
I Please fill out this questionnaire, the last part of this experiment.

I
‘

I
[Wait for Subject to fill out questionnaire]

I
I [Type LONG PASSWORD to end; note down TIME in CON'I'ROL sheet]

I

I END SESSION _
I

I [Hand out check and receipt]
I

I
Please sign and date this receipt.

I
I [Check DATE and other information in Receipt] I
I

Please do not discuss the experiment with other people; one of them might be a I
I potential volunteer, and it is very important that Subjects are not aware of the I
I procedures and content of the experimental session. _

I

I
Once more, thank you for participating.

I
I [Note down TIME in CONTROL sheet]

I

I SESSION ACTIVITIES and VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS 6 I
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Verbal Instructions (cont.)

I II I
{ FINAL Acruvmas |

I
I

[Note down session end TIME in CON'I'ROL sheet]
I

I [Check once more RELEASE and RECEIPT Forms]
I

I
[Execute IxxCTCVI in the computer, to see if CONTROL TABLE looks OK]

I
I [Arrange all sheets in order given below] I
I 1 Time Control Sheet I

{ 1 Session Notes I
I

1 Receipt Form I

I 1 Questionnaire No. 2 I
I 1 Problem Analysis Instructions II n Problem Analysis Worksheets I
I 1 System Counands handout I
I l Fields (Variables) of the "Hotel" Problem (handout) I
I 1 11ma;·o¤ Tutorial (first sugar: "wumow" through "Fields") I

I
1 Hands-On Tutorial (second sheet: IISort" through "Drop") I

I
. 1 Tutorial Instructions I

I
1 Tutorial Vorksheet I

I 1 Questionnaire No. 1
II 1 Release Form II

I I gulgject Participation and Scheduling handout It A i F

I

I1j8C pp C8ti0¤ OIIII

II I
I I
I

E II I
I I

II I
I I
I III I

I II I
I I
I szssxou Amvxmzs um vznm. msmucrxous 1 II I
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B.5 · RELEASE AND RECEIPT FORMS

A reduced copy of a sample Subject Release Form is presented in the next
page (section B.5.l), followed by a reduced copy of the Receipt Form used
(section B.5.2).
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B.5.1 - Subject Release Form

I II II
II II I

RELEASE FORMI II Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays II I
I

I
I have read and understood the description of, and conditions for par-

Iticipation in, the experimental research ou graphic display of data,
I undertaken by Fred W. Lacerda Jr. as partial fullfilment of the require- I
I ments for his Ph.D. degree in Environmental Design and Planning, College II of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech.I I
I I agree to participate in that experiment, according to the description I
I of activities presented in the "Subject Participation and Scheduling IHandout" (the "handout"), subject to the basic participation payment and

I
I

bonus stipulated in that document.

I
I I understand that all the data collected relative to my participation in Ithat experiment will remain confidential and, after the conclusion of the

I
research, will not have any identifier linking it to me.

II II I
I Blacksburg, ,1986

I
I

date
I

I

I

4, II L
I

I
I signature _

II II II LAST name FIRST name midale init. I
I (CAPITAL LE'I'I'l-IRS)

II
‘

IL I
I Social Security number II

”
II L _ II . _ · II II · I
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B.5.2 - Receipt Form

I 1II 1I 1I 1I 1I 1
I 1

Inaczsm- 1=oRM
I

I
Experiment on Quantitative Data Displays _

II 1I 1
I For participation in the experimental research on graphic display of data, I
I undertaken by Fred U. Lacerda Jr. as partial fullfilment of the require- ' Iments or his Ph.D. degree in Environmental Design and Planning, CollegeI £

of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech, I received a total I

I
payment of $ __.00 ( dollars), corresponding to: I

I
. $ 7.00 basic participation payment

I
I $ _.00 punctuality II $ _.00 other: II '

II E
1

I
Blacksburg, 1986 Idate II 1‘I

I I
I signature I
I LAST name FIRST name middle init. I
I (CAPITAL LB'I'I'!-IRS) _

II 1
I 1
I

I
Social Security number

II

I . I
_ I

I · II 1I A . 1I · . I
I E 1
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E
B.6 - WORKSTATION AREA FOR EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS

Photographs of the workstation area are presented in the next two pages
(section B.6.1). A floor plan of the office in question (202 Cowgill
Hall) is presented in the following page (section B.6.2) . The photographs
and the floor plan try to convey the relative sense of enclosure of the
workstation area used for the experimental sessions, and the relative
amount of control available over the visual environmental conditions.
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B.S.1 - Workstation Area Photographs
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Workstation Area Photographs (cont.)
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B.5.2 - Workstation Area Floor Plan
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l
APPENDIX C. SAMPLE TREATMENT OF THE RAW DATA

Contents:

C.1 — Sample Verbatim Transcription of "Insights"

C.2 - Sample Parsing and Compression of "Insights"

C.3 - Sample Reordering of "Insights"

C.4 - Sample Scoring of "Insights"
V

C.5 - Sample Categorization of "Insights"

C.6 - Summary of Pilot—Study Results

C.7 - Study Results: Category Level "N" "Insights"
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‘ C.] - SAMPLE VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF "INSIGHTS"

A sample set of worksheets filled with handwritten notes, generated during
a pilot experimental session (Subject Code 231), is presented in the next
two pages (section C. 1. 1), followed by the Verbatim transcription of those
notes (section C.1.2).
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C.l.l - Sample Handwritten Notes (Pilot Session/July 1985)

I B I 3 sen 07:.1 I
I

OIIIIVATQI myeneyxgs

I _
~ I

I
¥*'•¢«¤..•1.¤l|•

I

I'BI¤(I•·I¢••¢H •¢•
· ·

'
I ·M¤=¤•I·»-¤«?}p“:¤ · +—-—PI¤¤¤I~r•'I•-·¤•I*·••1•*•••

I
I fw- FIPM »••*I¤¤~U1••<>**•3 II ••*••+v•··¤•.1»u. · -—->¤¤=I¤•»••‘•=¤·•'I‘°•‘••I·*1'^'i‘ä¢I„„»-

I\Iüq°gyg— T II M7
°— I

I 2 U Rvynq
very-.- I)

I

I IIIWIAÄI

I
I ·¢··¤··~·~·~·I·=I·—·__~_j Ij_··»·,·•·+

.„.’;'2'§„-I··» -Is-·q:·:_-i I
I „°,"I°',,,°„ I""·°··— „¢~1I·~ '°‘

I
I

ausuua
«¢•••I

vu , ·
I

I I w ¤· •»
I

I °
¤»II_II$»II¤·~·1•¤•*"*‘*"""‘

II4}: an- u Mu, ¤••¤•* ._ $
I""I

I

I
IP · I* '»‘

·' 6 ·

I . ,I I, I.
I

I I I
I

P 2-/B II 11B
I

I at I I
I

·—"—‘ ,,,„„¤I Tl-I•\’6*'°"
^'•“I"" ^"‘

I
I

‘I“I__I**_Q
:_I°°I":"I"‘I¥ Bs

I aI¤II„-·q1»IJ¤;f¢'•v¢6·- I
I mq „•I art M 1•~·•,••••“"/'

In I| .. In •·• W- · II "f"""’ ¤*I'·
“'I"”°“"I

I M' II W W II yrqadnukuy MMI ¤¤I* u M pw,. Q I II I
I J^· I
I

• _ •
uß .„„ I

I I

I »“‘”¤„":-I’“*
$I1’I«‘“""“

"2**,:.+:.:¢.·;I:·I~”I»~·****· IWI

I BW 1:I··I‘·•·· ¤=·‘·,\
<1¤·····+··~ «¤·¤···•·~I·•·Ä I[luv L|¢‘ •— , ~" "' ’

I < ¤•·<4¤>I«·-¢w»I·‘·· I
I

Fun 9 gung 1Iu¤-¤I6•¥bI¤I IIII II I

I 1
II II I
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Sample Handwritten Notes (cont.)
· Pilot Session/July 1985

I II ’
I| p ; ; _ own! I

I INFEIQNCIS II _ WI wu A mmm mw? ~·¤·' I
I

[9
II ”""/”““'”*"
I~&a·Y .

'GI **:2* II 'w II ' ‘
II II II II II II —. II II II II II II · , II I I II II II II II II II II II I

I II IL I II II II II II II II I
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• II • II •C. 1 . 2 - Sample Verbatim Transcription of Insights (Pilot Session/July

I PIOOLII MTA I
I $01072S

I

I
0•$¢kvATIunoIIrtltnotlI

I fron orlglnol scroon: •
-->> resort hotol Is In s worn •ro.• I(or posslbly o wlntor sports oro)I

•l ouroposns sooo to rovor sprlng · sueor
» M Id I•

·- ouropoons vo countryv o trovol
I

• snorlcsno sooo to profor wlntor. tlnoslllt suror vzcztlonsl. tholr Itrsvo t no s pro s ly bssod

I
TIIIE: IO oln. on thls

I•
noot bulsnoss [sic] In sprlng, foll TIII¢: I0 nln.I Ilttlo In wnntor. al—or ITI": 20 I TIIII: 20 nln.: o n.

I 2 •->> proosbly wlntor rosort, doo. too low, I
I

• Tgogcy (6) |'IT|I°Il} Isle) Inorossod • wsrn cllosto, c
I

n oc bug nur u , spr pooplo stnylng potontlol-•l
I

vory rnw ln'nov ' huoo ror IHIFIIIKI -—
onrlstnos bonus pocksgos.

I
• tourlsn vory slow In nov, Jun, sopt • <<-- ny zug?. buIsno=¤ [sic) conforoncos.oot, noy pro o y con t c ongo work schoduloI _ but should spoool to bulsnoss |sIc]'custon•rs I

I
• vory low occupsncy, doc., Jul, sug in prlno tloos

I
I

• ouroposns cono whon ocouponcy low - TIIC: 30 nln.
I

•
buisnoss [sic] trovol slow st boglnnlng und •

<<·- tho collogo sprlngbrook crowd,
I

ond of your -- ono In nlodlo uf su—or. Ithls In o wnrn ploco)
I I- nood to portrsy o yo or

I
TIIIE: 30 oln. 1 In those oonths ung up

I
I

•
< :5 crowd ··dnostly in noroh, sprll, whon TIIII: II0 nln.

I
ot or groups own• OOIIIY US, csnooo • -•» ror hot sunnor onys -~> nontlon slr

I conoltlonlng in broohuros
- I

•
niddll Iqld •
nostly non, folrly populor ln low ocoupnncy nonths or • •->> x-non spoolsls, osp. with oloorly

I
I Juno o august snd yupplorl-· p•¤pl• wlthout

strong sn y tnos.
I

•
occupsncy: Itho button Ilno)

rosorvo 2 bollroons
-·

I old I young Ivory hIg:°¤n out •- wlth fonoloo on bulonoss [sll:| \ (olvldo ono conouor)n x sgos
I high in upt ror nslos, nldolo ogoo, on buis |busInoss| •

--» sooo fo tsp only ouroposn oorkot - I
0 br ng ln tronslstors

-
workI TNG: *10 lm- through sgonclos -· thoy proouco I

I IW
_"

dw nost bulsnoss [sl:] on tho ouroponn norkot
I

I „
sug o July low •

-->> vocotlons —•
stroos sotlvltlos, slghtsoolng

I to tourltt ognncloo
I

• ouroposn norkot bosloslly bulsnossI|sI:l InI,jun. ns
b I I I I Y IIIN I

_t rlst nor ot n • I • -->> u snoss s c so os n un, nsyI ml ug. Ju
Itronslotorn, tolooouunlcotiäns, bsnklng upp. I•

uocuponcy is o blt ovor 60l
I oodlon TIIII: 50 nin.t t s sf I
I

W
'

·”
uw uu". U •

--»
sooos zu sugou (sn:) porhsos not

•
ITIIII: 50 nln. vory good rosort locotlon ·

I
•

sorvlng prlnorlly s US norkot •
~

Ilood to brlng noro bulsnoss [slc| in Igg • ug sug sl July
-·

cut rotos for cunvontlons, otc.
I

I °"d°-Manny bulunu Incl
why such s dlvlslon Yron non to wonon

I
• tourist potontlsl ooos in oct/s•pt.'! Vor bulsnoss |slc| I\ not Fill up liko bulsnoss [sic) ~

I
•

bulsnoss |slo| soonltlos:
I

TIII: 60 nln. . golr. souno
II · 9vI. bsrs
II TIIII: 60 nln. I
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C.2 - SAMPLE PARSING AND COMPRESSION OF "INSIGHTS"

The verbatim transcription and the respective parsing and compression of
each "insight", generated during a pilot experimental session (Subject
Code 231), are presented in the next two pages (section C.2.1).

The compressed form of each "insight" presents the following structure:

Subject · Description of State - Specifier

The "core" information (the sentence subject, i.e., field name or names)
is presented capitalized with bold letters. The "state specifier" is
capitalized, with abbreviations for the most common time periods (pre-
sented in section C.2.2). Marginally important information is placed
between parenthesis. A list of common expressions (employed by subjects
of the pilot experimental sessions) and their "translation" is presented
in section C.2.3.

At this stage of raw data manipulation, a first block of identifying la-
bels is attached to each sentence. The labels are composed of one of a
maximum of five parts, from left to right, in the order given below:

[ 01-99 ] Provenance (number of original verbatim sentence).

[ S/F/G ] Type of "insight" ("S" - observation; "F" - infer-
ence; "G" - suggestion).

[ 1-6 ] Time period during which a "insight" will have been
written.

l
1. Between 0 - 10 min
2. Between 11 - 20 min
3. Between 21 - 30 min
4. Between 31 - 40 min
5. Between 41 - 50 min
6. Between Sl - 60 min

[ a-z] Order of decomposition of sentences, from an ori-
ginally complex sentence or from a block of simple
sentences originally lumped together by Subject.

["/F" or "/S"] An optional set of symbols, to be included only when_
the original placement of sentence in the worksheet
(either under the "Observations" or the "lnferences"
headings) is found to be incorrect; this new symbol
indicates the correct "insight" type, to be included
in the next block of identifying symbols.
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C . 2 . 1 - Verbatim Transcription and Sample Pars ing and Compression of
°°Insights°° (Pilot Session/July 1985)

I ,N•I_¤, Man ¤.I:.•. rlL01'-Tzsr MTA - JuL ag II SP 281 - OIIERVATIONI (2nd I•vl•l•n) II s•1o1¤ I
I ooacavansns I
I rm: orlglnal aoroon:

II •. •urop••n• •••• so favpr aprlng — a•_•r 0181a EUROPE/ASIA Ga hlgh SPRING-SINIIER. II • •••rloana a••• so profar vlncar. uns 034/UANAOA Os hlgh WINTER. I
I

NK: 10 III!. TI}; 1Q guy,
II • aus bulanpaa [alu] In sprlng, flll I

I IINI, I„ oaaze IUSIIESS hlgh Sflllß FALL Iov WINTER SIDICR. I
I

ng; gg gg", .
· TIN! 20 nln.

I

I • egoncy (6) r•f•r••• [•lo| lnor••••• IIn doc, aug, nr, Jul, apr

I
WN uv In nov O~88•

A0. RESERV. hlgh DEC MIO NAR JUL APR
v•ry

fov
I• zourlan v•ry alov In nov, Jun, up: NW'

I
°°*·

••¥
0588a rsunusr se very use nov Jun ssr ocr nnv. I

I
‘ "'V

'°" °°°"°"‘”· "°··
J“'· '“'

O¢88• sccunmcv very Iov acc Jur. Aus. I
I °

°“'°’°'"'
""°" °°°"°"'°" '°" ' I O1S8• zunorszula Os mv. ren. occurencv. I

I OO88a eusuncse Ga mv scozvn ans/vn n•osu•••cn. I
I una: so nln. Tl••¢ 30 ¤l••.

I

I "' ""°"· """· sem < es vu ae menue nm ern men uuvwuse I
I

• nseery us, canada _ *°V••*·· I, .INI• NN . 10III > 55 YII8 Os noauy NAI.! Oa hlgn••z JUN A00 whenI aoazly ••n, ralrly popular In jov ¤:oupanc¥ eenene of °¢¤||'Ä|¢Y |¤W• Iune e ueI W 118Ia OUUWAIIUY hlghue OUT v/ FILE oa alxoo Alt! on I• ooouoancys l¢n• house llney IIISINESS.I Inu occuuncv hl ne str NAI.! s 95 YRS 0 I
I

hlgh In upzgfor ¤aI•a, •idol• agod, on bula [bualnoaal guggggggg

·

vl
’

. M

I

I

TlN!: I0 oln.
TI.; N .I,I_

I

I
Im, III ,I„_ ITSSQ Oocarucv Iov DEG Ava JUL.

I
I

N,

·
'IIIIY IN

nase tuaort/ASIA an aelnly auallltxs oe ln Jun Iwl.
I° °‘"°’°°"

"'I°‘" °“‘°'°"
{§III{I‘::'IL§I.‘,{},I"I;II"Q‘„;,f'_IIII nase cunsruesu Os nalnly TOURIST Ga In ws .1uL.

II Ia g Mg gvgr ggg 1lI!I $¢I|PAI¢Y ltdlln 60{ +,nesI oo:. ••¤:"v••·y Ilßélllflll 1885I OUUUPANUY hlgh OUT SE!. I~ I 1'lN!: 50 •In. TIN! 50 nln.
I

I • ••rvln| prI¤rIIy ggü! urn: • Inen: -I sreuneonenuy sseeneee [plc] ‘*“•/V ·••3;$II“:•II:I
¤•r•¤•: uaucaune, gg • gg ypg, II ßßl/F TNIIIII uconoavy ee auaaua, II rum es een. T•••¢ 60 •ln.

I
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Sample Parsing and Compression (cont.)
Pilot Session/July 1985

I ¤.l.!. PILOT-TEST MTA • Jlll. I5 I
I I IP 231 • IIIIIIICEI (Ind lovlolu) I

I luruucu
nn I I• NOTE von-•r•• or vln:•r•••or:• rosor:.•• II! I I I I

I
‘ ”

{:5*,*;...:2, .'.„I„II"I„'I»I$'I~»
°"‘*

$I2I{$II.'°"'° °°“"""""° """' "'°'
"“"*"

I~• POIOI III 0000 Id! trlvll
I · » =I••• (I: u:•r wämmel. :n•lr T"': ‘°

""· I
I

In INIUIÜIY 20 um
II TIM: TO •In.

I
nng N um Osfu Ilgtlöcärokbly vIn:•r r•••r: •lno• Occhrucv zoo

IOlli! ll¤TEL •l¤o proh•hly vom clI••: I popI noe oec (mes). °
‘

"°° '° I
I '

°"’
:'°"„I_:':I‘I':'::'

"f""'•
"'·

‘°‘
'g"· Olßo/6 7¤¢52éIII XIIAI bonus onckegu for low ooourucv I

I
o•opl; •:•%lI•g

·
°=0fIN\IlI••I " ·

I II"'
;::“

°
”°“°“' lIII‘!•/8 IIIIIEIO Oo ov•r•ll ••,|orI:y. I• ••

I I I ¤ II'! .I =y•·og•¤ly°o•n': ¤n•ng• vom ÜI ¤v•r•II ••Jorl:y qu pmubgy u I
I

7:: •7oul:I:••l :o hulonou (Mo] GIIIIMPI ¤¤¤'•Y••I¤•I•
Ipr ••

··- · · OIFII/O Ilo ¤n•ng•• poulbl• ln vo ll nod lI TIM: JO oln. |N>0|||‘I|O IISIIEII II In prI••r:l••:? u • Nu
II YIM so nln. I

I • «•• :l•• QIIIOM ••rlng•r••Il orvuo. Iml I l lI§!’l• < :5 vu •
I i ' I.',ä'„'I.$ I"' I •„„ (vll'! „•••I„'§T°°°°"

°"'°'°
"""•°'••* •'•·•

I
I

ln :!•••• •¤n:l•• „"·/• I••d to
I Im. I ••„. ••••„•«•IZ'äI'I5•.' ’°""°°' "'°' '°' °•"•••

II TIM IO nln. ‘ I
I

• ••» for no: nur doyo -•> ••n:lon •lr
I¤ondl:Ionlng In broonuru

•

I • ••» ¤~••• •••ol•l•, •••. vl:l• •l•••-ly Wßo/I Encourngo OOOIPAIOY In no: Sllltng ••n:Ion •Ir I
I md yupplon •• p•o•l• vlulou: ¤¤¤¢I¢I¤|IIn| In brocnuron,

I•:rong YIIIIY :l••.r•••rv• 2 bollnono •· 1 olo I youno 07|'9•/I Encourngo IMA! OOGIIIAIIV v/ •o•¤|•I• for •Id•rIy
I (dlvloo md ¤onoll•rI otrong I
I

• ••» •••o
eo up only •uroo••n ••rl¤•:

· eonqury,
M

‘
wu"' NN

“
ma

Io 7:lng In :r•n7I•:or• ;·;orl¢m°• II •• t Ißl

I
~::vIIIIII·I!I:•: I·I°I MI III: N II -I_II“

OIf$• IIOTEL tnoplng only EUIOPE/ASIA ¤•rk•:. IOlßb/I Slnco IIOTEL uoolng only EUROPE/ASIA ••rk•:• ·•» vooulono ··
•:r•••

•o:lvl:l••, •lgl•:•••Ing
I„.I g III I I rk

__ •

I
¢¤ twrlu •o•••¤|•¤ orosuoo II;I:;!:uI•:·I:u:·OPE.!„N„," una". mw

I• •~» hulsnuo [•l¤| f•¤lIl:l•• In Jun, ny II",./0 wmf! v„"I°II·_ I I I II (I|'I|'|IlI¢0|‘I, :•l•oo¤unlo•:lon•, bnnklng opp. •I,IIu„I” N
·

•"„*‘·"t*=t“;$F III.? ll AM
I

I
""‘ ’°

""* unsern rl-ovlu• IIIIIIISS YIGIIIIIIII JUII ww (ennnluon, I
I

:•l•oo¤unl¤•:lon•, unlxlng op.),

I
TIM IO nln.

I

_
•

--»
••••• :• IIIQOII |•lo| ••rn•p• no: •
VII1 good rooor: loo•:lon

•

I • I••d co hn-Ing •or• hulsnooo (•Io| In _ I
I wg I July -- ¤II¢ PIII! for conv•n:Ion•, ICQ.

I
I

•
vny soon •

dlvlnlon froo
••n

to vooon
—

‘I‘II'6• IIIIIEII
I• ••Jorl:y •ugg••:

poor
r•••r:

I
• ln oo:/••p:.‘I for hul•n••• [all:] Ioo•:Ion.
I • •ul•n;:7'(•l¤| •••nI:I••: ufu/I Ezcouruo OUIIIEII |• In AIIO JIII. (ou: r•:•• for I· o nvon on•, • o. .. uunnI

- gf illu/O rrovldn Illtlltß On v/ u•nl:l•• (golf, uunn, II · " .. ov!. ban). I
I

TIM: ou oln. nn
‘°

·III_
I
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C.2.2 - List of Abbreviations for Parsing and Compression of "Insights".

I II II II • Time periods: II
I Months JA FE MA AP MY JN ‘ II J:. AU sz oc NO mz I
I

Sequence (e.g.): AU•N0, JA-AP
I

I Others SUMMER WIN'l'ER SPRING FALL I
I 1ST SEM 2D SEM 2 YRS

IBEG/YR END/YR ALL YR REST/YR
II xms ¤or.11>A¥s

I u., s. rmuxsprmxz I
I

•
Miscellaneous abbreviations:

I
I ux with I‘

dir rel direct relationship
II inv rel inverse relationship

II no rel no relationship
I corr correlation with Imax maximum

II min minimum
I med medium I
I

Z(s) percentage(s) '
Ib/c because II b/w between
II • Field Names I

I FEMALE Gs Female guests. I
I MALE Gs Male guests. I
I

LOCAL Gs Guests from the local state
ISTATE Gs Guests from the local state
II USA Gs Guests from the rest of the U.S.S.

I OUT/STATE Gs Guests from the rest of the U.S.$. I
I

EUROPEAN Gs' Guests from Europe.
IS. AMER. Gs Guests from South America. ———
II AFR/M.EAST Gs Guests from Africa or the Middle-East.

I ASIAN Gs Guests from Asia. IBUSINESS Gs Guests on business. II · TOURIST Gs .Guests on tourism.
II DIR. RESERV. Gs Guests making direct hotel reservations.

I AG. RESERV. Gs Guests making hotel reservations through Itravel agencies.
II AIR CREW Gs Air Crew guests with continuous reservations.
II <20 YRS Gs Guests less than 30 years of age.

I 20-34 YRS Gs Guests between 20 and 34 years of age. I35-54 YRS Gs Guests between 35 and 54 years of age. I
II >55 YRS Gs Guests with more than SS years of age.I Gs ” Guests II ' .I . . II II II I
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C.2.3 - Sample List of Expressions and Their "Translations"
(Pilot Sessions/July 1925)

I I
I I
I ... Guests ... Gs ... I
I

... [guests] travel in the ... ... Gs highest ... I

I
... drops off considerably ... ... sharp drop ... I

I
... most active months ... ... highest ... I

I ... least active month ... » ... lowest ... I
I

... particularly ... ... mainly ... I

I ... did not fluctuate ... ... stable ... I
I

... switched times of the year w/ ... ... inv rel ... I

I
Most of business is ... ... overall majority. I

I
Most people (throughout year) ... ... majority. I

I
... usually means ... ... all parts/year. I

I ...1mp11¤s... ...A1.LYR. I
I

Slump in ... during ... ... lowest ...
I

I
... seem to favor ... ... high.

IMost ... in ... ... high ...

I
... increased in ... ... highest ...

I
_

... mostly in ...

I
... basically ... ... mainly I

I
... primarily ... ... mainly ...

I
I

... potential does not fill up like ... ... secondary to ...
I

I
... overwhelming Z. ... overall majority. I

I
... large Z. ... great majority. I

I
... 1/4 of guests ... ... 1/4 overall.

I

I
... fluctuate widely over course ... wide variation ALL YR.

Iof a year.

I
... is particularly active in ... high ...

I

I
...

Z•is
stronger in ... ... high ... I

„
I

... appear in ... ... high ...
I

I
... the rest of the year ... ... REST/YR. I

I
... consistently over 60Z ... ... overall 60Z. +. I

I
... popular months ... ... high ...

I... between ... ... bet ...

I
Most of ... is from ... ... mainly ...

II 1
I I
I
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Expressions and Their Translations (cont.)
Pilot Session/July 1985

V-—**——-—"'*“*"""“‘“““"”“““““““““'”‘“‘““°““““"““‘““""'“‘“‘““""'“”‘7
I II II I
I

... peak ... ... highest ...
I

I
... high stable ... ... high.

I
I

... mostly conducted on months ... highest ...
I

I
... first months of the year. ... 1ST MOS. YR.

I
I

... basically not of a nature ... imply [negation] ...
I

I
I

... heaviest mths. ... ... highest ...
II ... lighest mths. ... ... lowest ... I

I
... 75-80% ... ... 75/80% [implied propor-I

I t iOI1] .
I

I
All people are coming from ... ... only ones ...

Iin ...
I

No. of people from ... are ... minority.
II lllillillllllll. I

I
No. of people from ... are ... majority.

II maximum. I
I
All ... are ... in ... ... only ones ...

I
I

No ... in ... ... only ones ... I I
I

A11 have come for ... in ... ... only ones ...
I

I
Not many people are ... ... minority.

II IlI
|I
I I
I I| - I|I
| I| I|I
I II II I| I| II I
I I|I
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C.3 - SAMPLE REORDERING OF "lNSIGHTS°°

An example of reordered, parsed "insights", generated during a pilot ex-
perimental session (Subject Code 231), is presented in the next page.

A new block of symbols is attached, at this stage, to the left of the
sentence identification label for each "insight". The new symbols, sep-
arated from the first block by a dash and placed to its left, are divided
in three parts, arranged from left to right in the_sequence given below:

[ S/F/G ] Final "insight" type determined for the sentence (S
- observations; F — inferences; G - suggestions).

[ A-Z ] One-character code for identification of leading
field name (the first one mentioned) in sentence.

[ 01-99 ] Number indicating order of appearance of sentence
within the "insight" type and leading field-name
cluster.

The alphanumeric labels used for identification of'"insights" fulfill
essentially a procedural purpose, namely, the possibility of quick re-
trieval of original information location.
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. II „ IISample Reordering of Insights (cont.)
Pilot Session/July 1985

I 0.:.0. !ILIT•'l’IIT mu • JUL 00
II 0r 101

-
0I$IIVATIMI (00 Ravlaloa)

I SP 201 - IUFEIEIGIS (00 I•vI0I0n)
I

I 001-0000 00a/Guam 00 hlgn lIll•1'Ell.
IrU01-1000 U Gaaam, 00- VIS, S ,I 0:01-0100 :0•¤r¢/um 00 nlgh sr0n•o·su•••cn. um N

::2/ ” u °““
°° I-0 0 a0rEaUS Id Il-;
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C.4 - SAMPLE SCORING OF °°lNSIGHTS°°

A sample of a scoring sheet for "insights", generated during a pilot ex-
perimental session (subject J23l), is presented in the next page.

The "insights" to be removed are identified, in the appropriate form, by
the the first letter of the label that identifies each rule:

P Partial "insights". _

_ R Repeated "insights".

I Incomplete "insights"

S "Spot", or data-element specific, "insights".

W Wrong "insights".

T Tautological "insights".

In the example on the next page, only one "insight" was rejected (a
"wrong" observation, unsupported by the data).

Another symbol is attached, at this stage, to the left of the sentence
identification label for each "insight". The new symbol corresponds to
the Subject identification and is separated from the original block by a
dash and placed to its left.

[ SN ] Subject number code.

[ 01-80 ] Two·digit unique identification code.
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Sample Scoring of "Ins ights" (cont .)
Pilot Session/July 1985

I rn:-un uu · Ju: •s
I
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1
C.5 - SAMPLE CATEGORIZATION OF "INSIGHTS"

A sample of a categorization sheet for "insights", generated during a
final experimental session in April 1986 (Subject Code 14), is presented
inthe next page.
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Sample IC-ategorIizati6n of "Insights" (cont.)
April 1986
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l
C.6 - SUMMARY OF PILOT-STUDY RESULTS

The next two pages (section C.6.l) present a complete list of all "mul-
tiple-field" "insights°° generated by Subjects of the pilot-study. The
list of "insights" is divided according to Subject participation in either
the treatment (graphic mode of data representation) or control group
(numeric mode). Section C.6.2 presents a manuscript/graphic summary of
the results of the pilot study.
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.}'

II « II • .C . 6 . 1 - Complex Ins1ghts Generated by P1lot-Study Subjects
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I
Complex "Insights" (cont.)

Pilot Study/July 1985
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C.6.2 - Graphic Summary of Pilot·Study Results
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I
Graphic Summary (cont.)
Pilot Study/July 1985
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C.7 - STUDY RESULTS: CATEGORY LEVEL °°N°° "INSIGHTS°°

The next two pages present a list of the most complex type of "insights"
(category level "N") produced by Subjects in the treatment ("graphic")
group and the control ("numeric") group (sections C.7.1 and C.7.2, re-
spectively)
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C.7.1 - List of Level "N" "Insights" for "Graphic" Group

ISN02—SO01-05Fß Gs: maJorlty BUSINESS, 20-3U YRS Gs
I

I$N05·SQ01-0181 Gs: majorlty STATE, BUSINESS, DIR. RESERV. Gs I

ISN05-SQD2-0251 Gs: minorlty ASIA, < 20 YRS, AIR CREW RESERV., I ‘

I
AFR/M.EAST, S. AHER., EUROPEAN Gs I

ISNO7—SB01—0BS1 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty; lowest SUMMER
I

ISN07—SB03-07Fb BUSINESS Gs and CONVENTIONS malnstay HOTEL business I
ISNO9-SO01·02S3 Gs: majority STATE, BUSINESS, DIR. RESERV., 35*5ß YRS GsI

I$N10-SQ02-O6F6 HOTEL main business: 35-5ß YRS, STATE BUSINESS MALE Gs,
II ~ CONVENTIONS I

ISN11—SO01-01Sh Gs: majorlty BUSINESS Gs dlr rel CONVENTIONS
I

ISN19—SOO1-11S6b Gs: majority STATE, 35-SN YRS, BUSINESS, MALE, II DIR. RESERV. Gs I
ISN20-SQ01-O2F1 Gs: majorlty BUSINESS DIR. RESERV. Gs

I
I SN21—SZ02-0ßF3a 35-Sb YRS, BUSINESS Gs majority

II$N23-SBO1-0352 BUSINESS Gs overall majority I
I

SN30-SO01-02Fh Gs: majorlty 35·54 YRS STATE BUSINESS MALE Gs
I

ISN31-SBOh·11F3 BUSINESS Gs majorlty overall I

I
SN31-SQ01·15F¤ Gs: majorlty 35-5k YRS, BUSINESS, MALE Gs

IISN37-SB01—01F2 BUSINESS Gs and DIR. RESERV. Gs constant majorlty I
ISN37-SQ01·01S1 Gs: majorlty LOCAL Gs, BUSINESS Gs, DIR. RESERV. Gs I

‘
I

SN37—$Q02-0251 Gs: med. import. FEMALE Gs, USA Gs, TOURIST Gs, I

I AG. RESERV. Gs I
I

SN31-SOO3·03S1 Gs: mlnority AIR CREH Gs, ASIAN Gs, EUROPEAN Gs,
I

I
S. AMER. Gs, AFR/M.EAST. Gs

I
I SN39-SQ01-01F3 Gs: ma_jorIty BUSINESS Gs, LOCAL Gs

I
I SNu6—SO01·01S1 Gs: minorlty AFR/M.EAST. Gs, ASIAN Gs, < 20 YRS Gs, I
I AIR CREH Gs, EUROPEAN Gs I
I SNh6-$QO2—O2$1 Gs: majorlty BUSINESS Gs, LOCAL Gs, next USA Gs, I
I TOURIST es I

I
SN6ß·SB02-02F3 BUSINESS Gs overall majority

I
I SN65-SQ02-01F1 Gs: majority STATE, BUSINESS, MALE, 35-Sk YRS,

I
L . DIR. RESERV. Gs I
I SN66-SCD1-0553a STATE, BUSINESS Gs overall majority

I
SN67-SQO1-03S1a Gs: majority BUSINESS DIR. RESERV. Gs

I
I SN7B-SQ01-01F1 Majorlty/largest fields: LOCAL Gs, BUSINESS Gs,

I20-3ß YRS Gs, 35-Sh YRS Gs, > 5h YRS Gs, PRICE, STAY,

I
occulmllcv I

I
SH80-SQO1—O1$1 Gs: majorlty DIR. RESERV., STATE, BUSINESS, 35-5h YRS Gs

in CONVENTIONS, highest JN SE-DE/Bu MA AP SE-DE/B5 IL----................................................_..........______;
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C.7.2 - List of Level "N" "Insights" for "Numeric" Group

I I
{

SN06-8804-1353 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty I

I
SN17—SBÖ1—06S4 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty JA·MA {

{
SN25-$002-04F2b Gs: majorlty STATE, 35-54 YRS, BUSINESS MALE Gs I

I SN27·FV01·03F4 CONVENTIONS major attractlon factor {
I SN2B-SQ01—01S1 Gs: majorlty 35-54 YRS, BUSINESS Gs durlng CONVENTIONS I

{
SN40—SB01·09S3 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty I

I
SN50—SB02—03S2 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty {

{
SN50—SZ01•11F6a 35-54 YRS Gs second overall majorlty I

I
SN58-SQ01-01S1 Gs: majorlty 35-54 YRS BUSINESS MALE Gs {

I SN68-SB02•06F4 BUSINESS Gs overall majorlty; lowest SUMMER |

{ SN70—SQ01·12F6 Gs: majority BUSINESS Gs > 80% 7-3 no,/vg
{

I II I
I I
I E I
I I
I I
I I
I II II I
I I
I I
I II II II II I
I I
II I

I
I II II II I
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A
APPENDIX D. INFORMATION-TUTORIAL SCREENS

The screens for the "Information Tutorial" are presented in the remanining
pages. (For more information on other "Tutoria1" components, refer to
Appendix B.2.) The top screen in each page corresponds to the "graphic"
mode of data representation; the bottom one, to the °°numeric°° mode.
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I
Information Tutorial (cont . )

I I
I II glllsa - IIm; mkI lll=t== Uli: I
I

älIIII
JELCCIE Ixus

I_ ils: I IÄ TS :

I
¤u;;;; sxrsamasar cu gk

Illmu; murruwrcxncrI
gllleuz IIu»IIIImr1vz gk I1:;;.; num um gk

I gnu; II
mk Imi; _ [I .

I I Ilum; II gnu; lu; Illläé lu;I Ulli; lß I
I I
I II1u;.;u.s..*·¤*‘=="¤¤s2ääää;ä&eä:ss‘;.1aa=;·1;.~;·6;‘···;·;,;=1|:;6 I
I UlliIllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllll I
I IIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I
I

[ I3 QG In llt! BENIN [
I

I
prm Right £•I man key sr (Space} ur |

I

I I
I I · I
I Inum; em;I Ulllléz Im I
I IIuu;; _ eg; Illllua lu
I

luna: mann: ru nus gk
IUlti; EIFERIIYEIII JN Q 6-

I Illuu; naurvuuarrnu or I
I Ilm-; aumrmrxva gk II :::4:;; Saum am I' 11...-
I Ulla; [lu; I
I Bluse; mg; I

I2: [5I 2* I
I I mult; Im; II - ,1*;}****. I. I
I

lle
·‘

suauaa-aa······
I„ _ ÜllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllll

I lllllIlIIlllllllllllIllllllllllIllllllllllllllllll ' I
I IN {I In MIC I¢|‘II|I!

I I I IIIII II II I I II I I

| I

I I ,;reu ätqnt M man key ar {Sami ber 1 I

I I
I I
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°
Information Tutorial (cont . )

I II I
I II llllläé hs; I
I

IIIIIIES TM! eeperiaent Is coneerneel elth mg;
Impeg; the generation of Ideas to Ieprove me;

I I mpeg} the perforeance of a seall hotel. III}; II Items lle; INlllléä Ilurlng the next lu or I5 elnutel, lllti
II · llepeäg you rrlll he lntroducerl to basic llpi

I Ilupei concepts ane procedures availahle lle}; I
I mmäs to analyxe the 'hotel problee'. Q}; II Nlllléä Illu INlllléä After this Introrluctory tutorial, Nllä
I llpeeä you elll he given aore specific mei I
I mpeg; instructions for probles analyeie. Q}; IIlllpäi Italia es long as you ne•rlI there me;

II mpeg; ls no tlee Iielt for the analyslsl lpeI Items Ilm I
I I
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ‘

I
I

| next aereenr prees Itlght lrl arrou key or Iäpacel her I
I| last screen: press Left l•) error liey |I ·lI!¤'i!I:II!III!!I
II

I II I I‘ II I_ Immo Ilm
I ||||3e§§ This eeperlsent Is concernerl slth II"; I
I mpeg; the generation of Ineas to laprore mes I' mpeg; the perforeance of a saall hotel. Illu

II Illlttni Ilm
I r |I||g| tluring the next I0 nr I3 elnutes, lle}; II ° |IlIt!·é, Inu vtll oe intrnduceo to basic Illlé I
I

Illlel IE concepts and prncedirree available me;
I 'Iltlttcä to analyze the 'hntel problea'. NIEI smei·+ lllls I

I llepggg rlfter thts introductory tutorial, [lp; I
I

IlI|l!I=z° you Mill bs given sure specific ||ee;
I‘

I|||p·;; instructions for proolee analysis. ll"}-
I II!|I|=’; Itlle es long es you need; there ßpg I
I _ Illmeä is no tiae lialt for the analyeial lle}; II IlIm··~ lies INIIlt‘·‘*'

==’”‘F*‘I5£iw;‘·
äifiäaif: ·€äz.:ä=€·?§?·E§: ···. Illlä

II- IIIlmtttlulltlllllltellellmtelllultemmllllI - III!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I 'I'!I!Ii!!!!!I·iHz!=!P1'II!TI'23III2KII$I{IIf:=IlI!§I:II'ftIII!l¥I|!8IIIII‘ I

I l next screen: press Right U1 arroe key or [Space] bar
I I

I
| last screen: press Left

f•l
arrow Iiey I I

I I
I II - I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I I II II Ilnsae III.: II Ilunas Isn; Iluna; Ilja II _ Ilunaa lllläI luna; uns I
I Ilunaa uns IIlunaa 'IUIORIM. xurmnumm em;

II luna; sm:I unna; lu; I
I luuaa IIIII Iluna; Isn: II Illllléé unsI =::::aa , gn; Iuna: :‘
I =:':::a; Is; I
I I
I lllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHII II lllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I mjy kgyl mj".

Ilnext screen: I•1 [Space} „ |I I lest screen: (I·| | IÜIlIIIIIII'I'lIHII€*

I II I II . II II Iera- Isanunza Isn: I
az li

I =::::a aa II Inmaa nu: I
I 2:::::% Iuronm INFORMATION um Iun-=a una
I mjlläi gu I:: :a

' · "II!l";'x mj- I
I

I!IIIt-a [III;
Iluna: llllä II ÜIIII IIII.:I wenn mu II .„ „ . u "IlI UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHBIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIE II Ill!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II

I
gnly [Q,} o'.

I

I | next screen: t·l (Space] | II Het screen: l·l |I
I

D" ·%‘·*' 1•nP‘1·:9Ir ·-:·=•::¤"!I\·r=QY•KIXlÄ1'!l’IIIIIIl'¤!I11lIIIIII'\.!II!$|
II II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II II I Iluss r·—i—--·-·-—« II tlaléä I TUTOIIIIL INFORMATION I I
I Iltlää I--—-————-—-I IIltis; II . uneI Iltleé I
I Imgä The tutorial Intonation In the neat screens ie

I_ umg intended to give you a guict Introduction to
II Hlléé UNI! ¢¤Y•¢•PtIi INH, and e tu ayetee coeeands

I lllléz available to help you ••ith the analyala ot the II ||||=aä 'ltotel IltI¢' problee. I_ Hlläz II [mag The tutorial Ia divtded in tao parte. The tirat
I Iméä one deale vlth the nature ot the data available; I
I

Illlés aa vell ae atth repreaentatton ot that data.
IHlléé the second part deale elth the operation ot the
II [me; syatee and how Intonation ls presented In the ’I lülaä ecreens. II Hllzs I
II IlttttealtIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I gnjy hy} Iggjgu
II | next screen: tal [Space! I II last ecreen: l•I |
II
I

I II I· I
I Ilm: r--—--——-—--··-—-I

II Iluéar I ruroniat IIIFURHIITIIIII I II erung I-------------:
I

Hitze
II turn IHihi II mega the tutorial inöoraation In the next screens Ia

I |||5·äe intended to give you a gulct Introduction to I
I

Httäa basic concepts, tens, and a tee eyetee couande I||I|·f·< available to help you with the analysis ot the
II 'iiotel a§C' problea.I Itrszn I

I I Im-; The tutorial is dlrided in tun parts. The tlrst
IIIII!. one deals with the nature or the data available, II as well ae with representation ot that data.I ||ge=g The second part deale uith the operation ot the I '

I Huhn ayatee and how Intonation ia preeented In the
II||I?·„ ecreene.
II. um;

I · :··.=.<.:¤‘= I
I HI!l|I!I_IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIHIIIIHIIIIHII Ikgyg MINI

II I next ncreens I·I t5n•ceI I I
I I lest screen: I-! . | I
I I
I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II , I
I Illlie I
I · uns |Illtéä IIOIE Dll KEVS TD IE USED II Iltis;
I ||||2g,s Ill the avallable coeeanda-·llke table dteplay, I
I . Ulli; lrlndoe eoveaent, and so on--can be eeecuted

Illstzä sleely by pnsstna the appropriate keydn the II IIIl·;;é keyboard.I Illlaä I
I lllläé For each coaaand, the keye avallable for use

IIIs|== eilt be llated lnslde a box placed at the bottoa II mpeg of the ecreenI only those keye are to be usedI ung; for that particular coaeand. II llleee IUllää Please beeare of pressinq too eeny keya quickly
I ||||;; in sucesslon. llalt for the result of any I
I ||||§§ particular operation to shoxr up on acraen before I
I

mega requestlnq the next operation.
IUUEÄ
III

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I

gygjy I"; ßg|g“
II next acreenx t•l tSpacel |I I last ecreeni l~l | I

I ¢!t1$III°$¢$I!:‘?*i’I'!$‘=IIII!IiI
I

I II II I II UID.: II Ilm:I IIll.: IIGIE DM a.Ev5 ID DE USED II Ulli: II|aa;%.=I Ill the available coaeande-~llke table display,
II uns elndoe eoveeont, and so on--can be executed

I Illléä sleply by pressinq the appropriate key dn the I
I lIlII=—: keyboard. ' '

IItalo:
II Iltläé Por each coeeand, the keys available for use

I mp; utll be listed inelde a box placed at the bottoe I
I mag; of the screeny only those keys are to be used IUlläé for that particular coeeand.

II , Ulli:
I lllléä Please beeere of preaeing too eeny keys quickly I
I Ilm; in sucession. llalt for the result of any IIlllii particular operatlon to shon up on screen before

II Ulléäz requestinq the next operation.
I lllltc I
I I
I lllllllllltlllllllltlllllllllIlllltltllallllllllllllllllllll

Ign], Iggy} b•Igg'
I I next screen: (·l (Space) I II I lest sneen: I*l | I
I

E *11!' tiP$7.‘!‘!$‘ Y *"""‘9•?!°.!!l!‘7!IIIZ7II!IIIII??!I!!!|$!IIlBIIf1III!I|-'I!*‘I1IIII·
I

I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

V-----Ü”-””----°°””””””””””””°”°”°"""""'"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'***·—j

I I
I IIllliäI IIIIEE II IIIIII II llllaa

llllsä II annné; Iaa_I III'“$ II aana;; II anzug; II I IIIIEI II I
I anna I I
I

'"EIEI _
Iannnää -

I uni; pII¤•1ure¢:aa·••·u:••' . I
I Illlfé a Innn ncvasssannanou I I

I uni? I
Ians:

I I nen! screen: III {Space) u MIII Im INI":
II lest ecreena £~J

I ·IIIlI§I2lI§I¤:t! I
I I II II I
I ¥ IIIIIEJ

· I Illlaé I
I IlI•;; II Illlää II uuäé IIIIIIAI num II IIII; II IIIIEE I

III!äs II IInn;; IIlaarxI IIIIII I
I IIIIII Illizi
I

I

II Ilnnéé I unna nsrnsssnvnnnou I• l¤$·¤••n==¢¤•e••n=I I
I Iannqä I
I ':1s::|·¢x evveev MI] I!

‘
bdo

I

I I nert screen: (·I (Space] I I
”}

II | last screen: (~1 I I
I .. II I
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‘
Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I

III! II r·I*I I'2‘1 r·$·1 r·4·• r·$—I f‘7‘I r·I·e I"9°‘I r·l01 r•lIa r•Iz!
II Ill! HONIIIS IEII Luc usa Eu! Sllll ASI BUS Illu MR AGR AIR

I III!
“·I•¤

I III I I I I IIII I I- I I I
I Ilußßfebl IIIII I I I III -I I IIII! ¤l·••r II lll -—-··—·-·--—-··-·--·—-—-··-——-—-—-—-·- II me IlII.apr I lll I DMA TRRIE |»
I ug} B¤I.aay | ll I lhe data relative to the 'IIoteI' broblee elll be I I
I ||}| 84.jun l ll I presented In the fore of a graphic table, ae seen I I|||| ¤l.luI I II Iaround thle bon. I

II III! ÜIJIII I I I I
I ||g| 94.aep ll II I Each coluen headed by a nueber and an abbreviatlon I I
I |||| 84.oct ll lll I ia! no. 2, 'Lt‘I£'l II called a 'field'. It contalnsl I||g| 8t.rIor | IQ I all the data on that topic lin thle cue, 'Iocal' I

II III! Bl-der I IIII I er ln~state guestel for the 'Motel'. II lm
¤5!l¤••

I ua! I I I
I

||}| 85|FEI I III I Each rosr of the table, belou the field headers, la I IIII! 65atII'IR II IIII I called a table record, conalstlnp of the lndlvlduall
II [up l$|IlI‘I I lll I aleeente of each field and related to each other. I

I ma -.Iable• IIIIIEL II lau IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
II

QnlyI
| nest acreena (rl (Space]

I I
I

| laat screen: I+l '
|

I

I · II .
I . I
I III! II r*I·I r·?·i r·-I·I r·‘·1 f‘5°I r~·7~r r·Ü-—r I'°;"I e—lÜ1 r··III r-lle I
I

pm IIUIIIIIS IEII Loc usa EUR sllu ASI BUS Illu IIIR AGR IIIR
Iun tlf.Ian;Z6·:oIé;20; 7-; !f;78;22iI 7l'•a20äl0é
II lm @Il.feh; El-, PII; I5; 0;: es IG; B0; 20; 70; IB: I2;

I am ät-ear : za ·‘ II er--·—·——-·—-~—·--——---~·-~-··————~·—·---—-«
I

I IIS! 84.apr a :6 6 TI ;I MIA IIIILE I Imp BI.-ae, fl 2·f· $7 ol lhe data relative to the 'IloteI' problee ulll be I
II III! 84-Iun .- 20 I $6 =I presented ln the fors of a nueerlc table, ae seen I

I ||IIg 8I.IuI a 2·Z· ··- I? ät around thle boa. I I
I ma SR gl I I||g| 6I.ecp a 2* E5 ;;| Ea:h col-Ian headed by a nueber and an abtrevlatlon I

II ug; sl.-ct I'- -
I·‘· _I ·aa no. 2, *L0t'I Ia called I '6lelrl“. lt cohtalnal

I ||!! BI-¤¢‘·-'& I? 2 66 EI all the data un that topic lin thle case, 'lo:aI' I I
I mg ?·l.d-c ¥·· ·; '2 ;I er In··atate guesta· tor the "llotel'. I I
I

pm s=I=IIU s. ZF ‘I I I Ipm ESIIEE
·

_I Each rse of the tahle, belou the fleld headera, ia I
I ||;| Bhllhilt ZI ‘

F5 ;I called a table record, cunaiatlng of the Individuell I
I lle! IIFWIII it ». 67 ;I eleeente of each field and related to each other. I I-
I

ug; ,„, Iahlcz IIIIIEI ¤-----------------—--------—I IIII!
II IIIIIIIIQINIIIIP!!IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I
I-::1:r;•1:e-eevre·—e2z•ee—=ee:1=:=•s:zs¤¤1:.==.:s¤u·s:¤¤qjgg gn], kgyg ßg|g|'

II next Srreen: (·l (Space] I
II | laat ecreem I·l |

I II - II I
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‘
Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I II r··I·e r·Z·e r··3—i

f"•'1
f"¤°1

r·‘·~I r—7···I f'a°1 f','1 r·III1 r·IIs r·I2• I
I IIOIITIIS FER LOC USA EUR SOU AFR ASI DUS TOU DIR IBR AIR I
I Of..I•nIIIII I I I IIII XII IIILMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

II •I.•«r | aus e —
I ld•IPI’ I III I I FIELDS I I
I BI-uv I II I I ' I IIf.jun I ll I I lhere are 20 fields Itshle coluenel er variahlee I II l4.jul l I I I to present the data relative to the 'lfotel IIC'. I I
I II-nn e es u I · ..I II l|.I!P I III II I Only I2 flelds cen be seen, st the saee tlae, en I IIf.¤ct l lll l I the screen. Ivou ulll he told later hoe to view I II 94.nov I Il I I the reeelning ones.) II um l III I I I I
I 95g.lnII I III l I The field 'lfonthe' Irepreeented hy en 'II instead I IBSITCI I lll I I of e nueherl reeelne on the screee ell the tlee, I II ISIIIIIR I lll I I unlllre the other 20 fleldsl lt serves ee s single I
I I5gAf'R I lll [ I reference point for all the other flelds. I I
I gg lahlei IIOIEL

I:·=nI€IIa#;ars':äeänääéäiääééäiéiäzsi
II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIt!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I l next screen: (•l (Space! I I
I

I lest screene I•l I
II 2. II 2 II I
I

I
II r·IIII r·III f‘I2\ I_ IIOIIIIIS FER LOK USII EUR SOU IIFR IISI DUS TDU DIR AOR AIR II Il.Ie¤e26§6?;2(·; 7ili 3;7D§22ä 70j10;I0§I M 6g0äIM9M20e70gIIgI2g I

I
O·I.•ar I; Z6 g 77 II

I04.apr ·_ 26 fl · I5 ·:I IIELDS I II lheavé ZU $7 el I
I Ilf.II•n ZII ;; I6 = 27 .·| There are 20 fields Itahle cnluensl or variabler I I
I 84.luI ; 20 4 .*7 22 gl to present the dete relative to the 'llotel ABIT. I I81.auo . 205 37 .; 30 I II Sheep = 2I· v 27 el Only I2 flelds cen he seen, at the sue tiee, on I

II 8f.oct ä: 40 1
6·‘·

1 I? §—I the screen. Ilou •rlIl he told leter hoe to viee I
I OI.nrI« I5 68 1 I? gl the reeeinlno onee.I I IQf.deI: .1 f·Z· 72 · I7 .l I II OE|.I·III 1 28 I: gl ure fleld 'TTonths' Irepresented hy an II‘

lneteed l
II 5 ISIFER g Ze ä 66 IO gl of a nueherl reeelns on the screen all the tiee, I

I l5|II•\R 5 il E 75 ; I6 gl unlite the other 20 Ileldsl It servee es a single I IIISIIIFR 3 26 67•_; I6 gl reference point for sll the other flelde. I
II- gg- Tahlei IIOIEL I~——·--———··—————----—-—-———-·--····I
I

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIttlttIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
II | next screenI (·l {Spare) I

I | last screena I•l
I I

I
!!!!I!II'lI!II’!|$!'?¢If7II§XIIIII

I
I I
I I
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°
Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II II II r-|·1 f‘z’1 r·$-1 Y""I Y'5‘I f"'I 1-7*1 r-Ü*s I"°'I r-W1 r*II1 r*I21 II IIOIIIIIS FEII LDC USII EUR EDU AFI ASI DUS IDU DIR IIGR RIR
I Dhianllllll I I I III IIIII I
I shfebll IIIII I I I I IIII IIII I Ighear | |||| | I-—-—-·—-·-———-——-—~——-—-1-—-——-•g,

II Ihapr I ll l I FIELD IIEECRIPIIUII UIIIT I
I Dheay I II I ll Fesale guests Itotal guestel IDhjun l ll ll I 2 Local Istatel guests 'ltotal guests I II Dhiul I Il I I 3 flut-of-state guests Ztotal guests I

II Ilhaug I ll II I I European guests ltotal guestal
I Bhsep l lll l I 5 South•RaerIcan guests Ztotal guests I IEhoct II IM I I 6 Itfricanrlliddle-Eastern guests 1 total guests I

II §I,n¤-1 | lll r·—···-—-••--—-•-•~•----•---—-;--••,eets
|‘

I Bhdec II IIII I FIELD DESCRIPTIDIIB Iests I I
I Biglßll I IIII I lestsl I85|fEB II IIII I A short description of all fields presently on the Iests I

II 8SgII1\R I IIII I screen can lie recelled at any tiee to supplesent Iests I
I D5g•\fIl l lll I the eritten sheet aade available at the beginning Iests I I
I E- lablei IIUIEL I of the tutorial. I—-I

Il-„....-••;.l._........—..-••—..—..„..1I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHtII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
II only Hy! b|Ißh|

I | nert screen: (•1 (Space} | I| last screen: (rl | II ·II'!!32!I!lIK'II?!I!!IIiIIIII!IlI
II

I II I I
- I

I
II f’l'1 :-;-1 r·I·1 1·‘*• 1-$—: Y'6'I r·I*1 f'g°I r*V•1 r-IÜ1 r—II1 1·I2: I. nunltls FEII LDC USA EUR EDU IIFR ISI IIUS TDU DIII DDR ein II DE 7515 S1IS122g70;2£·5lDs

I !I.fel~«2la·’~I·;:l5u 0: 6a01Iu_~8ug20g 701IDEl2s I
I

Bhaar ZI: 1 $1 =§ lf
EI-----------—--——·--·-—-——----·-l‘ I64.1In 1 28 7I I5 al FIELD FESIIRIFIIUII UIIII I II Shaay 20;; 17 23 EI I Feeale guests I total guests I

I Bhlun ~·
2·'•

= 16 é 27 ol 2 Local Istatel guests Z total guests I I
I lhlul 1 ZI': E SI -é 22 ;I 1 Out-of·stete guests I tctal guests I IShane 21 ‘ IS 1 3(· äl I European guests 1 total guests I II Dhsep Zu 75 $5 E 27 EI 5 South·A•erican guests I total g:·esta I

II ahnst an 1 6·„· I? ÄI 6 Mrican/Iliddle·Eastern guests 7; total guests I
I Dhnov E I5 66 E,-—·-···—-·--~-··--——---·—-——··--—-—-·-----—-~-Iests I Isms: I0 E *2 FIELD IIESEIIIFIIIIIIS Iests I II DSIJIII E 18 E I? -.I Iests I

II ESIITB I- 26 68 EI I: short deacrlption of all fields presently on the Iests I
I 3$|I•f•F ZI gz #5 ol screen tan be recalled at any tue to suppleaeat Iests I IDE~|III‘R 1 26 fg :9 the uritten sheet eads available at the beginning Iests I II- g- Iahle: IIUIEL I of the tutorial.

I---1 It.
.------ -......--..--......................._..,.....--...J

I IltltlmmttI!I!StmsftltttlllllllttlltltlllllllttlltllltllllttltilttllIltlll I
bQ|°§•

II | next screen: (*1 (Space) I
I I last screen: I·l | I
I

IfI?§!IK1lI*"'If?!'I¤‘II!7l!!’IIlII!!VIII‘lIII"
I

I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I II me=2 oc: |I Illlä? II ‘ II llllvé MI IIllläé lI!II Ilßéé III I.•.. Ileld record I
I IISFE III

II llllt a IIR
IIIlI:=2 III '

I IIII22 ul II I
I IIII r“'°*°°i°'**•‘••""•‘••·‘•·—*——•——·--•-••1

Illlles IIII I RECORDS II mess III I I I
I Ililäa IIII I Each lndlvldual data eleaent Cru any plven Held I IIlleaé lll I le called a Held recordI one eeaeple Cru Held II IIx|:I2 III I ll le preeented above. I I| uee22 ee•eI I I I
I Ila|2~I:•• Ieblee IIIIIEL L-----—-—-—-————·-—-—-—-„„..a

II lll!IlIIllllllllIIllIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I
I II Inevt ecreene I•l {Space) _ I II Iaet ecI-erm M I
I
I II I , II '· I
I Ilm; MSI

I~ I IIIII: IJU IIm. 2biIIliléz 2 sz I · I
I IIIIII: EI 7%*

I||I|„::j a SI ·„.... Held record II Ilseze; 2 TI 'I Ilm: 77 : I
I IIIIILE IE Fo = I
I Illlf- E 64 2 .

Illllvs 2'IIII
IIII22 2 Si *2 r——-—·-—=-•————---—-—--·-~··——-I

II _ [lll 2 78 I RECORDS I I||{|=§ é $5 ==; I I
II Inn; Q ai „ I Each Individual date eleeent Croe any glven Cield I

I Illlää 2 69 Q I ie called a Cleld vecorde one exaeple Cron Held I II Illläen in 7l I II ie presented above. I I
I- Ilse-? : 67- I I II|II1;;q lablee IIOIEI. I·--·-·—·-·———-·—----·-·--------——II I|ll22;22:e2222s2:2=2I‘1222§é2ää:i222:§27äééä§EIé&ä~!é2·:éééäééséézsiäséääéééäéiiäiääéääéä I
I llllllllällIIIIIINIlIlllltllltlllIllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllll I(mjy I"} hQ|p"

I
_ I I next screen:

(•l
(Space} II I leet ecneene (•I I I

I ·I?X'tII1II'l2I!1I!'!II’lI$IIII!
II II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I I
I I
I Illlaä II r·II¤ r·II1 r·I·• r··3··• r•7·v r·IZ• r·I$a ” I
I mm NOIIIIIS Z€•-St SIIIV FEII DSA ASI AIR (20

IIIl|5%“·I••• II l I I I I I °
II III|é;84.Ieb I I I I I I I II ||||2a5=9t.••r I II I I I I I

I ||||25=;28I.•pr..|| .l....| ....|.....|.....|....„.....t•hle record I|IItzäc84.•aY I III I I I I I 5 II Ilttäalßiun I IIIII I . I I I I II Illléeßklul II I I I I I I
I |||};;„3I.aug I I r--—-·—·—-—-—-·-——i———·—·-—-„ IIItt...;6¢.ae9 I II I RECORDS I

II I|t|..=·%I.¤ct II IIII I I II ||||558I.nov I ll I MI the aeeociated recorde Il.e., ln the eaee roul I
I IIII=:.a84.dec Il I I of all I’Ielde leelonglng to a given table are calledl I||mc¤5|J•III I I I a table record. ln the evaaple above, the record I II ||||;.585|I’£l ll l I 'B4.aprII' and all the othere In the eaee llne I
I |||g5-=«95;hAII ll || | conetltute one eingle table record. I I
I II!ta:=B$I•II“II I IIII I _ I I|m¢5«- lableu EIANPI. '—-··——-——-—--—-—--·----—-----··—# II IIII

II|

next ecreenr l·l I5pacel I
II | last acreenx Irl II I§llI!!!II —I

I I
I I
I II

II |m„;5 NIJIIINS 2I'•·!I
slhv PEN usa ASI *hlR (20

I Im-~-5I.1an VI 25 .5 l.é5=; Z6 5 205 3; IO 5; 2 5 I
I

||Ig5„_¤d.ieh 5 l.2l5 ZI I5 5 10e llä 2 2 III|I22„3I.enr S? I.ö5=· Z6? HQ 6;% 6¤q I E
II Im; —ßI..•pr~5 — lf- 5· I.51;-28-5--l5-5-0—;·--5-.5--2--5--—table record

I 205 ZS; Is I; 2 I
I III!;··;·E·I•lun /5 l é ID 27 I2 II Is l e III!I·:¢9I.IuI$ 27 .l.5I5· 205 225 Hä 7:é I II |m„II.aug 5 25 l.6 5.-————-·————-—--~—--——-—-—·-—--5

II ZI = I.7!5I RECORDS I
I III! ·5I.oct rl !~Z· 5 I.92;I I Ime =BI.nov 5* 24 5 l.665| III the aeaoclated records Il.e., In the saae row) I II ||g|5.§94.dec '¤'· -2 I.I455| of •lI Ilelde helonglng Io a glven table are calledl

II |m;;56*|J¢III 29 5 l.55;;I e table record. ln the mnple above, the record I ‘

I III!c·?5gI'EO Fl I.6 él EI.agril' and ell the othere in the aaee line I Iggg;-j ‘3”gIIIIII * SI- e l.55··I conetltute one elngle table record. I II ||gg;r;555|¢PR 5 22 ·« l.6€I-l I II ||||;_,.. lahlu EIAIIII. I--—-—-——--•—•-----—--—---—--—-·-—-···--—-·II 2* I
I IIIIIIIIIII!lltIIl5Illl!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINt!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ignu kgyg gg|g"

II I next screen: I·l [Space! I
I I last ecreem I•l * | I

I I
I I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I ll r·I··1 r·1·1 r··3··• I"‘*I r-I6: r·I7s r•ID1 r·I91 r·Z°1 II IIUIITIIS FEII LIIC IISII Ell IIS PRICE mv OCC CIIIIV I
I

l.....84.Ian I III I I .... + .... I Ill ll 1 I
I2.....l4.Ieb I I I I .... •.... I I I IIII s.... a•.••r | nee P-----------------.--, I

I 4... 84.apr I IIII I RECORDS I I5.-. ¤4.••y I II I I II 6.. @4.Iun I I I Rll the table rene presently available In a glven II 7. I4.Iul I Il I table are called Isurprlaaél table records. There I I
I I I I I I are 24 recorde In the orlginal table I'lITEl.'l I II I I I I eade available In the ayeteay they range Iron I

II IO 85gJllII I II I IIDI January to IIBS Ileceeber. II ls. RSIJLII. I II l I I
I 20.. 8SgI•U6 I I I Ilith 20 Iielda (not Includlng the 'lIonths' Ileldl I I21.. 85|SEI‘ I lll l there are, ae a result, a total oI 480 elenents I II 22... BSIIICI II III I Illcld recorde. or lndlvldual data polntel In the II 23....RSIIIIIV I [III l original dataeet. lés auch dataaeta go, It could I I
I 24....85|I·EC I III I be called aedlue sizel I IL.....„..-„„„...,...„i...•—.-....—....l

II S*‘I
Iltltllltlltlllt!ltlIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlttlllllll I

I qydyl hy; Igghgg
I| next screen: t•l lspacel I
II I laet screen: l·l I

I I€I!!I!2II$lIIIIII

II .
I II . I
I H r-I · r-}-e r~‘·• r-5~e r~I6x f'S7I r·ls• l'I9\ P2'):

II PIIIIIIIIS FEM LOC EUR Bull ‘·55 I RICE SIIII DCE CUIIV
I I.....84.Ian5 2a· b9;· 0 .= 25 ; 74 5 675 0 1 I
I 05 65.... • ....22576I-_1I.7l§ 8250; I},,,, BMM! g ZS ; 77 E§r····•·····--•-·—-•—-•·····-·••••••--•—•—·—-••--~I

II I... ·?I..Ipr 5 25 = fl gl IIECORIE I
I !... ÜI.IIy 5 ZÜ ‘— S7 =I , I I
I 6.. 04.lun 5 20 q $6 gl All the table rows prcsently available In a given | I7. 6l.Iul 5 20 S9 5l table are called Isurarlsell table records. lbere I II I I I I | are 24 records in the original table I'I·IOTEL'I I
I I I I I I aatle available in the systeal they range Iroo I I
I 18 BEIJUII 5 2·i• I5 5l IIBI January to l985 Ileceaber. ‘

I III. 2·Z· 42 sl I II 20.. EEIÜIIG 5 zu 43 5l IIltI• 20 Ilelda Inot including the "lIonths' Ileldl II 11.. 85lE£F 5 26 ; S4 gl there are, as a result, • total oI 480 eleeenta I I
I 22... DSIOCI 5 S8 =_j 58 5l IÜIIÜ records, or individual data gointsl In the I I25....BSIIIIW 5 :1 · 7l SII original dataaet. las such dataaeta go, lt could I II 2I....1¤5|0EC 5 $5 5 /0 gl be called aedluo eizel II I......-.......i......-...................-.....-....I I
I I
I I
I | next screen: I•l (Space] I I
I I last screen: l•1

|
I

I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I · r-7·• r-I4: r·I!• r·I’:

II as: 20-34 $4-34 oc: _
I I e ee: eu: I---------------. II I I II IIIII I IIEUJIIII IIAIIGE I II I II IIII I Illaoat all the fields Iwlth the exceptlon of 'I7°, II I I I III I

'l|‘,
and 'Z0'l are represented ln teras of the I I, I I I lll [lll I percentage of the total nueber of 'Hotel IIt•C' I I

I
I I III Ill I guests. Ihe records for those flelde, therefore, I

II I III II I range free 0 to l00, at Ieaet ln prlnclple, and II I ll II lll! I are directly coeparable aith each other.III e ue ems I I I| || Q llll I The values for each record free e graphic field I
II I II III IIII I are repreeented hy horizontal bare of different II I II II III I length Ithere are III tntervalh In all). lhe eaall~| I

I | I III III I est value ls shown as the Ist record for fld. '7'| I II II II III I the largest one is shoen ae the l0th record Ifroa I
II I ll lll llll I the topl for field 'I9'. lhe other hlghlighted lI I I II llll I records correspond to the reaatnlng Intervals. I I

I Table: IIOIEL
II IallttcluatltswIII!ullIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I

I | heut screen: III täpacel I II last screen: l·I I
I

I II I‘
II r-7-I r·I‘1 r·IÜ• T'I?1 I. as: ;II-:4 xa sn ucc III

5 I'.• 5 N 47 ,1- B2 5 I
I 26s.SIa4ZI?·)1

IEnz

II „ I; 25 I. 54 s I4;
I 613525555;-775 I
I . Bi 27 33 56 I r·~—--·--—·———--·--··—-·-—----——--·-—,

Iw 4 :- ZB Sl 62 I mum: IMAGE I II 5-524555If05I II 2 =
II) 5 Ié ¤= 72 5 I IIIIOII all the fields Iuith the exception of 'I7', I I

I I 5 ZI -5 55 79 5 I 'I9', and '20'I are represerted In teres ef the I I
I é 2 : S-) = 4* I 55 I percentage of the total nuaber of 'Hotel •IIC' I II , I 28 I ff- I, 62 5 I gueste. Ihe reco•ds fer these fields, therefere, I

II ; S El I I5 5 II I I range Iroe 0 to l€•·l, at least In prlnclple, and I
I : 4 -- If II IS 5 7I 5 I are directly coapareble with each other. I I
L I II

•— lahle: IIIIIEI. I·-—-—---—--·---·—···——-···---—--·•·-—-·~4 I
I IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIMMI!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN!2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I

I
I I ne-It screen: (•I

[Space! I' I I Int ecreen: l•l
I I

I II II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I IIII II

I
I

g|gg HIIIIIIIS FEM LDC USA EUR SN ASI BUS TUU NR ABR AIR
II |II| 9•.I•n I M I I I I II I M I I IIIII 84.Ieh I IIII I I I I III I II I I

I |||g 9¢.•ar I I I
,--—-—-—----—-—-•--—•i---..-.-, I

I Igyg l4.apr I Ill I IABLE IIAIIIFULAIIUI I II
_ im II-••v II II I I Igggg ¤t.jun I ll I Ihe Initial table Inaeed 'IIotel'l eade available I

I mg 9|.lul I ll I to you can be eanipulated at ulll, I.e., you can I I
I

gggg 84.aug I l I create nee, eealler tablee Isubeetsl carved out I I||gg 84.eep I M I ofthe orlglnal dataset. rou eay alao change the |
II ||gg 8I.oct II III l order of the records by sortlng Igradlngl any I

I gggg 8A.nov | lll l given Ileld, ln ascendlng or deecendlng order. I I
I III; B4.dec lll IIII I I IIII} 85gIAN ll lll I Even II you decide no other eanipulatlone are I

II gggg 85gF£B I ll I necessary tor your analysis, you elll probably I
I gggg 85gIIAR I [lll I want to eove around the '••indo¤:' shoetng the parte l I
I

gggg 855/IPR I lll I ol a date table uhlch llt on the ecreen. I I|||g gg {able: HUIEL ¤·~———-—-—-———~——•——i—-•-J
II III!

I IIINE!IlttuIII!littllllIISIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I

p:s:•••¢e¤=•eu·aew:•uI•••¤•qIgg MI, kg,} MI"'
II next ecreen: {•l

ISpaceJ I
II | last screen: t·I |-

I II=|3I!IlM
I

I II II I
I [III II r·I·i r·?·•

r··$·1 r-I·: f"5°1 r·?·s ra-: r·I·e r·IÜ1 r·IIv r·IZs
II gggy riornus rth LOC USA EUR SUU GSI BUS IIIU DIR ASR AIR

I |we4.Ian..6l;20_I es la $é7UäZZ§70”éZ0§:I0l I
I gggg8·I.Ieb=;zI;7I•gI5g 0; Iälün B€•:20@101I9;I2ä

I||Ig Sheer = [S I 77
;,·~——··•g-——~——··~—~-·--·~-···-··—•—~·—-·-·-—-,

II ggae 8I.apr I LE ll II IAPIE IIAAIFULAIIUII I
I Ilse Ehm I1 II I I
I gglg 9·I.Iun g «·· Se gl Ihe Initial table inaaed 'IIotel'l eade available I Iggg; BLIIII 20 ;; II nl tn you can be aanlpulated at elll, l.e., you can I

II llu 9*-wo a ZTI 6 JI al create nee, ueller tablee Isubeetsl caryeo out l
I |gyg Sheep ; li- = 55 al ol the original dataeet. von eay also change the I I
I im 5I.¤ct z lv 60 gl crder et the records hy sortlng Igradingl any I I|||g 8I.no·.· I I5 5, 68 =;I given Iield, In aecending or descendlng order. I

II ggg} tI4.dec g ·I€• g I2 gl I
I ||gg 85Il:'••I 29 73 gl Even if you decide no other eanipulatlons are I I
I gggg OSIFEB ; Z6 g 69 gl neceseary for your analysis, you will probably I I|||g GEIIIMI ;= 2l Ii I5 gl uant to eove around the "arlndoe" showlng the parts I

II gggg BSIAFR I ia g 67 gl ot a data table which II! on the screen. II Im I-, Iahle: IIIIIEL •·--——-—-—--—-——-———--------a
IIII!

I Iggg], Igyg hgIg"I | neat screen: {#1 {Epacel I I
I I last screen: {·I · |

I
I

II'I¢II'II!I|lIIIII!°Y'1I1)‘IIIYIIIIIMI'M'MII£‘III
Il Il I
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I
Information Tutorial (cont.)

I I
I I
I IIIIIIQ II IIIIII I I
I uns II IIIIIE I
I Illlze

Illlrä I
I IIII·€Iä |
I uns I

Illlza II IIIIII I
I II!I%s IseI IIIIEE II II••2s II IIIIII I svsrsn uses: I I

Illléä *-¤¤¤===g¤¤• II Illläé I
I Illlä II new! scrum (*1 (5Iuc•1 I I
I I Int screen: (•1

I I

I I
I

I
I

I · Z I
I ums II Ilenea II IIIIII II IIIIEI II uuéé II ::3;; Ineu; II Illlié I
I llIIié II INI:]I Ilzssz IIluueäIlstéq I
I IIII:§ II Ilälaa I SISIEH uses: II III: ae
I I

I I

I I nezt screen: (+1 (Space} I II | (nt meeuu [I1 I
I I
I I
I I
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‘
Information Tutorial (cont . )

I ,—..._._-..........._,
II I SIZIIEEII ems I II II ·I lhere are four eajor acreen areas In the dlsplaye I II I Ior the present systea. lhe Ilrst one Is the I ·I I table area, share table Iielda and records are I II I displayed. Ilccaelonally, an overlapplng boa like I I_ I the present one can ba placed Inelde thls area, II I II I there Ia not enough space In the eessapes area to II I preeent, at that eoeent, relegent lnioreatton. I II II I lhe eeesapes area will preeent all the coeeands, I II I their raqulreaents, and any resultlne eeesages, I

I I necessary to operate the systee„ (continue rl I I
I Ißßlf IIßI|[

II HESSAGES I
I

_ | nert screen: I•l [Space} I II lest ecreeni I~I | II TABLE I
I r····*····“······•· ············—··••·-··—··•·•···1 II I SCREEN naclls I II II I Ihere are tour aajor screen areas in the displays I II I ter the present systea. lhe Iirst one is the I II table area, where table Ilelds and records are I II I displayed. Ilccasionally, an overlapping box like I

II I the present one can be placed inside this area, II I
I I there is not enough space in the aessages area to I II I present, at that noeent, relevant Inloreation. I II I
I I Ihe aeseages area will present all the cceeands, I II I tneir regulreeents, and any resultlng eessages, I II necessary to operate the systee. (continue •l I II mai.: unns r---—----.-----—--——-—--—-...a

I
I_ nsssasss II

'2\P!¤¤=$'!!H!IfY2!!Y!2l¥¤"l'I'fI‘IIIIIlIII'III'!*I|•
ßnly

I
I | next screen: (·l [Space! II I last screen: (rl I I
I I
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Information Tutorial (cont . )

I I
I ,--....................-......—............,

I
I I SCREEN RRENS I

II I
I I lhe third one ls the table naee area, presentlng, I I
I - I ae the naee suggests, the naee IH anyl uf the I

I
I I current table. I

II II I lhe fourth, and last, area corresponds to the llst I II ol available teys at any given aoaent. lhe list I II I ls presented inslde the bo: at the bottoe ot each II I screen. Only the keys indlcated are In use at the I I
I I tim use od any others nill sleply result In a I I
I

I earnlng aessage. I
II II IABLE IIIIIÜ II rcssasss |

I 'äOIIIIl1!=I*!!!!!I§II$§KIQ' Q"], t|y| h|IQ|' II I next screen: (+1 (Space] I II I last screen: (~1 - I I

I IABIE I
I —-----—-----„ I
I I SCREEN RRERS I II II I Ihe third one ls the table naae area, presentlng, I I
I I aa the naae suqgests, the nase III anyl of the I I
I I current table. I II II

I lhe lourth, and last, area corresponds te the list I
II I ol available keys at any given aoaent. lhe list I

I I Ia presented Inside the box at the bottue ol each I I_ I I screen. Only the Ieys lndicated are In uae at the I II tI•eI use ol any others vlll siaply result In a I
II I narnlng eessage. I
II I

I. rm: mmc =-—-·—-——-—-—-—--—-——-----¤
II NESSASES I

I
'lII$2lI§1'II!2!$t8=¢!I!:d" gn],

II next screen: (•1 (Space! I
II I last screen: (•I

I
I I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I II r·I·1 f'2'I r·Ü·1 r··‘·a

Y'I‘I
r·I7a r·IÜ1 r·I7I P10; I

I · IIIIIIIIIS PEII LOC USII EUR 255 PRICE SIIIV 0CC CIIIIV I
I

I.....84.Ian I III I I ....• .... I M I 1 I I2.....8I.IabI MI I .... • .... I MIIIIII II 1.,., aI.•••· I IM .-——-—--.--—--—————-—-„
I 8... 84.apr I 1- I IIIIDIJI IIISFLRIZEIIEIIT I I5... 8I.•ay l ll I . I

II 6.. !I.jun I I I lha orlglnal data table Inaeed 'IIotel'I la larger I
I 7. 8·l.Iul I I I than can be accoeodated In the acreen. Ilhat you I I
I I I I I I are able to see la a Iractlon or a aubaet of, or | II I I I I a '••Inde1•' on the data, ao to apeah. I

II ll 85|.II.III I I .| I
I I9. 85|JUI. I ll I Io aave tbla elndon araund, the Iour arroe Ieye I I
I 20.. 85gIIIlG I II I II•lI•.ltIltI1I elll be aade avallable. Mter the I I2l.. 85g5EP I III I coepletlon Iar cancellationl oI each coaaand, the I

II 22... 85IOCI I
—

I 'IIIIIIIUI IISPLRCEIIEIIV coeaand alll be dlaplayed I
I 2!....85gIIOv I M I once aore, to allou you to aave the alndoe around. I I
I II....85|0€I2 I M I I It.......l

II
II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I next scream I•l ISpaceJ |
II I Iaat screen: I•I |

I - II . I‘· I. I II r-Ira r·Z·a r·‘···• r·5·• r·I6• I-I7. f"I·I r·I’I r·201 ’°
I_ I IIIIIIIIIS I‘E‘I Luc EUR 600 Iss PRICE Srav UCC COIIv

I I.....8I.Ian„; Z6; H5 05 7;....• ....;12557I5I.655I7505 I
I 2.....8I.Ieb;2l570; 05 65.... ·• ....522ä76§l.7I§ 82505 I5.... 8|.aav I6 Ä¤ 77

;r---·——-·--——•~··-—·—··--~·-~---·-·—-------1
'

II I... 8|.apr a :8 Fl EI _ IIIIDDII IIISFLIICEIIEIIT I
I 5... B|.¤ay 5 2·I· , 57 I I
I 6.. 84.lun 20 5 36 gl Ihe orlglnal data table Inaaed 'IIotel'l Ia larger I I7. 8|.lu| s 2% = 5*7 gl than can be accuaaaated In the screen. llhat you I II I I I I I are able to aee Ia a Iractlon or a aubaet oI, or I

II I I I I I a '••Indo••' on the data, ao to apeat. I
I I8 GFIJIIII E Z" I 55 II. I IIR. 85I-IUL E 20 i I2 nl Io aove thle ulndoe around, the Iour arr¤•• Ieya * I II 2€·.. 9$|nI.I6 a 2·~ I! gl II•II•lIIlIIll ••Ill be aade available. Mter the I

II 2l.. BSISEF E Za I 54 gl coepletlon Ior cancellatlonl oI each coaaend, the I
I 22... 8$|0£I $8 é 58 EI 'IIIIIIIIIII IIISPLRIZEIIEIIF couand nlll be dlaplayed I I
I

23....85IIIIIv 5 Z2 -5 II EI once aore, to alloa you to acve the ulndou around. l IZI....8SItEC a $5 z fü II I
I

I_ I.--...-......_..-.........--...........--....1
I I
I IIIItemIIIIIIIInIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Ib|]Q§|

I I next screen: (·l [Space} _ I I
I

I Iaat screen: I•l
| I

I I
I I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II I
I II r•I*a I"2'1 r·I·s r·‘·s

r·$•s r•Ö·s r·7•e r'I•1 r·7'·s r·IIIs e·IIs r•I2s I
I IIGIIIIIS FEII Loc Usa EUR RW AFI Asi ws TW MR AGR •lR

IIII-IM I III I I I I I IIII I K I I II ¤I•IebI IIIII I I I I IIII ZI I
I aum e ma a .-————-—-———-—--··———--··-—. I
I II.apr I III I I CIIIIIAIIII NEIIU I I¤•·•¤v I II I I l II ‘ II.jun l I ll I You eay request, Iron the 'IIIHIIGII IIISPLACE!IEHl' I
I II.Iul | ll l I screen, the coeaand aenu options. Ihere are ten I I
I I4.auq l ll I I coaeands In all, llsted In the aessaqes area. I I9I.sep l lll l I A short description of each one Is presented in I

II 85|.l•\H l II l 'I one ol the erltten sheata aade available to you, I
I ¤5|FEl l |||I | I at the beqinnlnq ol the tutorial. lllore detailed I I
I B5|lIAR I HI I Il lnforaatlon on each coaeandi use HELP coaaand to I II5|Il8!I l Q | | access HELP eenul I

II
_.

lablerHGTEII
IIISFLAI table EWE new table !lAl!ES·tables PRUIECI fields SGRT Held I

I
REIURII pm. th.DI'I‘lIF table FlELlIB~descrIp. EELECI records HELP

I
I äääiääääääääääéäiääéääääääää§ä§§Eä?!§§§§!E!':§ä€€§ä§§§-EEEä§§§E§§!!E!!-Eiäéäéääääääl I
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIQIHIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I

I next screens I-! lSpaceI _ I
II I last screeni I-! I

I IIII2lI'l§IIII'!!!¤1I!II
II _ II II - II II r·I~x r··I·I r·I·1 r·I·1 r·$·1 f"°1 r·7·s r•Ü·1 f‘7"I r·IIIi r•II1 r•I2s
II IIGIIIIIS FEII LOC USA EUR SGU APR ASI BUS IGU GIR AIIR AIR°

I a4._Ian;. 261675205 05 7äIi $5785225 70§2IIäl0i I
I 8•.Ieb52I57~’·:l55 05 6s05!058u5205705l¤5l25 I5I,e.sr Z6 27 II §e-·-*•'••••·•—··~--·---···—-——-·••---—~·•-•-·••~•q

II Bd.apr 5 28 ll = I5 =;I CGIIIIANII MENU I
I I4.eay 5 ZU; S7 él I I
I 84.jnn 20 5 $6 5 27 5l Inu eay request, Iron the "lIlHIIUH UISPLACEIIEIIV I IBI.)--! 20 5 ES 5 22 gl screen, the coaaand eenu options. lhere are ten I

II 5I.aeIq := 2-) 5 37 2 30 c;| cosaands in all, listed in the aessages area. I
I 8I.srp ZI'! 5 IS I. 27 gl A short descrlptlnn ol each one is presented ln I I
I BFIIIIII ZS 5 *3 5 17 =·I one ol the written sheets nde available to you, I IESIFEI = Z6 5 EE ; IB ·.=I at the heqinnin§ ol the tutorial. {Here detailed I

II BSIHIIII ; ZI 5 *5 . lb 2-I inforeatlon on each conaendr use HELP coeaand to I
I IFIIIIR = 26 é II I I6 §I access HELP aenul 2 I I
I

„„ raum uam -—--«-—---—-------—-------——-----—-—- I0lSI’LI‘Ii table EA'-‘E new table IIAIIES-tables IIIIIIECT Ilslde SORI lield II IIEIURN prev. tb.l*fUP table FIELIIS-Ilescrlp. SELECI records IIELP I
II.

:=· I
IItttislllmlmIstlumII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIImst!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II F!?!!=?2t!I'!II2!$?I!=321%H!I’II$II!IlIl!-'€!!II§I!I§#II’QQnlyI

I next screen: (-1 [Space] I I
I

I last ecreena I-! I I
I

IY‘|I|¤!*•!1|IIII!'$P!"'!!W§fI7III|I‘!II$~
I

I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.) ·

I II - I
I II r·I·• r·l·s r·I·s Y""‘I f'5'1 r·Ö•s f'7'1 r·Ü··s r•°·s r·I0s r·IIv r•I21 I
I IIIIIIIIS FEII ICIC use EIIII Sw AFI ASI IDS IIIII DIR MSI III I
I BI-l•nIII|IIIl I I I IIIII IIIIII Io•.r•o| IIIII I I I I Ill KI I II ¤•.•ar | eau a „-«--—-—-—-———-—--—-—————-,
I 84.apr I ·lIl I I IIIIIIIAIIII SCREEIIS I I
I II-ur I II I I I III.Iun I I I I III the coeeands, alter they are requested, are I

II II.IuI l ll I I dleplayed In the eesaapea area. Illl the neceesery I
I DI.auD I I II I InIoraatlon to coeplete each operatlon Is shoen In I I
I

II.sep | ll l I that area; e return aesseqe. II appllcable, ulll I II5|J•IIl I lll l I also be dlsplayed In the sane place. I
II GSIIEI I IIII I I Ihn enaaple os the coeeand screen Ior the coeeand I

I B5|II•'IR | |||| | I DlSPLAY ls preeented around thle box.} I I
I IIIIIPII I II I I · I I

‘g. Ieble: IIIEL I·-·-·~——--—-—·—--·•-—·-—·-——·-—--—-I II DIBILAI another table Itype no.)
II

I
II IIIIst!Ist!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I
I

I
| next screen: I·I (Space} _

I I| last screen: l•l
|II$lI!§II$I'IIIIII!lKlII!I$I

II . I
I

I
II r-In r·7·¤ r-In r·‘-1

r·$·1 r·6·s r·7·v r·8·s
r·’•s

r•I0s r·II1 r•Izs IIIIIIIIIIS ren IOC usn sun SUII AFI 0Sl DUS IIIU Dlll MIR III
II 7§I§ IE7IEl22I70:I2I7I§I0I

I 0; 6505lI·5¤<·;20510:l¤5l2; I
I

ÜIJIY 1 20 ä 77 *5 II
I84.apr I za 5 il IS gl cnnneuo SIIIEEIIS I
II 84.eaI 20 I? _„ U III I

I II.Iun I_ 20 5 I6 27 EI All the ceeeends, etter they are requested, are I I
I

84-Iul 5 20 I? 22 jl displayed ln the aeasaqee area. All the necessary I I8I.auq 5 20 ä IS 5 S0 gl inlereetlon to tonplete each operatlon ls shoen In I
II Bt.eep 5 20 SS 5 27 äl that area; a return aeesaqe, lt appllcable, ••IlI I

I IFIJIII .; 28 ; 7I l7 5I al'eo be displayed in the eaee place. I I
I BIIIEF ii 26 5 6E 5. II „l Ieln eseaple ol the coeeand screen Ior the coeeand I IRSIIIMI -6 ZI e I! · I6 äl DISFLAY ls presented around this box.l I

II ISIMI s 26*5 I? -. Ib I
I

__
Inhles IIIIIEI. I··—--i—-l--—-—-——-·——-·--·—-——I

I
I

DISFLIII another table Itype no.)
I

I
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IlluIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlsIII!IIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I I next screen: Ial [Space) II | last screena (rl I I
I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

1 I1 I
I II r·I·1 I'2'I r·3•1 r•‘•s r4'a r·Ö•e r·7·s r·Ü•s r·I·s r·I°a r•Ü1 r·I2s I
I normrs ren Luc use EUR SOII an ASI IOS mu NI aaa ein I9¢.I•v• I III I r·-·—i—--··--——-——-—-——-·——-«

II eures I III I I raodscr II ¤•.·•r er aeea e I I I
I

8I.apr I III I I an lntroductory explanatlon eay be ln order Cor I I8I.eay I II II I three ceeeenden Project, Select, and Sort. Itth I
I 94.jun l l l I the flrst one--Project tleldIsl·~you can apeclly I I
I I•.Iul I I I I nhlch of the 20 original fields to reteln ln order I I
I It.au9 I I I I tn create a nee table. I Ill-seo I NI I I I II 80.oct M llll l I ln the eeeeple around thls box, the Pour Plelde I
I IZIJMI | MI l I highllghted lndlcate that they have been chosen I I
I

85|PEI l llll l I Ior projectlon, and the resulttng table Iln a nee I
I85|IIAlt l lll! l I screenl ulll present only those llelds. I| ISIAPR es Il I I I I

I gl- lablei IIOTEI. ·'·—-—-——•·-••-—·—-—-l--·—-—-—·l
II PROJECT chosen PIELOS Icoluenel I

I Isa!amlulstluzlsallIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I II next screen: {rl [Space} II I last screen: Hl I I
I !"IIlIII

I
1 ‘ * I1 I1 L ~ I
I H r—I—1 r-} I r~I·v

r·‘·s
Y'S'1 r•Ö·a r·7·1 r—Ü·s r·V·r I"|o1 r·II1 f'lzI I| no·nIIs ren LOC usa sun sou am asi aus mu am aaa am I°

I Iwan Ei 16 E rt Zu
E«-—~··—--·--—·-·-—~·~-·—-——-·-—-« I

I 8s.Ieh ZI 5 70 6 IS EI PROJECT I I86.ear 5 26 é
7’ N sl I

I 84.apr L 28 j= Fl =5 I5 El *0 Introductory euptanatlon eay be ln order tor I I
I It.e•v E 20 :3 S7 E Z3 EI three coeeands: Project, Select, end Sort. lllth I I
I

Z-) SS 14 27 äI the Plrst one--Prtuect IleldIeI·-you can specity I ISl-lvl E 205
?’

r 27 EI Which or the 20 original Iields to reteln in order I
I S4..¤uq 20 E T7 E 30 EI to create a nee table. I I
I l4.s•p 20 27 EI I I
I

84.oct ; tu E o·J E IS ln the exaeple around thls bot, the Pour Iields I I85IJ»'III 5 28 E 73 I7 EI highllghted indlcate that they have been chosan I
II 26 :8 5 I8 EI •or projectlon, and the resultlng table Iln a nee II 0$|l•·%Il Il *5 6 I6 EI screen, ulll present only those fields. I I

I asjnra 6 26 4. 67 Ib el I Igp lebten IIUTEI I--·—-~·--·~-·——-———~-——--—·--———-—-——---—-———J
I PPOJECT chosen PIEIIIS Icoluenel

II' *1
I||!!I!I!IiIII!!!!!llIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II 'i!!9kIIl!I9IS'£1!£R{I'!!EI’· QIIIY [Qy, Inh"'

I | next screen: l•l
lSpace1· I II I last screen: I•l ° | I

I
I*‘r!lII'¤II!|'IIU'B¢2PP‘*I'IIlIIII'MIId

I
1 I1 I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II II II r·I·1 r·I0v r··IIe r-Ile r··I3e r-Ne r·I$e r·IÖe r·IIv r·II1 r•I‘Ie r·Ne II IIOIITIIS Iou DIR aan nln 420 20-34 :4-$4 m PRICE sm oc: COIN| ¤•.I•··
e su n ·—-————-—-—--l--..

I
I BI.IeIl I IIII I I sstscr I IR4-••r I IIII I I I II 84.apr I III I I The second coaaand--Select recordIel·—allo•s you I
I 84.eay I III I I lo epecliy nhlch onee lhoe up to 24 original I I
I I4.Inn I IIII [ I records o6 any glven tablal to retaln ln order to I I‘ 84.Iul II IIII I I create a nes table. I II ¤•..«« e ms e I I
I I4.sep | |||| ll I ln the exaeple to the lelt of thls bon, the elx I I ‘
I

84.oct | IIII l I hlghlighted records Iron Ileld IO have been chosen I II$g.I•II4 | IIII I I Ior selection, and the resulting teble lln e nee II 8S|fEI I IIII [ I screen! elll present only those records. lhe I I
I 85gh¤R I IIII [ I orlglnal nueber ol Ilelde re•alns_unchanged. I I
I WWII I IIII I I I Igg Table: IIOIEL '·—~—-—-·—-—••-—————i—-——·-———-I
I SELECT one or eevsral RECORDS Irouel

I
I 6%%%: i·??E1¥*Iii‘für2%*?I§?$¥ää?‘I?1!§E=II§lE!äi!ä!§ä¥§ä§ä!ä!$!·ä§!!!I!?!§§=!äIäE!?§!E!ä!!! IIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlttIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

III | next screen: bl lSpacel I II I last screen: (41 | I
I — II . II I
I II r·I·• r I'I• r·II: Y’I2I f'Is1 r·IIe r·I5s r·I$e r·l7s r·lI1 r·-II: r—70e I
I IIOIIIIIS mu um non hin (20 20-30 !4·s4 Ios PRICE sm oc: c0l4v III•,I*II ä Ü I2 III I1 IO Er··•·······•—•••·•··••······"•••·•··—•"'••••··••···-•

II ÜIJEB E ZD 70 -= IS EI SELECT I
I !I,•.xr; IS ISE II gl l I
I

84,.Ipr -: Il I4 l7 gl lhe second co••end—·Sel•ct recordlsl--alloue you l I84.eay g I5 I II; 27 gl to speclfy ehlch ones llroe up to 24 original I
II I4.j;•n I3 68 g 27 gl records of any given tablel to retaln In order to I

I 84.jul ug I9 gl creete s neu table. I I
I

s4.aI¤g 24 lv ,I I |84.sep I3 ri 26 xl In the eeaeple to the le4t of thls box, the als I
II 84.oct I5 68 27 highlighted recorde 4roa Iield IO have been chosen I

I ü5|.I•Ill l8 g H I7 gl Ior selection, and the resultlng table Iln a nee I I '
I 85l¢Ell E I? g 6I Zl zl screenl I•l·ll present only those records. lhe I IISI!-IR g II ; 71 22 ;:I orlglnal nuaber of fields reaains unchanged. I II PSIIIFI II re 69 E2 25 il I
I q- Ieolee IIOIFL I--···-·—-·-·-··-·-~—·-·-·-—-—-·•——-—-·--—-I II SRLECI one er several RECORDS lrousl I
I -r¢?... ;6:ä*:;:;iF$: -¢ ;+€ Y- .· ·:·&°;;ä~Eäé=&§g:EEEEE5.Zj „£§:i§:@E I
| IIIISEHIIIIIlllIIlIIIDN!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I II next rzreens (·l l5pacel I

II I last ecreenr l•l I
I lE!‘IIBII§$I$::'Pl!:!I!'IiIII'§!!

I
I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I I
I

I
H f'l(') f"|7\ FI!]

(°I’!
F20]

IIIOIIIIIS olk FIIICE star oc: Cow II USW! lll lllll IIII r*—•·—il·-——-—'*·•-l—isI ¤5s¤C! II IIII IIII I SIIRI I I
I e4I¤¤r III IIIII HI I I |_ 64.oct lll ml Ill I Ihe thlrd and last coaeand to he evglalned here ls I II I5|l¢0Il II III III I Sort field. Illth this coeaand, you eay epecify I
I 6S|I4l6 III III I I an order for rearrengeaent of the record! of that I I
I 64.feh |||| lll! ll I gartlcular flald Iascendlng or daecendlngl. I Ilf-ws IIII III! I I I II |5|IIEC III III II I In the eeaegle to the left of this ooe, fleld 17 II 64.Ian IIII III I I has been sorted already, in escendlng order, and I I
I o4,eaI |||| ||| || I ell the other fleld records have also he aoved I I64.nov lll ll ll I In conjunctlon ulth the record! of fleld 17. I II 65|FEB lll m l I Ihe original nuaoer of fields and record! reaalns II 6S|1I•lfl lll] ll l I unchanged. I I
I gg laoler

II . I
I I I
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ign|y kgyg |„|°g‘ ·

II I next screene hl lSoaceJ l
I I last screen: l·l ~ I I I
I

!!!I!lItII':i!!!l!:tt=I¤!lm'!§IIIIIlKImI!‘5lIt!$m
I

I II II .1 I
I I1 1*IBI f‘I;I

f'ZÜI II HSIIIIIS Mo rw.! sm Off CUIIV I
I I Qßlorä „ 58 ;I R1l.BB5«~———·~·--——--—--·—·---———-—-——-·-—·—-,

Isßlorr of 5 8l ; 1.9 el Soll! I II §l.apr 5 74 7*7 I.$16l I II 64.o:t 2 66 II 5 IIBZSII lhe third and last coeeand to he eaplalned here is I I
I 65|II£l'.' 2 62 77 ; l.65;I Sort field. Iith thls couand, you aay sgecify I I65|fIU6 5 fl i 78 II l.5f5I an order for rearranqeeent of the records of that I II 64.wg E 75 I? Qi 1.6 ézl particular fleld Iascendlnq or descandlngl. II IISIIIIEC II il 5 77 5 1.655I I I
I 84.Ieb x- 705 76 I.7lg| In the evaaple to the left of thl! box, field 17 I IBf,aar .· 75 *5 5 l.a5;I ha! heen sorted already, In aecendlng order, and I II B4.nov ·= III 2 *5 ;¤ 1.662-I all the other field records have also he aoved II SLIM 5 70 ?I 1.65iI ln conjunction uith the records of field 17. I I
I ESIFEII 67 5 74 1.6 lhe original oueher of flelds and recordsreealne I I65|lIoIl 5 75 7f 1.5Iäl unchangeo. I

I
I

gg lshlei I-----—··—··—-·-~—--—~-··-·—-··—--·--—--~--~·f I
I

II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIne!flIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I '!€$2‘•I!2!IR$JS¥!!:=8I!Il'!i2XI!§I#,· qII|y Igyg |}·|gy} I
I I nert screen: I·l {Space! I II laet screen! t·l | II ·III¢I¤!|IYI$<!f:'I'•lY!FIII!!!'|I?II!mIl'Ill11III!I$!mÜ

II
I II I
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Information Tutorial (cont.)

I II ‘ I| tales: I
I lllläé

I. llllää II eure:
I ||||5; SECDIID IIDIE DII KEYS

l‘D
IE USED IIlltéä

I ||||;§ Please note that the key labeleu {III} (ln upper II Illlää left corner of the teyhoaru, Just heloe (Eil!} I
I

“
||||äi hey) ls to he useu every ttae you ,tnu(cete rrhlch I

I
Ilßää particular flelutel or recorutsl you chose tn

IIIIIEE In response to a coaaanu request.I Illléé I
I Illliää after you have lnulcateu the uestreu ftelutel or I
I

|I||;ä recorulsl, prese the (ENTER) key, lf necessary,
IIllléä ae lnulcateu lnalue the alloweu teys Dos: area.

I · Illléä Fallure to use the (TAI! (ey ls equlvalent to an I
I mpeg IEXIII request, i.e., to cancelltnq the request- II Illlää eu operatlon. IIltis;I I| II!It!IIItIIIIIIIIIIIIllttttlIItlatIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I
I

hy; Inh;.
I| next screen: (•l (Space) II I last srreenr Erl I I

I I
I · ‘

II II II IIIIDIE II‘
I unse I
I Illläé

II llllää SECOND HDI! DW (EIS TD PE USED „
IIlssu:

I IIIIES Please note that the tey Iaheleu Null lin upper II um; left corner of the leyhoaru, just belou (Ell(l IIllleé (ey: ts to he ueeu every tlae you lnutcate rrhlch
II "uä; particular fieluusl or recorutel you chose ln

I |I|I;§ in response to a coaaanu request. _ I
I lttsas

Iuu;} After you have inuicateu the ueslreu ftelutsl or
II ||IQEé recerutsl, press the (ENTER} hey, lf necessary,

I llllaä as inuicateu Inslue the alloveu toys box area. I
I lltlsé Failure to use the (INI! Irey ls equivalent to an

IIlllää (EI1l'l request, i.e., to cancelllng the request-
II |II|’-S eu operation.L IIIILE I

I lll! SI<~26%SSESSäärerSeesreieääreéiusääeéäzesäeäärusääxäzäa IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I

I I next screen: (•l (Space! I II last screen: (+1 _ I I
II II I
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I
Information Tutorial (cont . )

II
II
I II j le IIlllllsä lllléI lttuss Iltts II Iltlttss Iltts II Iltlttäs Illu Illllläé IlltsI Illllés IIAIIDS-III! IIIIIIIIIAI. Illlé II '¤IIIII?ä III? I
I T: : Illlllas III:I IIIIIEE Ill: II Illtlss Ilus I
I

Illu! Ill! II guess gta: IIlliä IEllll -‘ -I ‘ II llllttltttttttttttlttlttultttlttttttltlltttttltllttI _ llllllttIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
II

I~‘IIII:II·.„ II,,IIIIIl:!III«" .·I~~;II
. I [ b II I next sc::n: I•l {Space)

u on Y W,
II I last screen: l•I | I

I I
II
I „ II T II II Illltlss lltts I‘ IItI!:—.=s Ilus
I Ilttttss
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Information Tutorial (cont.)
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I Information Tutorial (cont.)
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